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STUDY OF A NAVIGATION AND TRAFFIC 
CONTROL TECHNIQUE EMPLOYING SATELLITES 
Volume If. System Analys is 
By David A. Conrad 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This volume documents the analyses made of the satellite constella- 
tion and ground-station network and presents the results of tracking accu- 
racy and er ror  analysis studies. 
pr e s ent ed . 
U s e r  equations a r e  also derived and 
Sec. 2 contains the satellite constellation analysis. The navigation 
accuracy obtained is discussed in subsec. 2. I; measurement e r rors  and 
orbit determination e r rors  a re  discussed in subsecs. 2. 2 and 2.3,  
respectively. 
See. 3 presents the navigation equations used by four  classes of 
user. 
Sec. 4 describes certain supporting studies, including orbital pertur- 
bations and stationkeeping requirements, eclipse histories, and the selec- 
tion of injection nodes. 
computer programs used in the analysis and derivations of some of the 
equations used in these studies. 
The appendixes contain descriptions of the 
The findings being submitted to  NASA-ERC were the result of a 
strong team effort. While numerous technical personnel made contri- 
butions to  the study results contained in the various volumes of this interim 
report, the following TRW Systems people made significant contributions 
to the analyses presented in this volume: 
C overag e: H. T. Ekstrand, E. B. Mielak, 
P . D .  Burgess 
Error  Sources: A. J. Mallinckrodt, A. Garabedian 
Navigation Accuracy: S .  Y. Itoga, D. J .  Johnson, 
J .  E. Land, D. A. Conrad 
i 
1 
Orbit Determination: 
Navigation Equations : 
Orbit Perturbations: 
Eclipse Periods and 
Injection Nodes: 
SPIT Program and 
Applications: 
NAVSAP Program: 
D. J. Johnson 
D.M. Layton, D.A. Conrad, 
A.N. Drucker 
G.S. Gedeon 
H. T. Ekstrand, A .  J. Mallinckrodt 
A. J. Mallinckrodt, T. P. Nosek, 
C. L. Whitman 
S . Y .  Itoga, D. Kuhn, D. J .  Johnson 
System Analysis Study D,rection: D.A. Conrad, D. D. Otten 
2 
, F, :i 
‘..I 
2. ANALYSIS OF SELECTED CONSTELLATION 
2 .1  SYSTEM DEFINITION 
The analysis of various possible satellite system configurations was 
based on the following criteria: 
0 The selected system must be compatible with an interim 
system that provides near-continuous coverage for the 
North Atlantic; that is, the interim system must be a 
portion of the final system. This requirement is most 
easily satisfied by satellites with 24-hr orbital periods. 
The final system must provide global coverage, with the 
possible exception of the polar regions. 
0 
0 There should be sufficient redundancy s o  that at least three 
satellites a r e  visible in the *60° latitude band after one 
satellite has failed. 
0 The four satellites covering a given area should be positioned 
in such a way that there is minimum geometric degradation 
of accuracy. 
The number of orbit planes should be as small as possible 
to minimize establishment and maintenance costs. 
0 
The constellation selected on the basis of these cri teria consists 
Both planes a re  of two orbit planes with eight satellites in each plane. 
inclined 18.5O to the equatorial plane with their ascending nodes spaced 
157.5O apart. The satellites a r e  positioned within their orbit planes to 
yield the configuration shown in Figure 1. 
This constellation was selected from a variety of possible constel- 
The portion 
.L 1- 
tions on the basis of coverage and accuracy considerations. 
of the earth between 60° north and south latitudes was to be emphasized. 
One of the assumptions made for the comparative analysis was that the 
minimum elevation angle for user antennas would be 5 
During the study (see Vol. 111) it developed that a more suitable compromise 
0 above the horizon. 
* 
Constellations evaluated and discarded a r e  described in  Ref. 1 and 
include 1 x 12, (1 orbit plane 8 12 satellites per orbit Flane) 2 x 12, and 
4 x 2  configurations, all a t  30  Asocending node sFacing was 
180 were considered for the 
4 x 3 system. 
inclinagon. 
for  the 2 x 12 system and both 90 and 75 
Orbital period was 24 hr in all cases. 
1 
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for aircraft-mounted antennas would be to limit the elevation angle to a 
minimum of 10 . 0 
It is clear that selection of an optimum constellation requires 
exact definition of the coverage requirements for each region of the 
earth under consider ation. Following this , detailed accuracy, cover age, 
and booster analyses can be performed. 
scope of this contract, nevertheless, the results presented for the 
selected constellation are  indicative of the performance that may be 
expected from the proposed NAVSTAR system. 
of course, be slightly improved for  an optimized constellation. 
2 . 2  MEASUREMENT ERROR SOURCES 
Such a study was beyond the 
.I. *,-
Performance would, 
Although it is a relatively straightforward matter to identify the 
e r ro r  sources associated with user measurements and to  assign a number 
to each source, a difficulty arises in properly qualifying these numbers 
with respect to their important correlation properties. In general, each 
measurement may be associated with a particular time, a particular 
location, and a particular satellite by either a ground station or a user.  
The related types of measurement correlation are:  
e 
e 
e 
In 
Time Serial Correlation, affecting e r ro r  saurces which are  
neither pure (constant) bias nor independent f o r  each measure- 
ment sample. 
be highly correlated over many measurements but not over all 
available data; proper treatment of this case requires an estimate 
of the effective correlation time so that, the effect of serial  
smoothing can be suitably represented. 
spheric e r ror ,  which is a slowly varying quantity. 
This intermediate class of e r ro r  sources may 
An example is iono- 
Inter -station Correlation, where a phenomenon is physically 
common to  some or all measurements associated with the 
same satellite. 
oscillator drift. 
An example is the e r ror  due to satellite 
Inter satellite Correlation, where a phenomenon is physically 
common to some or all measurements associated with the same 
station, such as ground survey er ror .  
general, information is not available on which to base a detailed 
functional correlation model fo r  partial correlations when they exist. In 
.l* ,'
Some of this w o r k  has been subsequently performed by TRW for  
the Navy (Ref. 4). 5. 
many cases, it would not be possible to incorporate such partial correla- 
tions within the framework of present programs even if they were known. 
As a feasible approximation, we have chosen to represent such correla- 
tions as an "on-off" phenomenon. 
represented as either fully correlated o r  completely independent, as  a 
function of the estimated time constant, distance separation, etc. Present 
programs will generally permit such gross representations in terms of 
appropriately constrained biases or  measurement e r r o r s  in the appropriate 
That is, the related measurements a re  
domain. 
The sources of measurement e r ror  a r e  a s  follows: 
Tropospheric retardation 
Ionospheric refraction 
Receiver noise 
Receiver drift 
Quantization 
Multipath effects 
Oscillator e r ro r  
Speed of light 
The characteristics of these e r ro r  sources a re  discussed separately in 
the following paragraphs and a re  summarized in Table I. 
2 .2 .  1 Tropospheric Er ror  (Refs. 2, 3 ,  9, 10, and 11) 
The total tropospheric retardation is rather accurately estimated by 
c = 8 f t  Csc E (class b user) 
where E is the elevation angle of the line of sight from the horizontal. 
This wil l  be taken as  the total e r ror  cr for a low-accuracy user who does 
not make a refraction correction (class b user).  
(class a) user o r  ground station the residual from a standard correction 
of this type is about 5 percent of the correction itself or  
For  a high-accuracy 
IT = 0.4 f t  Csc E (class a user or ground station) 
This e r ro r  is considered correlated for time differences less  than 1 hr,  
for  ground position differences less  than 20 mi, and for all satellites 
viewed by a given station. 
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2 . 2 . 2  Ionospheric Er ror  ( R e f s .  2 and 3 )  
Accounting for the elevation angle effect in ionospheric e r ro r  is 
a little more complicated because the significant variable is the elevation 
angle at the ionosphere. Approximating this reasonably well by 
- 
Eiono sphere 
we can write for the average daytime 
tion at 1500 M H z  
( wor s t - cas e) io nos pher ic r etar da - 
u = 13.8 ft Csc v(10°)2 t E2 (class b user)  
this will be taken as the total e r ro r  fo r  the low-accuracy (class b) user. 
For the high-accuracy user or ground station who makes a correction 
based on a precomputed table as a function of local apparent time, 
geomagnetic latitude, and elevation angle, the anticipated residual is 
reduced as much as 50 percent: 
u = 6. 9 f t  Csc (class a user and ground 
station) 
This e r ror  is considered correlated fo r  distances less  than 600 mi, for 
time less than 1 hr and €or ail satellites seen from a given ground station. 
2 . 2 . 3  Thermal Noise 
The e r ro r  due to thermal noise is a function of the received SNR. 
For  the user and ground station this e r ror  will  be 32 and 18 f t ,  respectively, 
in a 26-Hz bandwidth. 
class a user and the ground station will  provide a further bandwidth narrow- 
ing by averaging over 8 frames of the 78-Hz component or T = 8/78 = 0.102 
sec. 
resulting in a further improvement factor of ,/-= 1/2.3. 
to net errors of 
It is now further planned that after acquisition, the 
The effective bandwidth of this averaging process is 1/2T = 4.9 Hz 
This leads 
32 f t  (class b user) 
14 f t  (class a user) 
7.8 f t  (ground station) 
.I 
These e r ro r s  a r e  fully correlated during any one observation, uncorre- 
lated between successive (16 sec) frames, and uncorrelated between all. 
independent ranges (not range differences). 
2.2.4 Quantizing Noise 
The user has a IO-MHz clock for range count, whereas a ground sta- 
tion will  have a 20-MHz clock. 
zation e r rors ,  respectively, for the user and ground station. 
independent a t  1/78 sec basic sample intervals and it is presently planned 
that for a class a user or ground station a complete measurement wil l  con- 
sist of an accumulation or average of 8 such measurements for a further 
advantage of G r e s u l t i n g  in: 
These result in 29 and 14.5 f t  1-cr quanti- 
These a r e  
(class b user) 
(class a user) 
5. 1 f t  (ground station) 
This e r ro r  is completely uncorrelated betweel all range measurements 
and serially between frames. 
2. 2. 5 Oscillator E r ro r  (Ref. 5) 
From Ref. 5 (Fig. 4), for a quartz oscillator and a 2-hr typical 
extrapolation period 
0- = 9 . 2  f t  
This is linearly proportional to T for times other than 2 hr. 
e r r o r  is to be considered correlated for all times less than 2 hr and €or 
As such, the 
a11 ranges from all stations to a given satellite. 
2. 2.6 Multipath 
This factor is assumed negligible for the ground station or  for  a sur -  
face ship due to ground antenna directivity and short multipath lengths 
(Ref. 6 ) .  
acteristics to ensure worst-case (elevation angle loo, worst altitude) multi- 
path e r ro r  less  than 45 ft.  
uncorrelated from frame to frame ( I O  sec) and between all range measure- 
ments from all stations to all satellites. 
9 
For the aircraft, present planning is to utilize modulation char- 
This e r r o r  may be considered essentially 
2.2.7 Receiver Drif t  E r ro r s  
The drifts in the IF, car r ie r  phase-locked loop, and the range signal 
phase-locked loop have been estimated to RSS to 
17 ft 
12 f t  (ground station) 
(class a o r  b user) 
0 - =  [ 
This should be considered correlated f o r  ti-mes less  than about 1 hr and 
for  all ranges measured by a given ground station. 
2.2.8 Speed of Light 
The present fractional uncertainty in the velocity of light is estimated 
at 0 . 3  x 
range measurements. 
However, it is of course completely correlated between all 
Ideally, it should be modelled as an unrecovered 
systematic e r ror  source common to  all ground and user measurements. 
Short of this, it i s  suggested that the e r ror  can be bounded by a represen- 
tation a s  an additional user position e r r o r  (not range-measurement error)  
of 0. 3 x I O m 6  of the distance to the "average," (or  in the case of relative 
navigation, to the reference) ground station. Taking that distance conserv- 
atively as  2000 mi  the effective position e r ror  is 4 f t  or  less ,  which can 
safely be ignored. 
2 .2 .9  Summary 
It is difficult to RSS these diverse e r ro r  sources since they a re ,  in 
many cases, not directly comparable because of different correlation effects 
and have to  be treated as separate e r ror  sources. Nevertheless, to give an 
idea of the resulting orders of magnitude, ignoring all correlations and 
0 RSSing all measurement e r ro r s  for an assumed elevation angle of 10 , the 
tabulation below yields the following results. 
Ground Station Class a User G l a s s  b User 
Troposphere 
Ion0 spher e 
Receiver Noise 
Quanti z at i o n 
Multipath 
Drif t  
Oscillator E r ro r  
RSS 
10 
2.3 
7.8 
5. I 
0 
0 
28 
12 
32 
- 
2.3 46  
28 56 
14 32 
10.2 29 
45 45  
17 17 
59 98 
9 . 2  9 . 2  
3 
' 1  
""J 
i 
It is to be re-emphasized, however, that these RSS numbers a r e  not 
for direct program input. 
appropriately modified taking into account the restrictions of the program 
in which the data a r e  to be used and the serial  and intermeasurement 
correlations. 
2 . 3  NAVIGATION ACCURACY AND COVERAGE 
For such purposes, these numbers must be 
The overall navigation accuracy provided by the proposed system 
was analyzed for the complete worldwide system and for  an interim 
system covering the North Atlantic. 
four satellites labeled numerically in Figure 1. ) Special analyses were 
made of the accuracy of velocity estimates from doppler measurements 
and of the accuracy of relative navigation. 
separately in this section, 
2 . 3 .  1 Worldwide System Accuracy and Coverage 
(The interim system consists of the 
These analyses a re  discussed 
The navigation accuracies obtained by a user of the system depend 
on three elements: 
Measurement noise and bias (discussed in  detail in 
Subsection 2 . 2 )  
Satellite position uncertainties (discussed in subsec. 2.4) 
Relative geometry between user and satellites, which varies 
with user location and time of day. 
For purposes of analysis, the (range) measurement noise standard 
deviation is taken as 50 f t  for either the interim o r  worldwide system. 
This value is derived by taking the RSS of the receiver noise, quantization 
e r ror ,  multipath e r ror ,  satellite oscillator e r ror ,  and a portion of the 
t ro po s phe r ic  and ion0 s phe r ic e r ro r s . * 
* 
but have different values depending on elevation angle. Half of the 28-ft 
ionospheric e r r o r  (see subsec. 2.2) is treated as a bias and the other 
half as random; the 14-ft random half is included in  the RSS calculation. 
The remaining e r ro r s  behave like biases in the user equipment and are 
dominated by the uncertainty in  user oscillator calibration. 
Tropospheric and ionospheric e r ro r s  are correlated among all satellites, 
11 
Since no attempt is made to calibrate the user oscillator, a large 
a priori bias is assumed in the user equipment. This parameter is then 
solved for along with the user position, as indicated in  the discussion of 
the navigation equations (subsec. 3 .2) .  The equivalence of this pro- 
cedure to range difference is discussed in par. 2 .5 .3 .  
Navigation accuracies were determined first in the absence of orbit 
determination uncertainties (i. e. , assuming perfect knowledge of satellite 
positions). 
alone and thus serves to establish an upper bound on usable accuracies of 
an ideal satellite tracking network. It will be seen later that the effect of 
tracking (i. e . ,  satellite position) e r ro r s  is to cause only a 5 to 10 percent 
decrease in accuracy, 
This analysis illustrates the effect of measurement e r r o r s  
The results of the navigation accuracy analysis assuming no satellite 
position e r ro r s  a r e  shown in Figure 2 for the worldwide system and for 
an assumed uncertainty of 75 f t  ( 1 3  in a priori knowledge of user altitude. 
The accuracy figures and those of the following subsection were obtained 
from the MSAT computer program described in app. €5, 
boundaries were computed using the program described in apps. C and D. 
The fal€owing information is presented in the figure: 
The coverage 
0 The subsatellite points for those satellites in the northern 
hemisphere 
The absolute navigation accuracy obtainable within ea 
contour, defined a s  the C95 value, OF the uncertainty eorres- 
ponding to 95 percenk confiderrce that the actual gocation is 
within a circle of the given radius. 
the equator the accuracy contours do not always coincide with 
the coverage regions. 
0 
It will be noted that near 
In interpreting these results, it should be kept in mind that the 
figures a r e  absolute accuracies, that is, accuracies of position deter- 
mination relative to an earth-centered coordinate system. If the user 
accuracy is  desired relative to another point on the earth, then it is 
necessary to add (RSS) the uncertainty in,the location of that point. 
will be seen later, in par. 2. 3 . 4  on relative navigation, some of the 
e r ro r s  may cancel when the two points a r e  in the same vicinity and both 
estimate position using navigation satellites. 
As 
12  
t 
C "  1
Figure 2 and the succeeding polar plots through Figure 14 a re  to be 
used with the clear polar overlay found in the pocket inside the back cover 
of this report. the Greenwich meridian of the overlay (found 
in pocket inside back cover) aligned with the indexing axis on the map. 
* 
At time To 
Some of the characteristics to be seen from the figure irrespective 
of the overlay orientation are: 
racy is within 250 ft (C95) at all longitudes; 2) the highest accuracies a r e  
associated with la rge  numbers of visible satellites, but the number 
required for a given accuracy decreases toward the poles because of more 
favorable geometry; 3) there are two small regions of indeterminacy near 
the pole. 
1) f o r  latitudes up to 5 5 O ,  navigation accu- 
Navigation accuracies for particular regions of the northern hemi- 
sphere can be determined for 3-hr intervals after time To by rotating the 
overlay 45O counterclockwise for each 3 hr. The system configuration is 
such that at the end of 3 hr each satellite is at the position occupied 3 hr 
earlier by the one leading it. 
has rotated 45O eastward during this period. 
The system is thus identical, but the earth 
Accuracy contours for times within this 3-hr interval a re  given in 
Figure 3, 4, and 5 for 45, 90, and 135 min after time To, respect5vely. 
These maps show that €he accuracy contours change in size and shape 
through the interval, with a general movement to the west. 
accuracy remains high up to 55 
that obtainable at To. 
Navigation 
latitude and is generally equivalent to 0 
These plots provide a good general idea of the coverage and accuracy 
provided by the system and of the variations of coverage with time. 
detailed data on overall navigation accuracy as a function of geographical 
location a r e  presented in the computer-generated tables, Tables €I through 
VI. *" Table €I presents results for  the system at time To, with zero satel- 
lite position uncertainties. Table III presents the same data computedwith 
satellite position uncertainties of the expected magnitudes (see subsec. 2.4 
for a discussion of these uncertainties). Although the altitude 
To denotes an arbitrary epoch at which the system is defined. 
More 
.?. *A- 
T45, T90, 
A one (1) in these and the following tables denotes tha€ insufficient satel- 
etc. denote times 45 min, 90 min, etc. after To. 
+ :: 
lites a r e  visible to provide a f i x .  1 3  
uncertainty for Table I11 is 150 f t  rather than the 75 f t  of Table 11, the 
prime contributor to the C95 increase is the satellite e r ror .  
of the two tables shows that the increase in C95 due to the inclusion of 
satellite e r ro r s  ranges from less  than 10 to 50 f t ,  occasionally reaching 
values between 50 and 100 f t .  
latitudes. 
* Comparison 
The effect tends to increase at higher 
Tables IV and V present the same data for the system at T45, indi- 
cating that the change in geometry over this period results in very minor 
changes in C95 position uncertainty of a few feet either more or less. 
Some large changes can be seen at high latitudes because of the rotation 
of the regions of indeterminacy near the poles. 
Table VI shows the same information for T with the satellite posi- 90' 
tion e r ro r s  included. 
a r e  small, on the order of 20 f t  or less, except in certain high-latitude 
regions. 
Again the changes from the comparable To values 
It will  be recalled that these results a r e  based on an a p r io r i  user 
altitude uncertainty (except as  noted) of 75 ft. 
valid for surface vessels and may hold for aircraft with recently cali- 
brated altimeters. In general, however, altimeter readings using pres- 
sure equivalents may not have this accuracy after long flight intervals. 
The sensitivity of navigation uncertainty to a priori altitude accuracy is 
indicated in Figure 6, which is based on an a pr ior i  altitude sigma of 
2500 f t .  
regions where only three satellites a r e  visible, there i s  a loss of accuracy. 
In regions with more redundancy, however, the variation is much less. 
This assumption will  be 
This is equivalent to  essentially no a pr ior i  information. In the 
.?. -I. 
Figure 4-24 of Reference 4 shows the variation of C95 with altitude for a 
4-satellite interim system. 
C95 is 240 f t ,  and with 150 f t  altitude e r ror ,  the C95 is 320 ft .  
satellites visible, this variation will be sharply reduced. 
In that case, with 75 f t  altitude e r ror ,  the 
With more 
14 
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TABLE 11 
WORLDWIDE NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION O F  
USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE AT T = 0 WITHOUT 
SATELLITE ERRORS 
177 
176 
166 
164 
I69 
151 
151 
143 
I45 
143 
140 
150 
160 
170 
IO 
I46 
149 
I49 
151 
165 
167 
191 
127 
I79 
177 
191 
190 
166 
151 
I49 
I50 
146 
I48 
142 
I42 
153 
I62 
I63 
I63 
I75 
175 
193 
I75 
I75 
164 
I62 
162 
153 
I58 
I42 
148 
- 
151 
151 
143 
145 
NORTH LATITUDE 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
151 161 172 220 306 462 424 1 
153 160 172 186 226 461 424 1 
149 150 173 220 225 458 423 1 
151 151 152 127 120 142 146 1 
167 167 170 126 119 141 146 1 
177 171 169 173 I83 206 150 1 
178 171 169 173 200 112 149 1 
125 123 121 117 1 1 4  I I Z  149 I 
141 I30 I20 126 114 I l l  I49 1 S y m t r i c  
175 172 I l l  118 114 I l l  149 1 -93.75 
179 172 170 173 200 112 I49 1 
178 171 169 173 I83 206 149 1 
167 171 170 174 184 210 150 I 
151 130 124 126 119 142 146 1 
149 150 151 220 225 457 423 1 
153 160 172 186 226 461 424 1 
151 161 172 187 306 462 424 1 
155 166 180 223 529 461 424 1 
142 144 I47 I98 520 457 423 1 
143 145 148 160 278 451 421 1 
156 160 210 239 499 I I 1 
160 162 168 178 363 441 I 
161 I63 169 178 211 437 I 1 
161 158 I71 209 210 270 I 1 
I33 123 126 117 Ill 126 194 1 
178 169 167 114 I l l  125 129 1 
177 168 166 171 198 125 129 _I Sy-tric 
About 
178 I69 167 172 I l l  125 129 1 81.25 
I71 123 125 117 I l l  126 I94 1 
161 158 172 118 112 126 194 1 
161 163 169 211 211 436 1 1 
160 I62 168 I78 212 440 I 1 
156 162 168 239 364 I I 1 
143 145 148 160 276 450 421 1 
142 144 147 151 523 456 423 1 
155 166 180 224 527 460 424 1 
MEASUREMENT NOISE (1  a) : 50 fee t  
SATELL I T E  POS I T  I ON UNCERTA I NTY ( 1  0 )  
SYSTEM: 2x8 USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY ( l a ) :  75 feet 
ORBITAL PERIOD: 24 hours RADIAL (U): 0 
T I M E  FROM EPOCH; 0 hours IN-TRACK (VI: 0 
CROSS-TRACK (w): 0 
ORB I T A L  I NCL I NAT I ON : 1 8.5" 
SPACING OF ASCENDING NODES: 157 .5 "  
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE F I R S T  SATELL ITE 
SATELL ITE SPACING W I T H I N  EACH PLANE: 45" point 
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE: 5"  
(1) Denotes indeterminate I N  EACH PLANE AT EPOCH: 0" 
1 4 .%*l 
I: 
70 
80  
9 0  
$00 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
EO0 
210 
220 
230 
I 
191 189 199 184 17tl 1P5 118 133 136 1 
244 219 171 163 111 181 2G9 132 136 1 
191 1R9 198 183 177 I D 2  119 132 136 1 
190 188 1R4 136 145' 132 119 133 204 1 
179 171 175 172 185 134 120 135 203 I 
115 114 173 115 181 227 225 432 1 1 
tar  174 1-11 172 179 190 226 489 I 1 
160 162 165 112 119 261 382 1 I 1 
160 169 153 155 158 110 389 509 461 1 
I 5 1  150 151 153 156 160 609 511 463 I 
153 15T 165 178 194 951 620 521 465 I 
151 155 160 172 185 P5P 331 523 465 1 
160 158 161 110 183 199 238 521 464 1 
159 158 151 158 385 231 231 516 462 I 
162 160 159 160 161 140 129 162 163 1 
115 116 117 178 181 139 127 160 163 I 
I l l  178 192 183 179 IS? 194 218 151 I 
zr) 210 194 I84 180 18e 212 ieo 157 1 
P 
1 
:? 
! 
1 
3 
3 
51 
1 
TABLE 111 
WORLDWIDE NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION OF 
USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE A T  T = 0 WITH 
SATELLITE ERRORS 
w 
n 
3 
r- 
(3 
Z 
0 
4 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40  
50 
68 
NORTH LATITUDE 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 10 6 0  90 
151 $49 150 152 156 210 601 515 462 I 
160 150 151 f53  156 171 393 506 459 1 
159 162 165 169 232 2M 585 1 1 1 
162 172 169 111 Il l3  lS5 390 491 
114 174 178 172 178 la9 PER 490 1 
117 114 111 168 181 223 221 300 I I 
229 1 C i  141 135 146 13P 1lt i  134 204 1 
e60 
El0 
28 0 
29 0 
308 
310 
3PO 
330 
340 
350 
193 
' 190 213 
1 7 8  209 
115 117 
181 162 
160 159 
161 159 
151 155 
I53 156 
151 
190 
191 
194 
I18 
162 
159 
163 
1 60 
I65 
I45 
167 
181 
I85 
184 
142 
la1 
I le 
171 
178 
133 
185 
182 
181 
18 1 
135 
162 
185 
185 
193 
156 
138 
185 
184 
1j5 
141 
233 
POI 
201 
255 
128 
128 
213 
195 
196 
129 
240 
e39 
328 
619 
117 
118 
119 
219 
223 
1 6 2  
518 
592 
593 
520 
156 
156 
156 
151 
I 58 
163 
464 
465 
465 
464 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SYSTEM: 2x8 
ORBITAL PERIOD: 
MEASUREMENT NO I SE ( 1  a) : 50 fee t  
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY ( la ) :  150 f ee t  
SATELLITE P O S I T  ION UNCERTAINTY ( 1  a) 
RADIAL (u): 15 f ee t  
CROSS-TRACK (w) :  38 feet  
24 hours  
T I M E  FROM EPOCH: 0 hours IN-TRACK (v)  : 117 f ee t  
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE: 5" ORB I TAL I NC L I NAT I ON : 1 8 - 5 " 
SPACING OF ASCENDING NODES: 157-5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THEo FI RST SATELLITE (1 )  Denotes indeterminate  
point I N  EACH PLANE AT EPOCH: SATELLITE SPACING W I T H I N  EACH PLANE: 45" 
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TABLE IV 
WORLDWIDE NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION OF 
WITHOUT SATELLITE ERRORS 
USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE AT T = 45 MIN. 
SYSTEM: 2x8 
LBNG 
- 180 
- 170 
-160 
-150 
-140 
-130 
-120 
-110 
-100 
-90 
-80 
-70 
- 60 
-50 
W -40 
-30 - 2 -20 
3 10 
(3 -10 
z o  
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
I50 
160 
170 
0 10 
145 148 
159 155 
156 155 
158 157 
170 172 
172 173 
223 201 
178 179 
2 W  179 
172 171 
170 169 
158 175 
156 158 
158 145 
145 144 
146 146 
141 145 
146 147 
145 144 
159 145 
156 158 
158 171 
170 172 
172 169 
223 176 
178 176 
209 189 
I72 I70 
170 169 
158 156 
156 154 
158 154 
145 148 
146 150 
141 140 
146 150 
NORTH LATITUDE 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
152 160 169 181 320 460 423 129 
155 160 168 I 8 0  220 458 422 I29 
154 154 169 217 219 322 139 129 
156 155 I21 125 117 135 139 I29 
171 170 136 123 I15 134 139 129 
184 174 170 I?2 180 205 98 I29 
165 174 170 172 180 205 149 129 
177 175 171 172 114 1 1 1  149 129 
140 129 120 120 114 1 1 1  149 129 
I69 166 126 125 114 I l l  149 129 
170 166 168 174 206 I12 149 129 
I 6 8  165 167 174 207 211 149 129 
161 165 168 175 209 212 1 129 
145 147 149 163 161 458 1 129 
144 145 148 164 230 456 422 129 
152 162 176 192 298 459 423 I29 
150 162 176 221 529 460 423 I29 
152 162 174 223 523 4 s  422 129 
144 145 176 191 513 453 421 I29 
145 146 148 164 499 447 419 129 
159 164 167 123 244 440 417 129 
164 163 166 174 204 I 415 129 
165 164 167 175 203 253 192 129 
165 162 169 116 110 123 192 129 
132 121 122 115 109 122 193 129 
171 168 167 I l l  109 122 I29 129 
175 167 166 171 192 123 2 2 9  129 
175 167 166 171 135 128 129 129 
168 I 2 3  127 117 113 138 1 129 
154 153 153 214 216 437 1 129 
153 161 170 216 217 443 1 I29 
155 I60 169 180 504 447 1 129 
152 157 199 230 511 450 1 129 
141 143 146 155 282 451 I 129 
140 143 146 154 286 455 I 129 
159 171 187 224 323 459 423 129 
MEASUREMENT NOISE ( la) :  50 fee t  
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY ( la ) :  75 feet 
SATELL I TE POS IT I ON UNCERTAINTY ( 1  a) 
RADIAL (U): 0 
IN-TRACK ( V I :  0 
ORBITAL PER1.M): 24 hours CROSS-TRACK (w): 0 
TIME FROM EPOCH: .75 hours MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE: 5" 
I'i 
ORB ITAL 1 NCL I NATION: 18.5" 
SPAC 1 NG OF ASCEND I NG NODES : 157.5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE FIRST SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SPACING WITHIN EACH PLANE: 45" point 
IN EACH PLANE AT EP0CH:O" (1) Denotes indeterminate  
' i  
I 
1, J 
TABLE V 
WORLDWIDE NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION OF 
WITH SATELLITE ERRORS 
USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE AT T z 45 MIN. 
NORTH LATITUDE 
10 20 3P 40 50 60 IO 80 90 
0 154 153 153 155 189 203 598 510 461 136 
10 170 154 154 156 158 177 578 501 458 136 
po 167 168 169 175 178 134 306 490 454 136 
30 169 184 176 173 176 185 217 1 450 136 
40 183 186 177 174 116 185 214 270 203 136 
50 185 182 178 113 I 7 8  135 118 131 203 1Z6 
60 249 191 148 135 143 132 117 129 203 136 
'70 193 191  186 184 I79 122 117 129 137 1z6 
80  237 214 195 182 171 181 202 130 131 136 
90 185 184 195 182 117 182 156 138 137 136 
100 183 IS2 180 137 147 130 121 154 1 136 
110  170 169 168 161 1-56 229 230 486 1 136 
i20 167 166 165 174 183 230 230 495 I 136 
130 I69 165 166 171 I81 193 585 501 1 136 
140 I54 1% 162 167 225 262 595 505 1 136 
W 
n 150 155 161 151 153 157 166 402 507 I 136 
160 150 149 150 152 156 165 401 519 I 136 
110 155 160 110 185 201 256 348 521! 465 136 
1 5 0  154 I57 l 6 P  170 I d 0  193 343 522 465 136 
0 190 170 I64 I C 4  169 177 I92 232 S1Y 464 136 
TOO I66 165 164 163 180 230 930 386 150 136 
A 
3 
k 
(3 z 
710 169 16'. 167 16h I32 141 127 153 150 136 
2 2 D  183 184 184 182 15d 139 125 151 150 136 
e30 186 186 2 C S  190 18% 162 191 216 106 136 
240 249 226 PO6 190 l % 2  182 190 215 I57 136 
250 193 193 191 I92 183 183 123 11.3 157 136 
260 231 194 157 145 133 136 I77 118 157 136 
270 185 la6 184 IS? 144 1 5 4  iza 1 1 . a  157 136 
280 1 8 3  183 185 i n 0  181 187 720 119 157 136 
290 169 191 182 178 179 186 221 P23 158 136 
300 I66 169 171 175 179 181 224 225 1 136 
310 l a  156 156 158 161 176 173 515 1 136 
3Eo 155 154 154 156 159 177 244 520 464 136 
330 155 156 163 175 190 208 324 523 465 136 
3"o i50 154 159 175 191 254 621 522 465 136 
350 155 156 162 173 181 257 612 518 463 
MEASUREMENT NOISE (10): 50 f ee t  
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY (la): 150 f e e t  
SATELJ. I TE POS IT I ON UNCERTA I NTY (1 0) SYSTEM: 2x8 
ORBITAL PERIOD: 24 hours 
TIME FROM EPOCH: .75 hours 
ORB lTAb INCLINATION: 18.5" 
SPACING OF ASCENDING NODES: 157.5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE FIRST SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SPACING WITHIN EACH PLANE: 45" 
RADIAL (u): 15 fee t  
IN-TRACK (VI :  117 f ee t  
CROSS-TRACK (w): 38 fee t  
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE: 5" 
(1) Denotes indeterminate  IN EACH PLANE A T  EPOCH: 0 
point 
23  
TABLE VI 
WORLDWIDE NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION OF 
USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE AT T = 90 MIN. 
WITH SATELLITE ERRORS 
0 
LO 
20 
30 
40 
so 
60 
10 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
I30 
Lu 1 40 
cl I 5 0  
(3 110 
2 160 
2 I90 z 180 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
2 m  
210 
280 
290 
300 
31n 
320 
330 
340 
350 
NORTH LATITUDE 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
159 
185 
I75 
178 
190 
191 
257 
191 
220 
I77 
114 
162 
160 
153 
I51 
153 
151 
160 
160 
185 
175 
118 
190 
192 
251 
191 
219 
I17 
174 
161 
159 
153 
151 
963 
IS1 
160 
118 
160 
I75 
199 
20 I 
I88  
191 
189 
202 
118 
115 
161 
158 
159 
I55 
156 
151 118 184 231 583 503 455 136 
159 159 160 230 483 493 455 136 
175 179 145 131 172 482 451 136 
185 117 176 183 210 111 111 136 
I86 177 116 182 201 I57 111  136 
183 180 178 135 117 156 160 136 
149 135 138 135 116 155 160 136 
185 182 119 135 111 156 160 136 
188 179 111 183 208 279 111  136 
187 119 I77 184 210 112 448 136 
115 138 141 133 173 488 452 136 
161 161 162 233 492 998 455 136 
158 179 186 200 589 506 451 136 
163 111 184 260 603 511 459 136 
160 181 220 257 611 514 1 136 
166 180 197 214 612 514 I 136 
150 150 153 156 169 283 317 1 136 
167 179 194 224 251 371 519 1 136 
162 166 172 118 188 229 518 1 136 
115 171 111 117 181 226 333 145 136 
114 172 174 119 I88 224 146 144 136 
111 115 112 132 148 127 144 135 136 
191 169 144 160 139 126 142 134 136 
192 212 194 184 183 191 141 134 136 
233 211 194 183 182 190 214 91 136 
192 190 194 184 182 123 141 134 136 
191 155 145 160 139 127 142 134 136 
111 171 115 113 149 128 143 135 136 
114 175 175 181 190 227 145 143 136 
116 172 173 179 189 228 333 144 136 
162 166 113 179 190 230 515 1 136 
152 152 155 I58 169 366 SI4 L 136 
150 151 153 151 169 411 519 1 136 
156 166 180 198 216 618 519 1 136 
155 160 166 220 857 612 511 463 136 
158 162 171 183 197 600 512 461 136 
SYSTEM: 2x8 
ORBITAL PERIOD: 24 hours 
TIME FROM EPOCH: 1.5 hours 
MEASUREMENT NO I SE ( 1 'J) : 50 feet 
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY (10): 150 fee t  
SATELLITE POSITION UNCERTAINTY (10) 
RADIAL (U):15 fee t  
IN-TRACK (vk 117 f e e t  
CROSS-TRACK (w): 38 fee t  
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE: 5" 
ORBITAL INCLINATION: 18.5" 
SPACING OF ASCENDING NODES: 157.5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE FIRST SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SPACING WITHIN EACH PLANE: 45" point 
IN EACH PLANE AT EPOCH: 0" ( 1  1 Denotes indeterminate  
' -  1 
d 
2.3.2 Interim System Accuracy and Coverage 
The interim system analyzed consists of two satellites in each of the 
same two orbit planes used for the worldwide system. 
positioned to provide the best coverage over the North Atlantic. 
The satellites a r e  
.. 
.3 
i 
~ "i 
"") 
With only two satellites in each plane, the system configuration at 
time T 
only after 24 hr.  
tours for this system every 3 hr of the 24-hr cycle. 
data for the same time periods a re  presented in Tables VII through XIV 
for the case of no satellite e r ro r s  and in Tables XV through XXII fo r  the 
case of the assumed nominal satellite position uncertainties. 
seen that for the interim system also the effect of including satellite e r rors  
is relatively minor. 
does not repeat every 3 hr  as in the 2 x 8 worldwide system, but 
Figures 7 through 14 show coverage and accuracy con- 
Detailed numerical 
0 
It can be 
In general, the above data indicate that the four satellite system 
yields C95 uncertainties of less than 400 ft at latitudes below 50° 
craft flying from New York to London would have a navigation uncertainty 
varying from about 400 f t  at the beginning of the t r ip  to about 600 ft at the 
end. This is two orders of magnitude better than the navigation accuracy 
available today. 
An air- 
As shown by the maps for the various times of day, the accuracy 
contours change during the day because of changing user-to- satellite geo- 
metry, but the average C95 accuracies a re  comparable to the To values 
except for T = 18 and T = 21 hr ,  when the geometry is unfavorable for 
users in the northern hemisphere. 
The variation in G95 navigation accuracy with time of day is sum- 
marized in Figure 15, where it is shown for three typical user locations. 
The locations selected are near New York, near the midpoint of the flight 
corridor, and a point south of the latter location. It can be seen that the 
accuracy is approximately constant except for the period between T = 16 
and T = 22 hr  when the uncertainty rises rapidly. 
the user * s position cannot be determined because only three satellites a r e  
visible and the measurements from the three a r e  redundant due to adverse 
geometry. At one point, the three sateillites and the user a r e  in the same 
plane. 
Fo r  a short period, 
25 
The position would still be determinable a t  this time except fo r  the 
large bias in the user measurement. 
three satellites causes the spherical surfaces of constraint from satellite 
to user to be tangent, so that the user ' s  location on a line in the northwest/ 
The coplanarity of the user and 
southeast direction cannot be determined. 
In general, it is clear that the interim system provides high accuracy 
This during most of the day, but is degraded for a period of about an hour. 
difficulty can be alleviated by increasing the orbit plane inclination at the 
cost of decreased average accuracy, or by adding one or two satellites to 
the interim system. 
26 
KEY 
c95 
< 150 FT .1 I 150 - 250FT 
250 - 400 FT 
400 - 600 FT 
I N  DETERMINATE 
Figure 7. 
NOTE: 
1) NUMBERS I N  CIRCLES INDICATE 
NUMBER OF SATELLITES VISIBLE 
2) @ INDICATES SUB-SATELLITE 
POINT VISIBLE ON MAP 
(ABOVE EQUATOR) 
0 SUB-SATELLITE POINTS BELOW 
EQUATOR 
3) A PRIORI ALTITUDE SIGMA = 75 FEET 
Interim System Accuracy at To 
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I 1 NOTE: 
KEY I 
c95 
150 FT 
150 - 250 FT 
250 - 400 FT 
400 - 600 FT 
'600 - 5000 FT 
I N  DETERMINATE 
1) NUMBERS IN CIRCLES INDICATE 
NUMBER OF SATELLITES VISIBLE 
2) 0 INDICATES SUB-SATELLITE 
POINT VISIBLE ON MAP 
(ABOVE EQUATOR) 
0 SUB-SATELLITE POINTS BELOW 
EQUATOR 
3) A PRIORI ALTITUDE SIGMA = 75 FEET 
Figure 8. Interim System Accuracy at T 0 t 3 Hours 
a 
I 
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KEY 1 
c95 
< 150 FT 
150 - 250 FT 
250 - 400 FT 
400 - 600 FT 
> 600 - 5000 FT 
INDETERMINATE 
NOTE: 
1) NUMBERS I N  CIRCLES INDICATE 
NUMBER OF SATELLITES VISIBLE 
2) 0 INDICATES SUB-SATELLITE 
POINT VISIBLE ON MAP 
(ABOVE EQUATOR) 
OSUB-SATELLITE POINTS BELOW 
EQUATOR 
3) A PRIORI ALTITUDE SIGMA = 75 FEET 
Figure 9. Interim System Accuracy at T 0 t 6 Hours 
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c95 
< 150 FT 
150 - 250 FT 
250 - 400 FT 
400 - 600 FT 
> 600 - 5000 FT 
INDETERMINATE 
NOTE: 
1) NUMBERS IN CIRCLES INDICATE 
NUMBER OF SATELLITES VISIBLE 
2) @ INDICATES SUB-SATELLITE 
POINT VISIBLE ON MAP 
(ABOVE EQUATOR) 
OSUB-SATELLITE POINTS BELOW 
EQUATOR 
3) A PRIORI ALTITUDE SIGMA = 75 FEET 
Figure 10. Interim System Accuracy at To t 9 Hours 
c 
30 
KEY 
c95 
< 150 FT 
1-1 150 - 250 FT 
250 - 400 FT 
400 - 600 FT 
>600 - 5000 FT 
I N  DETERMINATE 
120 110 ’”” 
NOTE : 
1) NUMBERS I N  CIRCLES INDICATE 
NUMBER OF SATELLITES VISIBLE 
2) 0 INDICATES SUB-SATELLITE 
POINT VISIBLE ON MAP 
(ABOVE EQUATOR) 
0 SUB-SATELLITE POINTS BELOW 
EQUATOR 
3) A PRIORI ALTITUDE SIGMA = 75 FEET 
Figure 11. Interii m System Accuracy at T t 12  Hours 0 
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KEY 
C95 
150 FT 
150 - 250 FT 
250 - 400 FT 
400 - 600 FT 
> 600 ~ 5000 FT 
INDETERMINATE 
NOTE : 
1) NUMBERS I N  CIRCLES INDICATE 
NUMBER OF SATELLITES VISIBLE 
2) @ INDICATES SUB-SATELLITE 
POINT VISIBLE ON MAP 
(ABOVE EQUATOR) 
0 SUB-SATELLITE POINTS BELOW 
EQUATOR 
3) A PRIORI ALTITUDE SIGMA = 75 FEET 
Figure 12. Interim System Accuracy at To t 15 Hours 
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KEY 
c95 
< 150 FT 
150 - 250 FT 
250 - 400 FT 
400 - 600 FT 
> 600 - 5000 FT 
INDETERMINATE 
NOTE: 
1) NUMBERS I N  CIRCLES INDICATE 
NUMBER OF SATELLITES VISIBLE 
2) e INDICATES SUB-SATELLITE 
POINT VISIBLE ON MAP 
(ABOVE EQUATOR) 
0 SUB-SATELLITE POINTS BELOW 
EQUATOR 
3) A PRIORI ALTITUDE SIGMA = 75 FEET 
Figure 13.  Interim System Accuracy at  To t 18 Hours 
3 3  
--U 120 110 '"" 
~ 
K E Y  
c95 
< 150 FT 
150 - 250 FT 
250 - 400 FT 
400 - 600 FT 
> 600 - 5000 FT 
IN D E T E R M I N A T E  
N O T E  : 
1) NUMBERS IN CIRCLES I N D I C A T E  
N U M B E R  O F  SATELLITES VISIBLE 
2) a INDICATES SUB-SATELLITE 
P O I N T  VISIBLE ON M A P  
( A B O V E  EQUATOR) 
0 SUB-SATELLITE P O I N T S  BELOW 
EQUATOR 
3) A PRIORI  ALTITUDE SIGMA = 75 FEET 
Figure 14. Interim System Accuracy at To t 21 Hours 
TABLE VII 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION 
O F  USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE AT T = 0 HR 
WITHOUT SATELLITE ERRORS 
N ~ R T H  LATITUDE 
0 10 20 30 40 50 61) 70 80 90 
-110 
-100 
-90 
-80 
-70 
-60 
w -50 
n 
3 
-40 
0 
Z -30 
0 
-20 
-I 
-10 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
1 
1 
37 5 
302 
237 
211 
195 
189 
187 
190 
199 
217 
257 
308 
400 
1 
1 
1 
1 
365 
297 
261 
210 
197 
193 
19 3 
194 
211 
233 
2 70 
335 
1 
1 
1 
1 
511 
379 
309 
272 
223 
211 
207 
210 
219 
235 
261 
303 
381 
1 
1 
1 
1 
550 
414 
341  
299 
275 
241 
237 
240 
251 
270 
301 
347 
458 
1 
1 
1 
1 
621 
475 
393 
345 
317 
289 
283 
287 
299 
321 
356 
406 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
57 1 
477 
421 
386 
367 
3 60 
357 
371 
395 
431 
4533 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SYSTEM: 2x8 Interim (2x2) 
ORBITAL PERIOD: 24 hours 
T I M E  FROM EPOCH: 0 hours 
ORBITAL INCLINATION: 18.5" 
1 
1 
1 
1 
547 
504 
481 
473 
480 
504 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
MEASUREMENT NOISE (la): 50 fee t  
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY (1~):75 fee t  
SATELL I T E  POS I T 1 ON UNCERTA I NTY (1 a) 
RADIAL (U) :o  
IN-TRACK (v> 0 
CROSS-TRACK ( w j  0 
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE:5" SPAC I NG OF ASCEND I NG NODES: 157.5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE F I R S T  SATELLiTE 
SATELLITE SPACING W I T H I N  EACH PLANE: 45" 
I N  EACH PLANE AT EPOCH: 45", 225" (1) Denotes indeterminate  
point 
3 5  
TABLE VIII 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION 
WITHOUT SATELLITE ERRORS 
O F  USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE A T  T = 3 HR 
NORTH LATITUDE 
-100 
-90 
-80 
-70 
-60 
- 50 
UJ -40 
(3 -30 
Z 
z 
0 -20 
A 
- 10 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
1 1 1 528 1 1 1 1 1 1 
371 356 360 387 446 1 1 1 1 i 
293 283 289 313 363 454 1 1 1 1 
239 243 249 272 317 397 1 1 1 1 
211 207 217 241 292 367 1 1 1 1 
196 195 205 230 271 351 1 1 1 1 
189 191 203 227 268 329 1 1 1 1 
182 191 205 231 273 333 1 1 1 1 
190 197 214 242 285 345 2845 1 1 1 
199 209 229 261 305 367 2191 1 1 1 
216 229 253 289 337 4081 1707 1 1 1 
247 264 292 331 381 2223 1361 1 1 1 
316 345 403 1 2349 1485 1115 1 1 1 
403 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
'SYSTEM: 2x8 Interim (2x2) MEASUREMENT NOISE (10): So feet 
ORBITAL PERIOD: 24 hours SATELLITE POSITION UNCERTAINTY (10) 
TIME FROM EPOCH: 3 hours RADIAL ( U ) : o  
ORBITAL I NCL 1 NATION: 18.5" MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE:5" 
SPAC I NG OF ASCEND I NG NODES : 157.5" 
USER ALT I TUDE UNCERTAI NTY ( 1  0 )  : 75 feet  
IN-TRACK ( V I  0 
CROSS-TRACK (w) 0 
ARGUMENT OF LATI rUDE OF THE FIRST SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SPACtNG WITHIN EACH PLANE: 45" 
(1) Denotes indeterminate  
point IN EACH PLANE A T  EPOCH: 45", L25' 
36 
'3 
' i  
x_ 3 
TABLE IX 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION 
WITHOUT SATELLITE ERRORS 
OF USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE A T  T = 6 HR 
NORTH LATITUDE 
0 1 0  20 30 40 50 60 70  80 90 
-100 
-90 
-80 
-70 
-60 
-50 w 
n 
0 z -30 
0 
-20 
-10 
0 
1 0  
20 
30 
40 
50 
-40 i? 
-1 
1 
525 
436 
346 
319 
30 3 
296 
293 
295 
300 
310 
329 
837 
833 
1 
1 
1 
465 
399 
313 
294 
285 
280 
279 
281 
287 
296 
313 
989 
986 
1 
1 
1 
441  
38 9 
303 
288 
281 
278 
279 
282 
289 
30 1 
321 
1357 
1 
1 
1 
SYSTEM: 2x8 Interim ( 2 x 2 )  
ORBITAL PERIOD: 24 hours 
TlME FROM EPOCH: 6 hours 
ORBITAL I NGL I NAT I ON: 18.5" 
1 
463 
410  
317 
300 
293 
289 
291 
295 
305 
320 
345 
2387 
1 
1 
1 
1 
539 
473 
442 
330 
319 
315 
317 
323 
335 
353 
383 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
593 
545 
379 
365 
359 
359 
366 
379 
40 1 
672 
687 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
69 3 
433 
425 
4 24 
431 
681  
687 
697 
715 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
71 6 
71 4 
71 4 
71 8 
726 
737 
75 4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
MEASUREMENT NOISE ( l a ) :  50 feet 
IJSER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY ( la)  :75 f e e t  
SATELL ITE POS IT I ON IJNCERTA I NTY ( 1  0) 
RADIAL (u):o 
IN-TRACK ( V I  0 
CROSS-TRACK (w) 0 
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE:5" 
SPAC I PIG OF ASCEND I NG NODES: 157.5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE FIRST SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SPACING WITHIN EACH PLANE: 45" 
(1) Denotes inde termina te  
point IN EACH PLANE A T  EPOCH: 45", 225" 
37 
-100 
-90 
-80 
-70 
-60 
-50 
2 -40 
3 
0 
-30 
6 -20 
2 
-10 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
TABLE X 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION 
WITHOUT SATELLITE ERRORS 
SER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE AT T = 9 HR 
NORTH LATITUDE 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
1 
833 
8 4 1  
323 
30 7 
298 
294 
29 3 
29 7 
307 
324 
351 
453 
559 
1 
1 
1 
985 
993 
308 
293 
285 
281 
279 
281 
286 
297 
3 19 
411  
491  
1 
1 
1 
1413 
1347 
315 
297 
287 
281 
278 
279 
282 
29 1 
30 9 
398 
463 
1 
1 
SYSTEM: 2x8 Interim ( 2 x 2 )  
ORBITAL PERIOD: 24 hours 
TIME FROM EPOCH: 9 hours 
ORBITAL INCLINATION: 18.5" 
1 
1 
375 
387 
365 
302 
294 
290 
290 
29 3 
303 
391 
4 19  
483 
1 
1 
1 
1 
415 
374 
397 
331 
321 
316 
3 16 
321 
334 
448 
485 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
682 
423 
395 
375 
364 
359 
360 
368 
384 
555 
6 10 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
709 
694 
685 
680 
429 
423 
426 
436 
700 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
749 
734 
72 3 
71 7 
714 
71 4 
71 7 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
MEASUREMENT NOISE ( 1  a) : 50 f e e t  
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY (lo) :75 f e e t  
SATELLITE POSITION UNCERTAINTY (lo) 
RADIAL ( U ) : o  
IN-TRACK (v) 0 
CROSS-TRACK (w) 0 
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE:5" 
SPACING OF ASCENDING NODES: 157.5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE FIRST SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SPACING WITHIN EACH PLANE: 45" 
IN EACH PLANE AT EPOCH: 4 5 " ,  225" (1) Denotes indeterminate  
point 
t 
38  
TABLE XI 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (695) AS A FUNCTION 
WITHOUT SATELLITE ERRORS 
OF USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE AT T = 12 HR 
- 100 
-90 
-80 
-70 
-60 
-50 
-40 
- 30 
- 20 
-10 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
NORTH LATITUDE i 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
1 
375 
302 
237 
211 
195 
189 
187 
190 
19 9 
217 
257 
30 8 
400 
1 
1 
1 
413 
328 
253 
223 
205 
195 
19 1 
1 9 1  
19 7 
213 
251 
29 7 
383 
1 
1 
1 
1 
382 
281 
246 
225 
211 
205 
203 
20 7 
221 
257 
303 
386 
1 
1 
SYSTEM: 2x8 Interim (2x2) 
ORBITAL PERIOD: 24 hours 
TIME FROM EPOCH: 12 howrs 
ORBITAL I NCLl NATION: 18.5" 
1 
1 
375 
3 19 
281 
255 
239 
230 
227 
232 
255 
281 
328 
415 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2835 
369 
327 
299 
281 
271 
268 
274 
297 
327 
380 
476 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1623 
2522 
5061 
361 
341 
331 
330 
355 
373 
4 14 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
9 76 
1169 
1437 
1813 
2337 
3033 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
MEASUREMENT NOISE ( la ) :  50 fee t  
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTA I NTY (1 0) : 75 f e e t  
SATELL I TE POS IT I ON IJNCERTA I NTY ( 1  a) 
RADIAL ( U ) : o  
IN-TRACK (v) 0 
CROSS-TRACK (w) 0 
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE:SO 
SPACING OF ASCENDING NODES: 157.5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE FIRST SATELLITE 
SATELL I TE SPAC I NG WITH I N EACH PLANE: 45" 
IN EACH PLANE A T  EPOCH: 45" 9 225" (1 ) Denotes indeterminate  
point 
3 9  
TABLE XI1 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95)  AS A FUNCTION 
WITHOUT SATELLITE ERRORS 
OF USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE AT T = 15 HR 
NO RT H LAT ITU DE 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
-100 
-90 
- 80 
-70 
-60 
-50 
-40 
Lu 
D 2 -30 - 2 -20 
0 
-10 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
1 1 
371 406 
292 317 
239 259 
212 227 
196 208 
189 197 
187 193 
190 193 
199 200 
216 215 
247 268 
316 310 
403 391 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
1 
360 
29 0 
25 3 
2 30 
216 
209 
207 
214 
228 
27 9 
323 
404 
602 
1 
SYSTEM: 2x8 Interim (2x2) 
ORBITAL PERIOD: 24 hours 
TIME FROM EPOCH: 15 hours 
1 
1 
432 
3 34 
292 
2 64 
247 
238 
2 37 
243 
280 
307 
355 
440 
675 
1 
1 
1 
1 
39 2 
346 
2 30 
29 5 
285 
2 84 
304 
322 
355 
410 
503 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
3388 1 
420 1 
387 1 
366 496 
356 477 
361 473 
370 485 
393 513 
432 1 
497 1 
604 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
MEASUREMENT NOISE (lo-): 50 feet 
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY ( 1  ): 75 feet 
SATELLITE POSITION UNCERTAINTY (la) 
RADIAL (u): 0 
IN-TRACK (v): 0 
CROSS-TRACK (w): 0 
ORBITAL INCLINATION: 18.5" MINIMUM USER ELEVATJ3N ANGLE: 5" 
SPACING OF ASCENDING NODES: 157.5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE FIRST SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SPACING WITHIN EACH PLANE: 45" 
IN EACH PLANE AT EPOCH: 45", 225" (1) Denotes indeterminate  
point 
Y 
b l  1 
40 
TABLE XI11 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION 
WITHOUT SATELLITE ERRORS 
O F  USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE A T  T = 18 HR 
-100 
-90 
- 80 
-70 
-60 
-50 
-40 
W 
Q 
!= 
(3 z -29 
0 
-I -10 
-30 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
NORTH LATITUDE 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
1 1 1 
525 621 767 
436 499 597 
346 405 494 
319 364 436 
304 341 402 
296 328 384 
293 324 376 
295 325 378 
300 332 389 
310 347 411 
329 783 764 
838 785 782 
833 801 821 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 
1004 
753 
620 
542 
49 5 
469 
459 
46 1 
47 8 
51 3 
77 9 
81 1 
867 
967 
1 
1 
1450 
1031 
826 
69 3 
634 
599 
585 
590 
614 
795 
821 
864 
932 
1041 
1 
1 
1 
1642 
1248 
865 
81 2 
777 
762 
7 67 
8 39 
859 
892 
943 
1017 
1127 
1 
1 
1 
4042 
2585 
2016 
9 39 
9 27 
9 26 
9 27 
938 
961 
998 
1053 
1129 
1234 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1158 
1090 
1088 
1098 
1121 
1158 
1209 
1 
1 
I .  
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SYSTEM: 2x8 Inter im (2x2) 
ORBITAL PERIOD: 24 hours  
TIME FROM EPOCH: 18 hours  
MEASUREMENT NOISE (lu): 50 f e e t  
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY (1 ): 75 f e e t  
SATELLITE POSITION UNCERTAINTY (la) 
RADIAL (u): 0 
IN-TRACK (v): 0 
CROSS-TRACK (w): 0 
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE: 5" 
ORBITAL INCLINATION: 18.5" 
SPACING OF ASCENDING NODES: 157.5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE FIRST SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SPACING WITHIN EACH PLANE: 45" 
( I f  Denotes indeterminate  
point 
IN EACH PLANE AT EPOCH: 45", 225" 
41 
TABLE XIV 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION 
WITHOUT SATELLITE ERRORS 
OF USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE AT T = 21 HR 
-110 
-100 
-90 
- 80 
-7 0 
-60 
- 50 
E 
2 -40 
!= 
(3 -30 Z 
3 -20 
-10 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
. NORTH LATITUDE 
0 10 20  30 40  50  60 70 80 90 
1 1 
1 1 
833 795 
841 783 
323 365 
307 342 
298 329 
294 324 
294 325 
297 331 
302 346 
324 372 
356 419 
453 523 
559 668 
1 1 
1 
877 
808 
776 
762 
404 
385 
37 6 
377 
3 87 
409 
447 
514 
6 30 
832 
1 
SYSTEM: 2x8 Interim (2x2) 
ORBITAL PERIOD: 24 hours 
TIME FROM EPOCH: 21 hours 
ORBITAL INCLINATION: 18.5' 
1 
9 36 
849 
801 
7 74 
502 
47 2 
459 
459 
47 3 
505 
558 
648 
80 1 
1103 
1 
1 
1008 
912 
85 1 
81 3 
791 
605 
5 87 
587 
60 5 
646 
712 
866 
1107 
1 
1 
I 1 
1096 1204 
996 1107 
928 1037 
882 988 
853 954 
835 934 
764 925 
764 928 
784 929 
824 941 
879 1219 
1322 2820 
1799 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1195 1 1 
1147 1 1 
1114 1 1 
1095 1 1 
1088 1 1 
1093 1 1 
1112 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
MEASUREMENT NOISE (la-): 50 feet 
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY (1 ): 75 feet 
SATELLITE POSITION UNCERTAINTY (la-) 
RADIAL (u): 0 
IN-TRACK (v): 0 
CROSS-TRACK (w): 0 
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE: 5" 
(1)  Denotes indeterminate  SPACING OF ASCENDING NODES: 157.5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE FIRST SATELLITE point 
IN EACH PLANE AT EPOCH: 45", 225" 
SATELLITE SPACING WITHIN EACH PLANE: 45" 
, 
42 
' I  
*h  4 
9 
- '1 
-4 
'3 
2. 
TABLE XV 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION 
OF USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE A T  T = 0 HR 
WITH SATELLITE ERRORS 
1 
5c7 
3;; 1 
307 
2 49 
220 
i C8 
2c7  
2.1 7 
2 L, i, 
2 7'3 
337 
453  
1 
1 
1 
SYSTEM: 2x8 I n t e r i m  (2x2) 
ORBITAL PERIOD: 24 hours 
T I M E  FROM EPOCH: 0 t w r z  
-
776 
5 h S  
440 
365 
32 1 
29 2 
23 0 
28 1 
29 5 
32 1 
3 62 
r! 2 ij 
6.39 
1 
1 
1 
1 
775 
634 
547 
4Y 3 
463 
4 5 I! 
$29 
44 i 
464 
50G 
6235 
1 
i 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
728 
665 
63 1 
42 1 
634 
b 73 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
'1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
i 
MEASUREMENT NOISE (key: 50 feet 
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY ( l a )  : 150 feet 
SATELLITE P O S I T I O N  UNCERTAINTY (lo) 
RADIAL (u): 1 5  feet 
IN-TRACK (v) : 1 1 7  feet 
CROSS-TRACK ( w ) :  38 feet 
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE: 5" ORBITAL INCLINATION : 1 8 . 5 "  
SPAC I NG OF ASCEND I NG NODES : 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE F I R S T  SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SPACtNG WITHIN EACH PLANE: 45" point 
157.5" 
( 1 )  Denotes inde termina te  I N  EACH PLANE AT EPOCH: 45", 225" 
( 0  
i 
9 
4 3  
TABLE XVI 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION 
O F  USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE AT T = 3 HR 
WITH SATELLITE ERRORS 
NORTH LATITUDE 
6 i! 4 ii 50 SO 7-3 e; 5 9c i i: 20 
1 
1 
6 5  I 
556 
SG 1 
&7 4 
34 6 
39 5 
4Gi3 
439 
'5062 
2744 
2933 1822 
4 i 
1 1 
1 1 
1 i 
I i 
I i 
1 1 
1 1 
i 1 
5 1 
1 1 
3552 1 
2714 1 
2099 L 
1661 1 
1349 1 
I 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
MEASUREMENT NOISE ( l a ) .  50 feet 
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY (la):  150 feet 
SATELLITE P O S I T I O N  UNCERTAINTY (lo) 
SYSTEM: 2x8 I n t e r i m  (2x2) 
ORBITAL P E i I O D ;  24 hours 
T I M E  FROM EPOCH: d"3 hours RADIAL tu): 15 feet 
IN-TRACK ( v ) :  117 feet 
CROSS-TRACK (w) : 38 feet 
ORG.;AL INCLINATION:  18.5" MINIMUM 9JSER E,EVATION ANGLE: 5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE F I R S T  SATELLI-TE 
SPACING OF ASCENDING NODES: 157.5" 
SATELLITE SPACING W I T H I N  EACH 'PLANE: 45" point 
I N  EACH PLANE AT EPOCH: 45", 225" (1) Denotes inde termina te  
a 
1 
.i 
44 
'P .! 
e *  
i 
a', 
i i i  
TABLE XVII 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION 
OF USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE AT T = 6 HR 
WITH SATELLITE ERRORS 
NORTH LATITUDE 
1 C  20 30 4 0 50 60 70 80 90 3 
SYSTEP. 2x8 
P
1 
Sis 0 
4 63 
3 6% 
32 1 
.?GO 
29 2 
29 2 
29 7 
3 G 9  
332  
371  
1548 
1 
1 
1 
Interim (2x2) 
ORBiTP PER1OD; 24 hours 
T I M E  FSOM EPOCH: 6 hours 
1 
61 1 
5c; 1 
374 
33 5 
314 
3c7 
30.7 
5 1  3 
3 28 
3 52  
33 3 
2739 
1 
i 
1 
ORBITAL INCLINATION: 1 8 . 5 "  
SPAC I NG OF ASCEND I NG NODES : 1 57.5" 
1 
709 
5s 7 
523 
3 73 
35 1 
34 1 
341 
3 46 
.3 6 4 
.39 2 
453 
1 
1 
i 
1 
i 
1 
7 42 
66 1 
435 
410 
3 1 3 
34 6 
403 
420 
4 43 
7 0 fi 
719 
1 
1 
1 
O C  -7 
1 
1 
1 
1 
B 38 
49 4 
48 0 
47 7 
43 3 
7 1  7 
72 I 
7 3  1 
749 
1 
f 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
704 
758 
75 7 
759 
765 
777 
7 9  
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I. 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
MEASUREMENT NOISE ( lo) :  50 feet 
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY (lo): 1 5 0  feet 
SATELL I T E  POS I T I ON UNCERTA I NTY ( lo) 
RADIdL  (u): 1 5  feet 
IN-TRACK (v) : 1 1 7  feet 
CROSS-TRACK (w): 38 feet 
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE: 5" 
45 
46 
TABLE XVIII 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION 
OF USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE AT T = 9 HR 
WITH SATELLITE ERRORS 
NORTH LATITUDE 
(2 i0 26 30 46 50 60 70 80 9 0  
1 
i- I 4 5  
i ;21 
3 6 9  
33 1 
312 
302 
298 
300 
312 
2 39 
39 3 
500 
6 48 
1 
1 
1 
1687 
1559 
3 6 5  
33 1 
31 1 
3 C O  
29 4 
29 4 
fi e2 
326 
3 72 
45 4 
618 
1 
1 
I n t e r i m  (2x2) s y s -  3: 2x8 
-u 
c 
ORBITAL PERIOD; 24 hmws 
T I M E  FROM EPOCH: 9 h o w s  
ORBITAL INCLINATION:  18 .5 '  
I 
3. 
447 
35 9 
3 5 2  
330 
32 6 
3 GV 
3 09 
317 
339 
4 49 
516 
647 
I 
1 
1 
1 
488 
43 1 
39 2 
367 
35 1 
343 
344 
354 
3 713 
529 
503 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
72'5 
43 7 
4 4t-i 
422 
406 
393 
40 1 
41 3 
439 
671 
762 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
75-2 
7 32 
719 
7 1 3 
43 4 
4 78 
48 2 
49 6 
E 4 6  
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
792 
774 
76 1 
753 
743 
749 
752 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
r 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
MEASUREMENT NOISE (IO): 50 feet 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
USE? ALTITUDE UNCERTAIKTY (1;): 1 5 0  feet 
SATELLITE P O S I T I O N  UNCERTAINTY (lo) 
RADIAL (u): 15 feer 
CROSS-TRACK (w): 38 feet 
IN-TRACK (v): 117 f-t 
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE: 5" 
SPACING OF ASCENDING NODES: 157.5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE F I R S T  SATELLITE 
SATELLITE SPACING WITHIN EACH PLANE: 45" point 
I N  EACH PLANE A T  EPOCH: 45", 225" ( 1) Denotes indeterminate 
TABLE XIX 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION 
OF USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE AT T = 12  
WITH SATELLITE ERRORS 
,. 
\ 
J 
w n 
3 
t 
(3 
Z 
0 
2 
NORTH LATITUDE 
G 10 Z G  33 40 50 60 70 80 9 0  
SYSTEM: 2x8 Interim (2x2) 
ORBITAL PERIOD; 24 hours 
T I M E  FROM EPOCH: 12 hours 
-
1 
1 
460 
s9 2 
3 40 
303 
2 76 
2 5 5  
264 
2 7 6  
31% 
3 6 5  
454  
603 
I 
1 
1 
1 
2020 
3144 
631 4 
43 1 
4 27 
338 
39 8 
477 
5 09 
57 1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 
1158 1 
1431 1 
1768 1 
2240 1 
2899 1 
3773 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 i 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
50 feet 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
MEASUREMENT NOISE (lo) ~ 
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY ( l a ) :  1 5 0  feet 
SATELLITE P O S I T I O N  UNCERTAINTY (lo) 
RADIAL (u): 15 feet 
IN-TRACK (v) : 
CROSS-TRACK (w): 38 feet  
11 7 feet 
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE: 5" ORBITAL I NCL I NATl ON: 1 8 . 5 "  
SPACING OF ASCENDING NODES: 1 5 7 . 5 "  
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE F I R S T  SATELLITE 
45", 225" 
SATELLITE SPACING W I T H I N  EACH PLANE: 45" 
[ 1 )  Denotes indeterminate  
point I N  EACH PLANE AT EPOCH: 
47 
TABLE XX 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION 
OF USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE A T  T = 15 HR 
WITH SATELLITE ERRORS 
k 
NORTH LATITUDE 
2x8 Interim (2x2) 
ORBITAL PERIOD; 24 hours 
T I M E  FROM EPOCH: 1 5  hours 
ORBITAL INCLINATION: 18.5" 
SPACING OF ASCENDING NODES: 1 5 7 . 5 "  
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
661 
42 7 
613 
A S 3  
6 72 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
i 
i 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
i 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
MEASUREMENT NOISE (le): 50 feet 
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY (la): 1 5 0  feet 
SATELL 1 TE  POS I T I ON UNCERTA I NTY ( lo )  
RADIAL (u) :  15 feet 
IN-TRACK (v):  1 1 7  feet 
CROSS-TRACK (w): 38 feet 
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE: 5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE F I R S T  SATELLITE 
I N  EACH PLANE AT EPOCH: 45", 225' (1) Denotes inde termina te  
point SATELLITE SPACING W I T H I N  EACH PLANE: 45" 
c 
I 
3 
48 
a 
- *  b 
i 
* i .  
TABLE XXI 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION 
O F  USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE A T  T = 18 HR 
WITH SATELLITE ERRORS 
I 
9 76 
73 6 
BC'3 
52 1 
476 
r; .q 3 
432 
437 
45 7 
49 6 
R 1%. 
c, r)c. 
3 33 
;3 9 0 
1 
1 
1 
1272 
936 
734 
6 L! 1 
58 0 
5 4 5  
531 
537 
56 i 
607 
8 2 3  
a 6 4  
9 34  
1055 1126 
1 1 
I 
1 
5064 
3 236 
2525 
9 9 3  
9 7(2 
983 
3s 1 
9-32 
161 7 
1058 
U l 9  
1204 
I 1 
I 1 
1: 1 
1 1 
1 1 
'1 I 
l l Z 4  1 
1164 1 
1160 1 
11h3 1 
1193 1 
1232 1 
1289 1 
1 1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 - 
1 
1212 
I 
1321 
1 
I 1 
1 I 
SYSTEM: 2x8 I n t e r i m  (2x2) -
ORBITAL PERIOD; 24 hours 
T I M E  FROM EPOCH: 18 hours 
MEASUREMENT NOISE (lo): 50 feet 
USER ALTlTUDE UNCERTAINTY (la): 150 feet 
SATELL I T E  POS I T  I ON UNCERTA I NTY ( lo) 
RADIAL (u): 1 5  feet. 
IN-TRACK (v) : 117 feet 
CROSS-TRACK (w): 38 feet 
ORBITAL I NCLl  NATION: 1 8 . 5 "  MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE: 5" 
SPAClNG OF ASCENDING NODES: 157.5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE F I R S T  SATELLI-TE (1)  Denotes indeterminate 
I N  EACH ?LANE AT EPOCH: 45*, 225" point 
SATELLlTE SPACING W I T H I N  EACH PLANE: 45" 
49 
TABLE XXII 
INTERIM SYSTEM NAVIGATION ACCURACY (C95) AS A FUNCTION 
O F  USER LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE AT T = 21 HR 
WITH SATELLITE ERRORS 
,- 
- 100 
- 3 0  
-%c; 
- 70. 
- A 0  
- S O  
w 
- /+G z 
0 - 3 0  
Z 
0 -2c 
- 1c 
i"l 
1D 
' rj  L
3 i: 
/ o  
5 i: 
NORTH LATITUDE 
0 1 i? 20 3 G  40 50 60 70 6 0  90 
1039 
931 
6 67 
i j  30 
602 
5 59 
5 38 
5 3 5  
550 
.r-.-, 30 0 
65% 
7s 2 
98 6 
1384 
1 
1 
U-17 
1 floo 
'924 
H 7 4  
s 42 
69 9 
674 
67 1 
65 3 
75 1 
79 7 
1057 
1366 
1 
I 
1 
1209 
m90 
1008 
351  
912 
38 €3 
if 4 1 
5 33 
8 5 4  
888 
9 2 6  
16 29 
22 24 
I 
i 
1 
1323 
1210 
1127 
1C67 
1 G 2 5  
999 
93 7 
96 7 
3 79 
989 
E632 
3492, 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 1 
3. 1 
1298 1 
1242 1 
1202 1 
1178 1 
1168 1 
1173 1 
1193 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
I 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SYSTEM: 2x8 I n t e r i m  (2x2) 
0,RBlTAt P E i l O D ;  i4 hours 
T I M E  FROM EPOiri: 21 hours 
-
ORBITAL INCLINATION:  18.5" 
SPACING OF ASCENDING NODES: 157.5" 
ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE OF THE F I R S T  SATELLITE (1) Denotes indeterminate  
I N  EACH PLANE AT EPOCH: 45", 225" point 
SATELLITE SPACING WITHIN EACH 'PLANE: 45" 
MEASUREMENT NOISE (lo) : 
USER ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY ( l a ) :  
SATELLITE 'POSIT ION UNCERTAINTY (lo) 
RADIAL (u): 1 5  feet 
IN-TRACK (v) : 117 feet 
CROSS-TRACK (w): 38 feet 
50 fee t  
1 5 0  feet 
MINIMUM USER ELEVATION ANGLE: 5" 
'P 
\J 
--l 1 t 
1 1  
' I  
Y .1 
I 
*.. 
b 
J 
50 
I 
I 
r r i  
FOUR SATELLITES VISIBLE 
---- THREE SATELLITES VISIBLE 
0 - ' I * * '  3 4  ' (  I ' a ' ,- I a ' I I I a 'I a I I I I I *- ' I I ) ' I  I I ,  - '. 
0 2 4  6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
TIME OF NAVIGATION FIX (HRS) 
Figure 15, Variation of Interim System Navigation 
Accuracy with Time of Day 
5 1  
2 .3 .  3 Velocity Estimation from Doppler Data 
By using the Navigation Satellite Accuracy Program (NAVSAP), it 
was determined that a user can accurately estimate his velocity from 
doppler measurements a t  one instant of time. 
Required modifications to the usual mode of program operation a re  
described in- Six user locations in the North Atlantic were chosen 
for the analysis, and a 5O (min) elevation angle was assumed for visibility. 
Two runs were made with two different a priori e r ro r  covariance matrices 
for satellite velocity, as  determined from orbit determination runs, but 
the difference between the two cases proved insignificant (0. 1 ft/sec). 
The measurement noise was pessimistically assumed to be 
0.707 ft /sec ( lu ) ,  and the user velocity e r r o r  covariance matrix was 
diagonal with a standard deviation of 100 ft /sec in each direction. 
a r e  given in Table XXIII, which shows the RSS user velocity e r ro r  in 
f t /sec at each of t%e six locations. 
This e r ro r  can easily be reduced, and will  be determined by the cost of 
the user hardware, 
Results 
The range is from 1. 22 to 1. 92 ft/sec. 
TABLE XXIII 
USER VELOCITY ESTIMATION ERRORS (FT/SEC) 
North Latitude 
6 Oo - We st Longitude 3 Oo 
6 Oo 1. 92 1. 81 
O0 1. 40 1. 22 
3 oo 1. 80 1. 25 
/- 
I 
. .,3 a 
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2.3.4 Relative Navigation Accuracy Analysis 
“ I  * Y  
’:’ , 
I 
i 
Relative navigation accuracy is the accuracy with which a user can 
determine his position relative to  (1) another user, (2)  a ground station, 
or ( 3 )  his own home base. All three modes have the characteristic that 
certain cornrnon er ror  sources can be expected to cancel, providing the 
possibility of increased accuracy over the absolute navigation case. 
In mode 1, each user estimates his position independently with 
common e r ro r  sources, especially satellite e r rors ,  causing common 
position estimation errors .  
to each other and compute their relative positions. It can be expected 
that the common e r ro r s  will tend to cancel in  the subtraction, leaving 
only the effects of the independent random e r ro r s  made by the two users.  
However, the random effects add (RSS).  
The users  then communicate their estimates 
In mode 2, a ground station replaces the second user. The station 
takes measurements like those of the user, but i ts  advantage is in being 
stationary and capable of taking many measurements, thereby reducing the 
effect of noise. Hence, not only do the common er ror  sources cancel, but 
the doubling of the noise effect occurring in mode 1 is  eliminated i n  mode 2 .  
Furthermore, i f  the absolute position of the ground station is known, the 
computed position can be used for  calibration purposes, enabling the user 
to obtain a more accurate -- absolute position determination. 
In mode 3 ,  the user i s  assumed to make a preliminary fix while a t  
his home base and then, during his subsequent flight, t o  navigate with 
respect to this base. This is similar to mode 2, except that user receiver 
bias i s  calibrated at the home base. Also, due to the elapsed time between 
calibration and navigation fix, there m a y  be drifts i n  some of the calibrated 
errors ,  such as receiver drift and tropospheric and ionospheric errors .  
In the case of the last  two errors ,  distance, a s  well as  time, determines 
the degree of correlation and, hence, cancellation (see subsec. 2.2 on 
Measurement Error  Source). 
The ideas expressed in the preceding paragraphs can be investigated 
in terms of the covariance matrices of the two participants, whether they 
a r e  two users,  mode 1; a user and a ground station, mode 2; or the same 
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user at two different locations, mode 3 .  
position error  is 
The covariance matrix of relative 
- b'2)(6X1 - 6x2)'] = E(&xl 6xlT) 
i- E(6x2 GxzT)- E(6x1 6 ~ ~ ~ ) -  E(6x2 6x1T) 
where dxl and 6x2 a re  the estimation e r ro r s  x1 A - x1 and x A - x2, and E 
denotes the expected value. 
estimating the position of user 1 relative to user 2. 
actual position vectors and 8,, 2, a re  their estimates. 
The difference 6x1 - dx is the e r ro r  in 2 
xl, x2 a re  the 
This equation contains the essential elements of the relative navi- 
gation problem. The first two terms a re  the individual estimation e r ro r s  
of the two users,  including the effects of common e r ro r  sources (in this 
case, satellite position and satellite clock er rors ) ,  The last two terms 
a r e  the correlations between the e r ro r s  of the two users. 
tions a re  due to the common satellite e r r o r s  and can be expected to 
reduce the portions of the first two terms that a re  attributable to satel- 
lite errors .  
These correla- 
The effect is brought out b y  rewriting Eq. (1) in the form 
=11 =22 
Here the X ' s  denote the covariance matrices 
E ( d ~ ~ d x ~ ~ ) ) ,  and El l  and I=22  have been divided into two parts, the 
first part due to random e r ro r s  (e. g., Xln) and the second due to satel- 
lite e r ro r s  (e. g . ,  Zls). 
Equation (2) assumes its minimum value either when the satellite 
e r ro r s  a re  zero (in which case I=12 = ZZl = I= 
correlations directly cancel the satellite e r ro r s  of the two users. 
minimum is given by 
= I=- 
1s 2 s  
= 0) or when the 
This 
I .  1 
L .  i 
1, 
J 
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These equations apply to all three modes of relative navigation. 
In modes 2 and 3, however, the component I= will  be significantly 
smaller than in mode 1, where it is of the same order of magnitude 
as C22. 
11 
The individual te rms  in Eq. (2) were evaluated for  the interim sys- 
tem at T = 0 by using the NAVSAP program (details of the analysis a r e  
included in app. F). Some typical results a r e  shown in Table XXIV, where 
user 2 moves to several positions north of a base station (user I), who is 
at  latitude Oo and longitude - 3 O O .  
by the appropriate covariance matrices in Eq. (2); the numerical values 
given a r e  the C95 values corresponding to these covariance matrices. 
The eight columns of the table a re  headed 
The first two columns show the uncertainties in the positions of 
user 1 and user 2 as determined in earth-centered coordinates. 
uncertainty is, of course, independent of user 2's position; therefore all  
figures in the first column are  the same, 
with his latitude a s  shown. 
User 1's 
User 2's uncertainty changes 
Columns 3 and 4 a r e  the same as  columns P and 2, except that no 
Since mode 2 
.*. 
satellite e r ro r s  a r e  included (C  
assumes that the effect of noise in user 1 's  measurement ( Zln) is zero, 
column 4 can be interpreted a s  mode 2 relative navigation without 
satellite e r rors .  
and C 2 s  a re  zero)'. 
Columns 5 and 6 a r e  the RSS of columns 1 and 2, and 3 and 4, 
respectively (covariance matrices add; C95's RSS). 
preted to represent the uncertainty in user 2 's  position in relation to 
someone like user 1 (who sees similar satellite configurations), but 
located far from user 1 and, therefore, seeing different satellites. 
Column 5 includes satellite e r rors ,  while column 6 excludes them (or 
They can be inter- 
assumes that they a re  correlated and therefore produce a negligible 
effect). In this case, the user correlation terms C12 and ZZ1 do not 
.I. - 
Par.  2. 5. 1 on satellite e r ro r  correlations shows that correlation 
effects may reduce the effect of satellite e r r o r s  to negligible values. 
Thus, cases excluding satellite e r ro r s  may alternatively be considered 
as  cases in which intersatellite correlation is taken into account. 
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subtract as they do in local (using the same satellites) relative navigation. 
This situation will be designated worldwide relative navigation. 
representative of the intuitive notion of :navigation as being relative to 
some distant point of the earth's surface rather than relative to an arbitrary 
earth-centered coordinate system. 
It is 
Colum 7 is the C95 corresponding to local relative navigation in  
mode 1, including all the terms of Eq. (2). The significant point to be noted 
is that the values a r e  nearly identical to those of column 6 .  That is, local 
relative navigation causes cancellation of nearly all the effects of satellite * 
e r r o r s  . The difference between columns 7 and 5 should also be noted; it 
is due to the effects of user correlation (Z12 and ZZ1) and illustrates the 
intuitive idea of e r r o r  reduction in relative navigation. 
Column 8 is column 7 less  the effect of noise in determining the base 
station (user 1) position. 
mode 2, local relative navigation, where the base station can take many 
- measurements and reduce the effects of noise to a negligible value. Since 
the relative navigation effect causes the nearly complete cancellation of 
satellite e r rors ,  column 8 is nearly equal to column 4. 
Thus, column 8 gives the uncertainties for 
This brief analysis of relative navigation accuracy leads to the 
following conclusions : 
0 Local relative navigation results in cancellation of satellite 
e r r o r s  
0 Satellite e r r o r s  a r e  not the major source of navigation uncer- 
tainties, so that the improvement of local relative navigation 
accuracy (column 7) with respect to worldwide relative navi- 
gation (column 5) is not as pronounced a s  might be expected. 
0 If intersatellite correlations a r e  taken into account, it is 
expected (although not yet proved) that column 6 is a better 
repre sentation of worldwide relative navigation than is 
column 5. In that case, worldwide and local relative naviga- 
tion uncertainties a r e  nearly identical and both approach the 
minimum value of Eq. (3). 
* 
satellites were common, the cancellation would be less complete. 
In this case, both users see identical satellites. If only some of the 
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2.4 ORBIT DETERMINATION ERRORS 
The accuracy with which a user can determine his position depends, 
in part, on the accuracy of his knowledge of the satellite ephemerides. 
The effect of tracking e r r o r s  on satellite position determination accuracy 
was analyzed. A ser ies  of preliminary analyses were made to obtain 
answers to 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
the following subsidiary questions: 
Which uncertainties make the largest contributions to the 
total position uncertainty ? 
Which parameters should be solved for in processing the 
tracking data ? 
Are range measurements alone sufficient, or will angle 
and range -rate measurements increase tracking accuracy? 
Which geopotential harmonics should be estimated? 
Should measurement biases be assumed constant or changing? 
How many tracking stations a r e  required for satisfactory 
position determination ? 
How long a tracking period is required? 
In order to find answers to these questions, several tracking con- 
figurations were analyzed in addition to the finally selected configuration. 
Details of these preliminary analyses and results are given in app. K, 
and the minimum-variance estimation methods of the TRW System's 
ESPOD computer program used to derive the results a r e  briefly described 
in app. G. 
* 
The conclusions reached can be summarized a s  follows: 
0 The predominant e r r o r  source is the uncertainty in the 
earth's gravitational constant p. 
large period e r ro r s ,  which appear as large v (in-track) 
e r rors .  
This uncertainty leads to 
0 Solving for the parameters (measurement bias e r rors ,  
survey e r ro r s ,  and uncertainties in p and JZ) results in 
a considerable improvement in accuracy, particularly in 
the v (downrange) direction. 
J 
t 
.I 
4 
i 3 
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-4’ 1 
-3 ’  i 
‘ I  1 
“ J  
0 
0 
0 
0 
With 
Adding the angle (AE) and range-rate (k) measurements to 
the range (R) measurements does not affect the system 
accuracy; therefore, only range measurements - a r e  
required. 
The 522 geopotential harmonic should be solved for. 
this coefficient solved for, the position uncertainties a r e  
unaffected, but i f  it is not solved for, i t  leads to large 
increases in total e r ror ,  especially in the along-track and 
cross-track directions. A run was also made to determine 
the effects of 533; this term had no effect on the position 
uncertainties, 
- . _ _  
With 
The use of three stations rather than two substantially 
reduces the in-track e r ror ,  an effect that can be expected 
to be even more pronounced for shorter ( less than 72 hr)  
tracking intervals, in which case it would also affect c ross -  
track e r ro r s  significantly. 
Reducing the tracking period from 72 to 36 hr has little 
significant effect on the results. Hence, 36 hr is sufficient. 
this background, it was possible to analyze a realistic tracking 
configuration, corresponding to the proposed system, which uses essenti- 
ally the same equipment as  a user, taking measurements from a particular 
satellite a t  a rate of one every 16 sec. 
collocated with present tracking facilities. 
satellite ground track used in this analysis a r e  shown in Figure 16. 
e r ror  sources considered and their values a r e  shown in Table XXV. 
Three stations were chosen, 
The station locations and the 
The 
The results of the proposed tracking! configuration analysis for the 
single satellite and set of ground stations selected a r e  shown in F ig -  
ure 17, where the epoch is at  the end of a 36-hr tracking interval. 
1 
i 
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Figure 16. Recommended Tracking Configuration 
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TABLE XXV 
1 
’?  
\ 
i .J 
. ”  ‘ I  
ERROR SOURCES FOR ORBIT DETERMINATION ANALYSIS 
Measurement e r ro r s  
Noise 30 ft 
Bias 50 ft 
I Station location e r ro r s  
Latitude 
Longitude 
Altitude 
100 ft 
100 f t  
100 ft 
Gravitational potential uncertainties 
tJ- 1.06 x ft3/sec2 
J 2  2.0 10-7 
J22 
33 
2.0 10-7 
2 .6  x 
At the end of 36-hr tracking, the figure shows the following tracking 
errors:  
(r (radial) 10. 8 ft 
u (in-track) 140. 0 ft 
u (cross-track) 5. 0 ft 
U 
V 
W 
These results assume a constant bias in the measurements. In a 
real  tracking situation, however, the biases are slowly varying. To 
represent this condition in the prbgram approximately, piecewide con- 
stant biases (all uncorrelated) were assumed over 3-hr tracking intervals. 
The first 15 hr  of the tracking period were then re-run, which produced 
the results shown in Figure 18. 
included for easier comparison. 
The results shown in Figure 17 a r e  
I t  can be seen that the effect is a significant degradation in accuracy 
over extended tracking intervals. 
Additional study of the tracking of several satellites simultaneously 
is indicated. Measurements from additional satellites provide more 
information for determining geopotential terms and biasee, and the 
satellite position e r ro r s  become correlated because of common e r ro r  
sources, particularly the uncertainties in the geopotential model. 
Covariance matrices containing these correlations result in smaller 61 
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Figure 18. Comparison of Effects of Constant Range-Bias 
E r r o r  with Simulated Range -Dr i f t  E r r  or 
user position e r rors ,  as discussed in par. 2. 5. 1. The magnitude of the 
correlations should be determined for the tracking procedures used in 
the actual system. 
Another important source of e r ror  that must be investigated in detail 
is the effect of satellite oscillator drift on rangemeasurements and, con- 
sequently, on navigation accuracy. Present e r ro r  models assume that the 
satellite clocks can be calibrated so  that the drift e r ror  after 3 hr is less 
than 10 f t .  
from the tracking data along with the orbital parameters. 
Actually, the oscillator drift characteristics must be estimated 
To determine the e r ro r  in the estimate of satellite oscillator drift 
and the consequent effect on orbit determination accuracy and navigation 
accuracy will require 1) a suitable mathematical model of the oscillator 
drift mechanirm and 2) the incorporation of this model into the present 
seriee of e r ro r  analysis programs (NAVSAP and ESPOD). 
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2 .5  ANALYSIS O F  OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING NAVIGATION 
ACCURACY AND COVERAGE 
Results of analyses of a number of factors affecting the overall 
navigation accuracy provided by the system are presented in this sub- 
section. 
and illustrates these effects. The remaining paragraphs discuss the 
effects of : 1) user motion, 2) using range-difference measurements 
and 3) increasing the minimum elevation angle of the antennas. 
Par. 2. 5. 1 discusses the effects of satellite e r ro r  correlations 
2. 5. 1 Effect of Correlated Satellite Position Er ro r s  
The majority of navigation-satellite user position accuracy studies 
assumed that position e r ro r s  of the several satellites are uncorrelated, 
with equal covariance matrices resulting from tracking studies using 
the TRW orbit-determination program. It is apparent, however, 
that correlations do exist, arising from numerous common er ror  sources. 
In particular, station measurement biases and location e r ro r s  will 
equally influence all satellites seen from that station, and earth potential 
model uncertainties cause correlations between er rors  in all satellites, 
I t  has been postulated that the correlations arising from these 
common er rors  may have a significant effect on the resulting user 
position determination errors .  
results of the Single Point in Time (SPIT) accuracy program presented 
in app. H. 
observations of a group of satellites. Correlations in satellite position 
e r rors  arise from common ground-station bias errors ,  and these cor - 
This claim has been corroborated by the 
In that analysis, tracking stations and users  make simultaneous 
related satellite e r ro r s  a r e  used directly to compute user position 
errors .  
SPIT program and its assumptions. 
correlation and a significant reduction in position e r ro r s  over the 
uncorrelated case. In fact, the position e r ro r s  closely approach those 
obtained with the assumption of perfectly known satellite positions. 
Appendix I contains a more complete description of the 
The results show a high degree of 
To confirm the effect, using more realistic satellite errors ,  addi- 
tional runs have been made using the Navigation Sateilite Accuracy 
P 
"1 
c 
I 
3 
i 
3 
64 
-7 4 
L d 
:I 
d 
Program (NAVSAP), in which perfectly correlated satellite e r ro r s  were 
assumed; that is 
E(xlxT) = E(xlxT) = E(x2x:) 
where x1 and x are satellite position vectors. This implies x - 
with probability one, 
with comparable results for no satellite e r ro r s  and uncorrelated errors .  
Again, the position e r ro r s  are reduced to values near to those obtained 
with zero satellite errors .  
2 1 - x2 
These results a r e  shown in Table XXVI, along 
A more complete analysis of this effect is proposed for future 
work. 
situation must be determined. 
program is limited to a single satellite, multiple runs must be made and 
the resulting normal matrices assembled to determine a joint nor..nal 
matrix, which can then be inverted to yield the overall satellite e r ror  
In particular, the correlations that ar ise  in a realistic tracking 
Since the present TRW orbit determination 
TABLE XXVI 
NAVIGATION ACCURACY WITH CORRELATED SATELLITE ERRORS 
Latitude 
c 9 5  (ft) 
60° -O0 3 Oo - 
No Satellite E r r o r s  327 34 1 3 64 
C o r r  elated Er ro r  s 337 349 3 69 
Uncorrelated Er ro r s  442 455 474 
I 
1. 
2. Measurement Noise = 100 ft. ( l u )  
3. U s e r  a priori  altitude e r ror  = 150 ft. (lu) 
4. Satellite a priori  position e r ror  covariance matrix from 
app. K (450 f t  downrange er ror )  
5. U s e r  longitude = 60" west 
Range measurements from all  visible satellites - U s e r  oscillator 
unc alibr a te d 
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covariance matrix. More specifically, consider a linearized tracking 
model associated with tracking the ith satellite 
yi = Aixi t B.z 1 t G i ( 5) 
x. i s  the satellite state vector, consisting of positions, velocities, and 
possibly satellite oscillator bias. 
parameters, including station locations, biases, and earth potential 
parameters. y. is the measurement vector, Ai and Bi are the appro- 
priate partial-derivative matrices, and E. is the measurement e r ror .  
xi, yi, and z a r e  to be interpreted as  small deviations from reference 
values. 
1 
z is a vector of satellite -independent 
1 
1 
For each satellite, the tracking program will generate a normal 
matrix of the form 
rATWiAi ATW 1 i i  B 1  
T 
Qi =l Bi WiAi Bi WiBi 
where 
wi = [ E ( t . e T ) ) - ’  1 1  
These individual matrices a r e  then assembled into the giant normal 
matrix Q as  follows: 
Q =  
66 
7 
T 
\ l W I A 1  
0 
0 
BTWlA1 - 
... 0 0 
ATW A n n n  
ATW B n n n  
... BTW A C n T  Bi WiBi 
n n n  
i=l - 
The inverse of this matrix is the covariance matrix of the giant state 
vector 
“1 
I ”  B 
a 
1 
Y J 
a 
,d 
i 
assuming all  of the components of z a re  estimated. 
their e r ro r s  can be taken into account, using a well known formula 
involving submatrices of Eq. (8). These computations a r e  readily per- 
formed by the T R W  Matrix Abstraction Program (MAP). 
2. 5 .2  Sequential Estimation of Position of a Rapidly Moving U s e r  (SST) 
I f  some are not, 
The navigation equations presented in Section 3 provide for continual 
updating of user position as  measurements are processed. Every 16 sec, 
the system recycles through the visible satellites, and the new measure- 
ments a r e  processed to refine the previous estimate. I f  the user were 
stationary, this recursive estimation procedure would result in a con- 
tinual reduction of the e r ro r s  due to measurement noise. The same is 
true i f  the user were flying along a perfectly predictable flight path. In 
that case, the estimate is propagated to the new measurement time, and 
the new fix is used to refine the propagated estimate. 
the flight path of an SST is not perfectly predictable; hence, e r rors  a r e  
introduced in propagating the previous estimate forward. I f  large enough, 
these e r ro r s  can effectively nullify the previous estimate and force 
reliance only on current data to produce a current fix. 
there is no beneficial effect of noise reduction from multiple measure- 
ments. 
Unfortunately, 
In that case, 
This subsection presents an analysis allowing an approximate 
assessment of the effect of the uncertainty in  the user flight path on 
navigation accuracy. The NAVSAP program (app. J) considers a user 
67 
moving along a nominal great circle flight path, taking an instantaneous 
fix from all visible satellites every 16 sec. The program does not pro- 
vide for the estimation of user velocity, but does permit uncertainties 
in user velocity and heading to be introduced, using the state noise 
feature of the Kalman filter. 
actual system operation, the results do point up some important aspects 
of the sequential estimation problem. 
* 
Although this is a simplified model of the 
Three runs were made with varying magnitudes of the flight path 
uncertainties as tabulated below: 
Case 
1 
Heading Er ro r  
( rad - 1 u) 
n 
Velocity Er ro r  
(ft/sec-lu) 
n 
2 0.01 20 
3 0.10 100 
The user was assumed to be flying just outside of London on a great 
circle route to New York at a speed of 2000 ft/sec. and an altitude of 
50, 000 ft. 
and 198 f t  cross-track (Table K-I1 - app. K), and the measurement noise 
was 50 f t  (lu). 
pose is to illustrate the effect. 
shown in Figure 19. 
Satellite estimation e r rors  were 98  ft radial, 720 ft in-track, 
The exact values used a r e  relatively unimportant; the pur - 
The satellites considered a r e  the five 
The results of the three casesare  presented in Table XXVII and 
plotted as the top two curves in Figure 20. 
3 a r e  nearly identical, despite the wide variation in flight-path errors .  
These e r rors  a r e  only 12 to 15 ft greater than in the case of zero e r rors ,  
which demonstrates the relatively minor influence of the velocity and 
heading errors.  The curves show an initial rapid drop while the user 
oscillator i s  being calibratedb'"*p Thereafter, the curves exhibit a slower 
decrease < ward an asymptotic value determined by the satellite errors .  
The lower curves illustrate these effects, i n  both cases, with no heading 
or velocity errors.  
The results for cases 2 and 
rlr .I, 
The bottom curve shows the results for no satellite 
4, -. 
This is, of course, an approximation, as the data for the fix a r e  taken 
Uncertainties in velocity and heading do not degrade the estimate of 
throughout the 16-sec frame , not instantaneously. 
.I .I -r 1- 
68 oscillator bias. 
I U U 
69 
TABLE XXVII 
C95 VERSUS TIME FOR A MOVING USER WITH VARIOUS 
VELOCITY AND HEADING ERRORS 
0- = o  
Time I V 
0 
16 
32 
4 8  
64 
80 
96 
112 
128 
144 
160 
176 
192 
208 
224 
240 
256 
272 
288 
3 04 
320 
Before After I Observation 
302 
259 
243 
235 
230 
226 
224 
222 
220 
219 
218 
217 
216 
215 
214 
214 
213 
212 
211 
3 02 
259 
243 
235 
230 
226 
22 3 
222 
220 
219 
218 
217 
216 
215 
2 14 
214 
213 
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211 
210 
u = 20 fps 
V 
0-+ = 0.01 
Before After 
Obs er va tion 
505 
484 
47 7 
474 
471  
470 
469 
468 
467 
467 
466 
466 
465 
465 
465 
464 
464 
464 
464 
3 02 
2 64 
250 
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239 
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234 
233 
231 
231 
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229 
229 
229 
229 
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228 
228 
228 
228 
tJ = 100 fps 
V 
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3369 
3365 
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Figure 20. Estimation Error  Versus Time 
errors ,  in which case the e r ror  continues to decrease a s  the effect of 
noise i s  reduced. In the second curve from the bottom, satellite e r rors  
a r e  included, but measurement noise is zero. In that case, the estima- 
tion error  rapidly approaches the minimum value established by the satel- 
lite position errors .  
From these results it can be concluded that a sequence of fixes results 
in an initial increase in accuracy due to improved estimation of the bias 
(user oscillator calibration). 
proposed system, will  provide accuracies near this reduced value. 
minimum attainable is determined by satellite errors ,  and may approach 
the case of zero satellite e r rors  due to the correlation effects discussed 
in par. 2.5.1. 
Continual estimation, a s  provided by the 
The 
The effect of heading and velocity e r rors  during the interval 
( 2 2  sec) separating observations from different satellites has not yet 
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been studied. 
NAVSAP program as follows: 
This study would require several modifications to the 
1) Logic for sequential measurements from one satellite 
a t  a time 
2) Capability for estimation of user velocity 
3) Improved model of aircraft motion. 
2. 5. 3 Effect of Correlations in Range -Difference Measurements 
The proposed NAVSTAR measurement system is based on measuring 
the transmission time of a signal from the satellite to a ground station. 
I f  satellite and user clocks a re  synchronized, the absolute transit time 
is  obtained directly and is proportional to range. 
stable clock is available to the user,  the equipment will be more econo- 
mical. With a less stable clock, the user time reference is accurate for 
only relatively short time measurements as i t  is not synchronized with 
the highly precise satellite clocks. 
measure the absolute range from user to satellite directly; however, 
the arrival times of signals from various satellites can be compared, 
and will yield, in effect, a range-difference measurement. Thus, a 
psuedo-range is produced from the difference between the arrival time 
of the signal and the local clock time. 
the actual range from satellite to user, plus a large unknown bias caused 
by lack of synchronization of the satellite and user clocks. 
this same bias appears in simultaneous or near -simultaneous measure - 
ments to all visible satellites. These raw measurements, including the 
common bias, can then be differenced in the computer to produce range- 
difference measurements, which can then be processed further to produce 
a position estimate. 
However, i f  a less 
In this case, it is impossible to 
In effect, this measurement is 
Therefore, 
An alternate approach is to process the psuedo -range measurements 
directly, producing a simultaneous estimate of user position plus the 
unknown bias. I t  will be shown, subsequently, that the two approaches 
give the same result under suitable conditions. 
processing is more straightforward in the second method, it is  recom- 
mended wherever maximum accuracy is required. 
Since sequential data 
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The linearized measurement model relates the psuedo-range 
measurement vector y to the user position x and bias b by 
y = A x t C b t ~  (10) 
where y, x, and b a r e  small deviations from reference values, A is the 
sensitivity matrix of the observations with respect to position, E is the 
measurement e r ror ,  and C is a column vector with all elements unity. 
CT = (1, 1, 1, . .. , 1) 
Hence, the bias b is  a scalar, and the vector Cb adds the bias to each 
observation. 
.I. -r 
2. 5 . 3 .  1 Optimum Weighting of Range-Difference Measurements 
An m-vector z of range-difference measurements can be interpreted 
as a linear transformation on y 
z = Ty (12) 
where T is an m x n matrix, each row of which contains one t1, one -1, 
and all other elements zero, i. e . ,  
- zk = Tky - Yi - Y j  
The ith element of Tk is t 1  and the jth is -1. Multiplying Eq. (10) by T 
and noting that TC = 0 results i n  the bias-free observation equation for z 
i 
, i  * Let y, C, and E be of dimension n, and x be of dimension p. 
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The range-measurement e r r o r s  a r e  uncorrelated (E(€. E.) = 0) and a re  
assumed to be of equal variance u '. 1 J  Therefore, the range-difference 
E 
e r ro r s  a r e  correlated, with covariance matrix 
A The minimum variance estimate x of x, based on the range-difference 
measurements z, appropriately weighted by A 6  -1 is readily found to be 
where 
T -1 x A = [ A T (TT )- 'TA]-'ATTT (TT ) z 
T- - 1  T- = (A WA) A Wy 
1 T - 1  f = -  TT (TT ) T u 2  
E 
An interesting result, demonstrated by Soule at the Aerospace 
Corporation, is that w is independent of T, i. e . ,  independent of the 
choice of range-difference measurements. 
be nonsingular, which in turn requires that m be n-1. 
W, along with Eq. (17) shows that - the minimum variance estimate is 
independent of the choice -- of range differences. 
2. 5. 3. 2 Estimation Using Pseudo-Range Measurements 
T It is required only that TT 
The invariance of - 
--
The alternative approach to estimating x is to process the psuedo- 
range data y directly and attempt to solve for the bias. 
estimate, for equally weighted psuedo-range measurements, is 
The resulting 
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Partitioning the inverse leads to the & component 
-2 
1 
1 
1 
m 
with 
n 
where CCT is an  n x n square matrix with all elements unity. 
That W = w can be shown by assuming the invariance demonstrated 
heuristically by Soule and computing w for a particular, T, namely, 
Then 
0 -1 0 ... 0 O l  
-1 0 0 ... 
0 0 0 ... -lJ 
T T ~  = 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
... 
... 
1 
... 
... 
- Im t CmC, T 
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where Cm is an m vector, distinct from C(= Cn), which is an n vector. 
The inverse of Eq. (23) is 
T (TT')-' - - -  l c c  - 'm l t m  m m 
Then, by using the partititioned form of T, from Eq. (22), it folxows after 
some computation that 
I 
1 T - In - 5 cn cn (25) 
where the las- step f llows from the previou ly noted equality, m = n-1. 
Hence, E E W and the estimates of Eqs. (20) and (16) a r e  identical, with 
e r ro r  - covariance matrices 
hp, X = uE2[AT(J. - 
P 
th 
where Ai is the ith row of A, corresponding to the i measurement y.. 1
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Of further interest is the second term of the estimates Eq. (20) 
o r  (17) 
A T W y  = %AT(I - i C C T ) y  
(r 
E 
This shows that either scheme uses a kind of weighted difference, where 
the average of all of the measurements is subtracted from each measure- 
ment yi. 
2. 5. 3. 3 Suboptimal Weighting of Range-Difference Measurements 
A third possible estimate of x offers advantages from a data- 
processing point of view, namely, 
This estimate would be minimum variance if the range-difference e r r o r s  
were uncorrelated. 
covariance matrix of this estimate becomes 
Taking the cor relations into account, however, the 
(29) A = 2 (A T T  T TA) - 1  A T T T T T ~ T A ( A  T T  T T A ) - ~  E x2 
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In general, different choices of T can be expected to give different 
accuracies. 
explicitly, In that case 
The case considered in  Eq. (22) can, however, be computed 
and 
n 
1=2 
A T T  T C = 1 (A1 - A i l T  
So, by using Eq. (23) in the middle of Eq. (29) ,  and applying the parti- 
tions of A and T, the covariance matrix Eq. (29) can be brought into the 
form 
A = (Q-' t Q-l PQ-1).E2 
2 X 
where 
n n 
= nAIA1  t $ AT Ai - AT 1 Ai - 1 AT A1 (33 1 
i=l i=l i=l 
'1 
, 
i 
J 
4 
"-- J 
I 
1 
i 
.3 
These formulas can be evaluated and the result compared with Eq. (26) 
to determine the penalty associated with the suboptimal estimate. 
2.5.3.4 Summary 
It has been shown that the use of range-difference measurements 
with optimum weighting to account for correlation is equivalent to the 
direct application of the heavily biased psuedo-range measurement to 
solve for  the position and the bias. 
since it is more convenient to implement with the Kalman filter proposed 
for  the user computer. When less accuracy is required, the correlations 
can be ignored and range differences processed according to Eq. (29). 
In that case, the accuracy of the estimate can be assessed by means of 
Eqs. (32) through (34). 
The latter method is recommended, 
2. 5.4 Effect of Increasing Minimum Elevation Angle 
The navigation accuracies given in pars. 2. 1. 1 and 2. 1. 2 a r e  based 
0 on a minimum user-to-satellite angle of 5 
earlier.  
more might be more realistic, the effect of increasing the minimum 
elevation angle to loo, ZOO, and 30 
above the horizon, as noted 
Since hardware considerations indicated that a value of loo or  
0 was investigated. 
Results a r e  shown in Figures 21, 22, and 23 for loo, ZOO, and 30°, 
case (Figure 21) with the corres- 0 respectively. 
ponding map of Figure 2 shows that system coverage is degraded. 
areas  of indeterminacy (0 or  2 satellites visible) extend over some areas  
of interest, and a single failed satellite would make the system of 
questionable value above 50' latitude at  certain times of the day. 
A comparison of the 10 
The 
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Figure 21. Worldwide System Coverage at To W i t h  l o o  
Minimum Incidence Angle (Numbers Denote 
80 Satellites Visible) 
Figure 22. Worldwide System Coverage at To With ZOO 
Minimum Incidence Angle (Numbers Denote 
Satellites Visible) 8 1  
Figure 23. Worldwide System Coverage at To With 30° 
Minimum Incidence Angle (Numbers Denote 
82 Satellites Visible) 
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The computations described in the following sections must be per- 
formed for  a user to determine his position, andpossibly his velocity, from 
satellite observations. 
standard ephemeris data, one with extra data) a re  the following: 1) a 
relatively sophisticated user, such as a supersonic transport, desiring 
maximum accuracy; 2) a user with somewhat more limited computational 
facilities than the SST, but who nevertheless requires a reasonably high 
degree of accuracy; 3) a simplest class of user, who will use charts and 
make hand calculations to compute his position to within nominal accuracy 
requirements, and 4) user who is provided additional data to make his 
computations near -trivial. 
The four classes of user considered (three with 
Two kinds of constraints must be satisfied by an effective set of user 
equations: computational requirements must be such that 1) the computa- 
tions can be performed by a reasonably small computer; 2) the estimates 
produced by them can achieve the desired degree of accuracy. The equa- 
tions presented here consequently serve as inputs to two separate studies: 
1) determination of the computer size necessary for actual implementation, 
and 2) analysis of the estimation accuracy of the filter equations. 
3.1 THE KALMAN FILTER 
The Kalman filter permits sequential computation of a minimum- 
variance estimate of the state of a linear, discrete-time system excited 
by a Gaussian white-noise random sequence. 
advantage that during the process of computing the estimate, it generates 
the covariance matrix of the estimation e r ror .  g: 
This filter has the added 
If it is desired to estimate the state of a system described by non- 
linear difference equations, the Kalman filter may still be used if  suffi- 
ciently good linear approximations to the nonlinear equations can be found. 
Several programs used in the e r ror  analysis portion of this study use the 
better known batch processing techniques known as weighted-least-squares. 
The prime advantage of batch processing is that it permits analysis of the 
effect of e r ro r s  in parameters which a re  not estimated. For example, a 
user will not estimate the satellite position, but e r ro r s  in these positions 
a re  important. While these effects can also be treated in the Kalmanfilter 
program, the method is cumbersome and somewhat inefficient with respect 
to computer time. The results are ,  of course, independent of whether a 
sequential or batch processing algorithim is used. 
.I# -6. 
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This is usually done by expanding the system equations at some sampling 
instant about the state estimate at the previous sampling instant and neg- 
lecting second and higher order terms. 
presented here have been linearized in this manner. 
of these equations appears in many places in the technical literature, it 
will not be reproduced here. 
The Kalman filter equations 
Since the derivation 
The system whose state it is desired to estimate is  described by the 
difference equations: 
x (n t 1) = x(n) t z ( n )  - - -  * (  ) 
where x(n) and - y(n) a re  the dynamic state and measurement vectors with 
n and n components, respectively, f (  a )  and g( 0 )  are  n and n vector 
functions of - x, and - z(n) and - w(n) a re  zero-mean random vectors with 
covariance matrices : 
- 
X Y - - X Y 
where dmn is the Kronecker delta. 
Define the nxxnx matrix U by: 
u = [q] 
and the n xn matrix M by: 
Y X  
where fi, xi and g. are  the ith components of - -  f, x and g, respectively. 
1 
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We denote the estimate of the state at the nth sampling instant before 
A the measurement is processed by x(n), and its error-covariance matrix 
by J(n). 
by - x(n ), and the corresponding error-covariance matrix by J(n ). 
nth to the (ntl)th sampling instant by: 
The estimate after the n~ measurement is processed is denoted 
A t  + 
The estimate error-covariance matrix is first propagated from the 
J(nt1) = U(&(nt)) J(nt) UT (g(nt)> t Z(n)  
The estimate is propagated by: 
The predicted observation is: 
The residual between actual and predicted observations is: 
A(nt1) = - y(nt1) - - +(n t l )  
The filter gain (weighting matrix of the residual) is: 
K(nt1) = J(nt1) M T r \  (x(nt1)) lMp(n.1)) J(ntl)MT ( i (nt1))  t W(nt l ) ] - '  
- - 
The estimate is then updated by the (ntl)th measurement as: j 
I - &nt l t )  = - ft(nt1) t K(nt1) A(nt1) 
L 
Finally, the error-covariance matrix of the new estimate is obtained as: 
J (n t l t )  = [ I - K(nt1) M (E;(ntl))] - J(nt1) 
Estimates a re  computed sequentially in this manner; the filter is 
initialized with an a priori guess and an a priori error-covariance matrix. 
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We will now proceed to a description of the application of the equations 
written above to the determination of a NAVSTAR user’s position and 
velocity . 
3 . 2  EQUATIONS FOR HIGH ACCURACY 
3 . 2 .  1 Data Received 
The user receives three types of data: 
3.2.2 Sequence of Calculations 
.I. 
At each 2-sec interval, a number R’* from which the 
range to the it? satellite is to be determined, and a 
measurement Rf of the range rate between the user 
and the ith satellite. 
1 
At  intervals greater than 2 sec, numbers b. 
which a re  to be used to correct the range m’gasure- 
ment for oscillator drift in the ith satellite. 
and bi19 
At intervals greater than those for which oscillator 
drift corrections a re  sent, numbers A p i 9  Axi and 
A i i  which a re  to be used to correct the ephemeris 
of the ith satellite f o r  drift from a circular orbit. 
The measurements a re  to be processed in a simplified Kalman filter 
with peripheral logic. In general terms, the sequence of calculations 
shown in the 
1) 
4) 
flow chart of Figure 24 is the following: 
Calculate the coordinates of the satellites in an earth- 
fixed rectangular system and the time derivatives of 
these coordinates from stored ephemeris data; the stored- 
ephemeris data a re  to be periodically corrected by the 
transmitted perturbations mentioned in  (3)  above. 
Correct the measurement RC f o r  satellite-oscillator 
drift, and convert this corrected measurement into 
a range measurement. 
4. 
Process the range measurement and the range-rate 
measurement in a Kalman filter, and obtain an esti- 
mate of the user position and velocity in an earth- 
fixed rectangular system. 
Convert the estimate of (3) into an estimate of user 
latitude, longitude, altitude, position, and heading. 
J i 
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Figure 24. Filter Flow C h a r t  for High Accuracy  
Navigation Equations 
It should be emphasized at this point that we a re  processing a range 
measurement rather than a range-difference measurement. 
duces the necessity of solving for the bias Bo (caused by the difference in  
turn-on time between the satellite and user oscillators) but eliminates the 
following problems which a r e  present when range differences a re  used. 
This intro- 
1) The noise on the range-difference measurements is 
correlated between measurements; optimally process - 
ing noise of this nature makes the filter equations 
very cumbersome. 
2)  The bias Bo is actually not constant between measure- 
ments, but will change due to user oscillator drift; 
this introduces an e r ro r  in the range differences. 
The nonconstancy of B can easily be handled when 
processing range meazurements by the addition of 
state noise. (See par. 3 . 2 .  3) .  
3) Processing ranges eliminates the necessity of having 
to decide which satellite ranges should be differenced 
to  produce the range differences. 
As  indicated above, the range (suitably modified) and range-rate 
measurements a re  to be processed in a filter of the type described in 
subsec. 3 . 2  in which the (nonlinear) system equations have been linearized. 
Of course, the equations a re  linearized f i rs t  about the a priori estimate 
and for succeeding calculations about the current state estimate. 
possibility thus ar ises  that if the a priori state estimate is not sufficiently 
close to the actual state the linearization of the equations will not be valid 
and the equations should be relinearized two o r  more times. 
the estimate could simply be propagated to  the next measurement interval 
and a new measurement processed; after one or two measurements, the 
estimate should be sufficiently close to the actual value so that the lineari- 
zation will be valid. 
of several filter iterations with the first measurement. 
The 
Alternatively, 
This is the procedure used to  avoid the necessity 
We will now proceed to an expanded description of the filter calcula- 
The computations performed in tions, and a detailed explanation of each. 
each block a re  stated and explained in the order in which the blocks a re  
numbered in the flow chart, Figure 24. 
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Symbols used in the equations a r e  as follows: 
,- 
*I 
' 1  
_I I
7 
, d  
i 
1 
I 
, 3  
X 
estimate of user 's  coordinates in earth-fixed Cartesian I }  A system (computed) 
z 
Y estimate of Cartesian components of user 's  velocity 
(computed) 
Cartesian coordinates of ith satellite (computed) 
h 
l-lJ 
J 
U 
velocity components of 
u se r ' s  longitude (input 
ith satellite (computed) 
or computed) 
user' s latitude (input o r  computed) 
user 's  velocity (input or  computed) 
use r ' s  altitude above sea level (input o r  computed) 
use r ' s  heading east of north (input o r  computed) 
use r ' s  a pr!ori error-covariance matrix (input), o r  
error-covariance matrix of current estimate (computed) 
J is partitioned as: 
U 
: i  a d  
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e R 
:g 
Ri 
b i O  
bil 
P o i  
i 
ti hoi t oi 
o i  
Aioi 
t 
A 
Ri 
0 
B 
A 
Ri 
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r ad ius  of e a r t h  (input) 
range  m e a s u r e m e n t  f r o m  u s e r  to  ith satellite ( t r ansmi t t ed )  
range-rate  measu remen t  between u s e r  and ith satellite 
( t r ansmi t t ed )  
b i a s  on ith satellite clock ( t r ansmi t t ed )  
d r i f t  rate on ith sa t e€ l i t e  c lock ( t r ansmi t t ed )  
nominal ephemer i s  of ith sa te l l i t e  ( input) 
per turba t ions  to  nominal ephemer i s  ( t r ansmi t t ed )  
c u r r e n t  time ( t r ansmi t t ed )  
range  m e a s u r e m e n t  c o r r e c t e d  f o r  sa te l l i t e  clock d r i f t  
(computed)  
range  computed f r o m  estimate of u s e r  posit ion 
b i a s  in  range  m e a s u r e m e n t  due to  difference in  ini t ia l  
phase  between sa te l l i t e  and u s e r  clock 
(not known) 
e s t i m a t e  of B f r o m  u s e r  filter (computed) 
0 
es t ima te  of B 
f o r  2,000-rnilg ambiguity (computed)  
used to  c o r r e c t  range  m e a s u r e m e n t  
range  m e a s u r e m e n t  c o r r e c t e d  for  satellite clock 
d r i f t  and 2,000-mile  ambiguity (computed) 
range  m e a s u r e m e n t  r e s idua l  (computed) 
range  r a t e  computed f r o m  e s t i m a t e  of sa te l l i t e  
posit ion and velocity 
F' 
1 3  
J 
' I  i 
I 
i 
. I I  
:1 
-1 
i5 
‘1 
3 
(i- 1 
range rate residual (computed) AD 
M measurement matrix (computed) 
M is partitioned as: 
W 
P l  
K 
K 
P2 
Kvl 
Kv2 
covariance matrix of observation noise (input) 
W is 2 x 2, and written: 
weight of range residual in position estimate 
(4  x 1 matrix) (computed) 
weight of range-rate residual in position estimate 
( 3  x 1 matrix) (computed) 
weight of range residual in  velocity estimate 
(4  x 1 matrix) (computed) 
weight of range-rate residual in velocity estimate 
( 3  x 1 matrix) (computed) 
the 4 x 1 array: 
(computed) 
9 1  
4 A +  
x or  x the 3 x 1 array: 
A 
;Ij or f computed) 
e 
a 
W earth rotation rate (input) 
- X 
quantity related to earth flattening (input) 
major axis of earth ellipsoid (input) 
A estimate of - x before a measurement is processed 
estimate of x after a measurement is processed A t  X -- - 
I. INITIALIZE 
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INITIALIZE 
Input: - Ju - [:- PV "1 V 
Calculate A Pr ior i  Estimates: 
n x = (R,+h)cos +cos A 
. 9 = (R th )cos  + sin A 
e 
@ = (R,th) sin + 
4 
X = 
a 
y = 
A 
A 
B = Onmi 
-v(sin + cos hcos 9 4- s i n  h sin 4) 
-v(sin + sin A cos + - cos X sin +) 
2 = v(c0s + cos +) 
0 
-1 
- *i 
.i 
1 
L J 
In this box, the user calculates a priori estimates of his position 
and velocity in an earth-fixed rectangular system from an estimate of 
his latitude, longitude, altitude, mean-earth radius, velocity, and head- 
ing east of north. 
aid in the resolution of range ambiguity. 
A A  A The quantities x, y, and z will be used in Block VI to 
U' The user also inputs an initial error-covariance matrix J 
A Letting zf = 
then 
A 
X 
h 
Y 
6 
Bo 
A 
and 
P 
6 x =  Y 
4 "1 Z 
This matrix can be stored permanently in the user 's  computer and 
need not be input each time the filter is initialized. 
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11. RECEIVE MEASUREMENT 
t 
RECEIVE MEASUREMENT 
n 
Each Two Second Interval: 
Ri* 
R; 
t 
Still Less Frequently: I 
A Ai 
Aii 
t. 
1 
Every 2 sec the user receives a range measurement Rf. (The sub- 
script denotes the range and range rate to the ith satellite). 
* The measurement Ri is related to the range Ri as follows: 
.I 
RF = Ri t Bo t Ai t W. - 2Ki x 1,000, 
1 
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Here, 
R~ = actual range from user to  ifh satellite 
Bo = bias due to difference in turn-on time 
A = e r ro r  due to satellite oscillator drift i 
w. = white noise on range measurement 
Ki = a positive integer 
The modified measurement we wish to process in the filter is: 
3. 
$ 1  I 
= Ri t Bo t wi Ri 
:# 1 1 * 
1 
drift (Block VIII), and determine the integer Ki (Block IX). 
which represent a bias and drift rate on the ith satellite oscillator 
respectively and a r e  to be used to correct for the e r ro r  Ai. 
To obtain Ri , we must correct R. for the e r ro r  due to satellite 
At intervals greater than 2 sec, numbers b. and bil a r e  received 
10 
At still greater intervals, numbers Api9 AXi, A i i  a r e  received 
which a re  perturbations to be applied to the nominal ephemeris data of 
the ith satellite. 
I 
. Y  
9 5  
I11 and IV. CORRECT EPHEMERIS AND CALCULATE SATELLITE 
POSITION 
1 
CALCULATE SATELLITE POSITION AND VELOCITY 
1 
xi = pi[(l t cos ii) cos X. i- (1 - cos i . )  cos (2w T. - xi)] 
,Yi = +Pi [(1 t cos ii) sin Ai + (1 - cos i.) sin (2w T. - Ai)] 
2 = P, sin i. sin w T. 
i 1 1 1 
X. = - wPi(l - cos i , )  sin ( 2 w  T. - Ai) 
Yi = w P i  (l - cos i.) cos ( 2 w  T~ - Ai) 
Z .  = wP. sin i. cos w 7 .  
1 1 1 : 1  
1 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 
1 
(Ti = t - ti) '. 1 I_ 
' I  J 
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The perturbations received and their use to correct the ephemeris 
data a re  shown in the "Calculate New Ephemeris" block. 
The satellite position and velocity a re  then calculated in an earth: 
fixed coordinate system (with X, Y axes in the equatorial plane with X 
axis at zero longitude and positive Z axis pointing north). 
time t is transmitted with the range and range-rate measurements. 
The present 
These calculations assume a nominal circular orbit. The effects 
of this approximation on accuracy have not yet been assessed. 
the necessary analysis has been developed and is presented in app. L. 
Numerical results should be obtained in a future study. 
V and VI. 
However, 
CHANGE BIASES AND CALCULATE RANGE CORRECTION 
CORRECT RANGE MEASUREMENT FOR 
SATELLITE CLOCK DRIFT: 
I I 
t * Rfi = Ri + bio t bil 'ri 
The measurement is next corrected for the e r ro r  caused by drift in 
the ith satellite oscillator. 
and drift rate bil a r e  used for this purpose. 
The most recently transmitted drift bias b 
io 
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VII. CALCULATE RESIDUALS 
CALCULATE RESIDUALS 
112 ki = {(Xi - A 2  x} t (Yi - 9,2 t (Zi - "2) 
A i\ 
2,004) 2,000 
ARi K. is an integer 
< 2 ,000  
- = K i t -  Ri 
8 0 ' = Ri'* - A& i 
t 
RANGE RESIDUAL 
fi . A 2  A 2  A 2 ) l f z  
= ((Xi - xj t (Yi - y) + (Zi  - 4 
Ri 
A ,  fii t B~ - ai'*} to nearest  
integral multiple of 2,000. 
Denote this by Ki x 2,000. 
t Ki x 2,000 I' = Ri Sn Ri - 
&n A A 
AR = Ri - R i - B  0 
I RANGE-RATE RESIDUAL I 
VIII and IX. MEASUREMENT MATRIX AND FILTER GAINS 
'I 
..I 
CALCULATION O F  MEASUREMENT MATRIX 
A A 
x -  XI y - Y 1  
Ri Ri 
Let: M1 = [ "  , 
A h A 
A 
M2 =[- x -XI ' Y - YI 
Let: 
Ri Ri 
Let: 
Let: 
Let : 
. CALCIJLATION O F  FILTER GAINS 
Invert B: 
Let: 
Let: 
Let: 
Let: 
T 
b l l  = M 1 P  J M1 + w l l  
r n r n  I 
b12 = M2JpvLMi + w12 
b22 = h 
Let B = 
bl 1 
bl 2 
1 Let B- = 
b12 
b22 
# "1 B22 B1 1 B12 
m m 
1 1 
K P2 = J M 1  P B12 4- Jpv M2 B22 
T T  T 
pvM1 B1l JvM2 B12* .  Kvl = J 
T T  T 
KV2 = J PV M1 B12 +. JVM2 B22 
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The calculations for the filter equations a re  performed in blocks 
VI1 through XI, beginning with the calculation of the range and range-rate 
residual. The first operation, shown in the "Calculate Residuals'' box, 
is to correct the measurement R. 
this correction is given in app. M). It is assumed that the bias Bo 
will be approximately constant over the 16 - sec measuring interval. 
the beginning of the interval, an estimate Bo is calculated from the first- 
range measurement (say, from the it' satellite) by the three steps shown. 
The estimate is used throughout the 16-sec interval to correct the range 
measurements for the 2000-mi ambiguity. 
residuals a r e  then calculated a s  shown. 
*' 
1 
for  range ambiguity (justification for 
A t  
A 1  
The range and range-rate 
The range and Doppler measurements a r e  processed simultaneously, 
since the observation noise on each (from a given satellite) will usually be 
correlated. The measurement matrix M has the form: 
M =  
ak aY a i  a Y  a z  aBO a x  
If we assume 
= 0, then M has the block diagonal form air" air" *---- - ax a Y  a Z  :< 
with MI and M2 as  shown in the upper box. 
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X and XI. UPDATE ESTIMATE AND ERROR-COVARIANCE MATRIX, 
PROPAGATE ESTIMATE AND MATRIX 
ESTIMATE AND ERROR COVARIANCE 
MATRIX UPDATE 
Estimate Update: 
Er ror -Covar iance  Matrix Update: 
M JT 
t 
Jp = [I - Kp1 Ml] Jp - Kp2 2 pv 
PV 
t 
Jv = [I - Kv2 M2J Jv - Kvl M J 
1 
1 PV 
1 
ESTIMATE AND ERROR COVARLANCE 
MATRIX PROPAGATION 
Estimate Propa gation: 
& = a+ f % A t  
y = $t + $ A t  
z = kt t & A t  
(At = interval between 
A 
m e a s u r e m e n t s )  
A 
Err or-Cova riance Mat r ix  Propagation: 
L e t K  = 
T 2  1 ' I+  J t  K ) A t +  KJvK At Jp = Jp t + ( K J p  
P V  
= J ' t K Jvf At  JPV P V  
t Jv = Jv 10 1 
The block diagonal form of M makes partitioned computations of the 
filter gain particularly easy. 
to be applied to the residuals) is: 
Recall that the optimal filter gain (weight 
x =  - 
K = J U MT [MJ U MT+W]- ’  
- 
X 
Y 
1 
Z 
Bo 
If we let 
then in  terms of partitions of M and Ju, we have the results shown i n  the 
lower box. 
The position and velocity estimates, before the current measurement 
is processed a re  combined with the range and range-rate residuals to 
produce the estimate update. 
The e r ro r  -covariance matrix of this updated estimate is 
J~ t = [ I  - K M ~ J ~  = 
In terms of the partitions of J K and M, this has the form shown u’ 
for  the error-covariance matrix update. 
Recalling that 
F 
h 
x = [ 1 1  x 
- 
and that the user is assumed to move in a straight line with constant velo- 
city, the manner in which the position estimate propagates over the time 
interval between measurements is determined a s  follows: 
- 
1 0 o1 
- 0  1 0 
0 0 1  
,o 0 0 - 
Let 
H =  
Then 
A x = g t t H  T h t  x A t  - 
where A t  = time interval between measurements 
Of course, 
The error-covariance matrix propagates as: 
Formulas for the partitions are  shown in the block. 
' t  
t 
XII. USER FIX AND HEADING CALCULATION 
'F 
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USER FIX AND HEADING CALCULATION 
JONGITUDE: 
LATITUDE : 
ALTITUDE : 
VELOCITY: 
-1 & A = tan { & }  
n -1 Let +o = tan 
a 
Let ~ ( 4 , )  = 
A 
- v(+) cos + s i n  A h =  
HEADING: 
k 
1 
L J  
I 3 
When the user  calculates his latitude, longitude, and altitude, sig- 
nificant e r r o r s  can result i f  earth aspheroidicity is neglected. 
The equations for the user 's  coordinates in an earth-fixed rectangu- 
l a r  system with x and y axes in the equatorial plane and x axis at zero 
longitude, and with positive z axis coincident with the polar axis and in  
the direction of the north pole, a r e  (Ref. 7) 
I 
I 
x = ( ~ ( 4 )  t h) cos + cos h (35) 
y = (v(+) -f h) cos 4 sin h (36) 
(37) 
2 z = [ ( l  - e ) V I + )  t h]  s in  $I 
Here, 
a = major axis of earth ellipsoid 
e = eccentricity of earth elipsoid 
h = altitude perpendicular to earth ellipsoid 
+ = ellipsoidal latitude 
X = ellipsoidal (or geocentric) longitude 
Eqs (35) and (36) are straightforwardly solved €or A as shown. 
Eliminating A €rom Eqs. (35) and (36), we get: 
Eliminating h from this and Eq. (37) gives: 
= 0. cos- sin dj fl z t e 2 v ( + )  sin .~p 
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This transcendental equation is solved recursively for (p. 
mation is: 
A first approxi- 
Letting 
and 
I 
$ 1  = +o t A+ 0 (where A+o is an input constant), 
a second approximation i s :  
This should be sufficiently close to the true value. 
then obtained straightforwardly as indicated. 
The user altitude i s  
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3 . 2 . 3  Remarks 
The major simplifying assumptions that have been made in the 
development of these equations are:  
1) Satellite coordinates and velocities computed from 
ephemeris data a r e  correct 
2) The state equations assume a particularly simple 
form: the bias B is constant, and the user moves 
with constant vel$city during the 2 sec between 
measurements. 
In addition, the measurement matrix has been simplified by 
neglecting the partial derivatives of the doppler measurement with 
respect to the user  position coordinates. 
Since fairly extensive satellite tracking facilities a r e  available, 
assumption (1) is reasonably good. 
case with assumption (2), since the user w i l l  invariably perform 
maneuvers of varying degrees of severity in the course of the flight. 
Also, the user clock wil l  drift over long periods of time, so  the 
bias B wil l  not be constant. 
mately accounted for by the addition of state noise on the user 
velocities and on the bias Bo. This prevents the filter from putting 
too much weight on a priori  estimate which is erroneous because of 
incorrect modeling. 
This wi l l  not necessarily be the 
Each of these effects can be approxi- 
0 
It should be pointed out that the equations presented here a r e  
intended for a user with considerable computational facilities and 
reasonably high accuracy demands. 
be necessary for a very high accuracy user (such as a tactical 
bomber), and simplifications can be made for a user with less 
stringent accuracy demands (such as an ocean liner). 
section presents equations for the latter case. 
Substantial refinements would 
The following 
* J  
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3. 3 EQUATIONS FOR INTERMEDIATE ACCURACY 
3. 3. 1 Discussion 
The calculations for a set  of filter equations which should satisfy 
the demands of a 'Isimple usert1 a re  described here. A simple user is 
defined to be one who is moving fairly slowly (less than 30 mi/hr), has 
limited computational facilities, de s i res  fixes relatively infrequently 
(no more often than every 15 min), requires no velocity estimate, but 
who, nevertheless, requires a resonably high degree of accuracy. This 
simple user is divided into two classes: 
1) Three measurements a re  available 
2) More than three measurements a re  available. 
User 1) is further divided as: 
1 -a) The measurements consist of two range differences 
and altitude above mean sea level 
1 -b) The measurements consist of three range differences. 
User 2) may or may not have altitude information. The simple user  
processes range differences rather than ranges. 
this were discussed in  par. 2.5. 3. 
The consequences of 
The simple user makes the following basic assumptions: 
1) The satellite positions, as computed from transmitted 
ephemeris data, a r e  correct. 
2) A suboptimal filter which considers the measurement 
noise negligible is sufficiently accurate. 
In addition, an assumption is made regarding satellite motion over 
the time interval when the two (or three) range -difference measurements 
a re  obtained. 
and differenced to determine the range-difference measurement to be 
processed; consequently, this difference corresponds to the range differ- 
ence between satellites at two distinct time instants. It will be assumed 
that the motion of the satellites and user over the measurement interval 
is small, so  that these measurements can be considered to have occurred 
Range measurements a r e  received at separate time instants 
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simultaneously. 
user, is of the order of 200 ft/sec, hence, the above assumption will be 
reasonably good i f  measurements occurring 2 sec apart a r e  differenced. 
The range rate of a satellite, relative to a stationary 
An additional motivation for keeping the time interval small over 
which measurements are  differenced is the following: the user oscillator 
will invariably drift, and this drift will be significant over long periods 
of time. 
ferenced is too long, the user oscillator bias will not be completely can- 
celled in the differencing process and an erroneous range -difference 
measurement will result. 
If the time interval over which range measurements a re  dif- 
The measurements which the respective users  thus process are  
the following: 
User 1-a: 
A.. = J(x-Xi) 2 + (y-Yi) 2 t (z-Zi) 2 
=J 
A = J(x-Xj) 2 t (y-Y.) 2 + (z-Z.) 2 
jk J J 
2 2  
e 
h =  x + y  + z 2  - R 
User 1-b: 
A.. = 
1J 
d(x-Xi) 2 + (y-Yi) 2 + (z-Zi) 2 
A = J(x-Xj) 2 t (y-Yi) 2 t (z-Zk) 2 
jk 
- J ( x - X . )  2 + (y-Y.) 2 + (Z-Z.1 2 . J J J 
2 2 2 - J(x-xj)  + (y-Y.) J t (e-Z.) J 
User 2: 
- more than three range-difference measurements (of Type 1 -b). 
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Each user will  linearize these equations about some nominal value 
of x, y, z, and solve. The solution will be performed iteratively using 
the K a h a n  filter equations, since this both permits relinearization 
after each measurement is processed, and affords a very convenient way 
of processing the redundant data of User 2. 
3. 3. 2 Sequence of Calculations 
The sequence of calculations is shown in the flow chart of Figure 25. 
The following pages show the computations performed in each block, 
accompanied by discussion where appropriate. 
I. INITIALIZE 
INITZALIZE 
Input h ,  @, h 
(for User 1, h = 0 ;  for U s e r  2 ,  
h = Altimeter Reading) 
Calculate A Priori Estimates 
(Re + h) cos # cos X 
(Re + h) cos # sin x 
8 = 
B = 
9 = (R + h) s in  # 
e 
The user inputs an a priori estimate of his latitude 9,, longitude X , 
and altitude h. 
altimeter reading i f  one is available. 
position a re  then calculated as shown. 
User 1 -a inputs h = 0, while Users 1 -b and 2 input an 
The a priori  estimates of user 
1 
3 
z 
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I 
I' 
RECEIVE 
MEASUREMENT 
CALCULATE 
SATELLITE 
POSITION 
RESIDUALS 
MEASUREMENT 
DISPLAY 
I 
CALCULATE 
LATITUDE, 
LONGITUDE 
A I 
FIX 
DESIRED 7 
1 
VI11 
ESTIMATE 
CALCULATION 
FILTER GAINS 
Figure 25. Flowchart for Intermediate Accuracy 
Navigation Equations 
11. RECEIVE MEASUREMENT 
REXEIVE MEASUREMENT 
* *  
Rj Ranges : 
Corrections for Satel l i te  
bto' bilP bgO' bJ1 Clock D r i f t :  
Time t 
Ephemeris Perturbations : 40,' ai> Mi: 
User I-(a): Altitude h 
All  users  will receive range measurements and difference them; 
measurements received over consecutive time intervals should be dif - 
ferenced. 
and processes it accordingly. 
drift rates on all satellite clocks involved in the range-difference mea- 
surement. These a re  periodically retransmitted. At intervak,  the 
user also receives corrections to  the nominal stored ephemeris data. 
User 1. -a considers his altimeter reading as  a measurement 
In addition, users  have stored biases and 
i‘ 
I 
111. CALCULATE SATELLITE POSITION 
Correct Ephemeris: 
ii = ioi + 
Calculate Satellite Position: 
I 1 - 1  -  + cos i ) sin 1 +(l-eos i )sin ( 2 w  T -A ) f i i i i  
zi p i sin 5. i sin w T i (7% = t ” ti) 
The first step in the estimate determination is the calculation of 
the positions of the satellites involved in the difference measurements, 
using the most recently corrected ephemeris data. 
pi ,  Xi, and i. a r e  corrected i f  the corresponding perturbations have 
been received. For a range difference between satellite i and j ,  for 
example, the coordinates of the ith satellite a r e  calculated as shown, 
and those of the jth satellite a r e  determined in the same way. 
The orbit parameters 
1 
i 13 
IV. RANGE -DIFFERENCE COMPUTATION 
COMPENSATE RANGE DIFFERENCE FOR S f l ’EUTE OSCILIATOR DRIFT 
* 
A =  R + btO + bil T~ - Ri - bjo - bjl Tj i 
The range -difference measurement shown above is computed and 
corrected for the oscillator drift of satellites i and j. 
V. RANGE -DIFFERENCE AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION AND RESIDUAL 
CALCULATION 
RESIDUAL I 
I 
2 A A I R, R, =i(X, - a)2 f (Y, - p)2 + (2, - 2) 
A A 
Round R - R - A To Neaxest Multiple of 2,000. 
i j  
Call this  K x 2,000: 
A 
= K x 2,000 + A - (9 - Rj) 
The corrected measurement A calculated in the previous box must 
still be adjusted for the range-difference ambiguity. 
calculating a range difference Ri based on the a priori (or current) 
estimate of the user ’s  position. 
rected for the 2000-mi ambiguity and the range -difference residual AR 
is computed as shown. 
This is done by f i rs t  
A 
The difference is then rounded and cor- 
(See app. M for justification of this procedure.) 
VI. MEASUREMENT MATRIX CALCULATION 
MEASUREMENT MAmx 
User 1 Processing A l t i t u d e  
For a range-difference measurement between the ith and jth 
satellites, the measurement matrix has the form M-- = Mi - M.. 
processes his altimeter reading as a measurement, using the measure- 
ment matrix Mh shown in the box. 
VII. FILTER GAIN CALCULATION 
User 1-a 
1J J 
FJCLTER GAINS 
User  1-a Processing Altitude: 
f 
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The filter gains are the same as those which would be used for an 
optimal filter with no observation noise and have the form shown. 
user 1-a precesses his altimeter reading, he uses a gain of Kh of the form 
shown. 
VIII. 
When 
ESTIMATE AND COVARIANCE MATRIX UPDATE 
ESPMATE AND COVARIANCE MATRIX UPDATE 
U s e r  1-a Processing Alt i tude :  
The updated estimates a re  calculated using the residuals and the 
gains as 2' in  the box for each range measurement and for user 1 -a 
altitude measurement. 
a s  shown for the range -difference and altitude measurements. 
The e r r o r  -covariance matrices a r e  then updated 
IX. USER FIX CALCULATION 
LONGITUDE : 
x = tan-I {+} 
X 
IATITUDE: 
x&t 
ljet 
* 9, = tano1 
cos d s i n  ol 
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In the calculation of user latitude, longitude, and altitude a 
correction is made for earth aspheroidicity. 
be inverted a r e  (Ref. 7). 
The equations which must 
2 = ( v  (+) t h) cos + cos X 
$ = (v  (+) t h 
Here 
A 2 z = [(l - e ) v (+) t h] s in  + 
a 
v ($1 =;  1 /2 
[1 - e' s i n 2 + ]  
e is the eccentricity and a the major axis of the earth ellipsoid. 
The values of X and + a re  then obtained as  shown. When a 
sufficiently good approximation of + has been obtained, the altitude is 
solved for as indicated. 
3.4 PROCEDURE FOR HAND CALCULATION WITH SIMPLIFIED 
EQUATIONS 
This section presents a sequence of hand calculations from which 
a simple user can obtain latitude and longitude. The computations may 
be performed with a desk calculator, trigonometric tables, and a chart 
from which satellite coordinates may be determined. 
essentially those of subsec 3.3,  with the exception of the charts for 
determining the satellite coordinates. 
calculation should be of the order of 15 minutes. 
The equations a re  
The time required for the fix 
3.4. 1 Equations to  be Solved 
The user  considered here is assumed to  have the following 
equipment: 
1) 
2) A table of sines, cosines, and tangents 
A desk calculator with square root capability 
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3) A table from which satellite rectangular coordinates may 
be determined from transmitted ephemeris data. 
With the use of this equipment, the user  is to determine his latitude and 
longitude from two range differences and an altitude measurement. 
To do this, he performs essentially the calculations stated and 
explained in  subec 3. 3. 
satellite's rectangular coordinates a re  determined. 
equations of par. 3. 3. 2 t o  calculate satellite X,  Y ,  Z coordinates from 
transmitted ephemeris data and current time, a table is used containing 
the X,  Y ,  Z coordinates tabulated as a function of time from the satellite 
equatorial crossing. In addition, he will iterate only once. 
The only difference is the manner in which the 
Rather than use the 
The equations the user  must solve are: 
A. = J(x-Xi) 2 t (y-Yi) 2 t (2-Z.) 2 - ~ ( x - X . ) '  t (y-Y.) 2 t (z-Z.) 2 4 1 J J J 
2 2  
e h =  J x t y  $ 2 '  - R 
This is reduced to  two equations in x and y by solving for z. 
z = f J ( h t R e ) ' - x  2 2  - y  
The plus sign is for the northern hemisphere users ,  the minus sign 
for southern hemisphere users. 
equations. 
are: 
This is then substituted in the first two 
The partial derivatives used to solve the linearized equations 
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where the a priori estimate of x, y, z is used. 
The detailed sequence of computations the user  must perform is 
given in  the next paragraph. 
3.4. 2 Sequence of Calculations 
1) Receive range measurements Ri * , RT. 
2) Correct range measurements and calculate range 
differ e nce s : 
* * 
A. .  1J = Ri + bio + bilTi - R j - bjo - bjl T~ 
.e -I- d. 
A = Ry + b. + bjl T~ - R k  - bko - bkl T~ jk J JO 
3) 
4) 
Determine satellite coordinates from table. 
Determine a priori  latitude and longitude from map and 
calculate coordinate estimates : 
A x = (Re + h) cos + cos X 
y = (Re + h) cos + sin X 
$ = (Re + h) sin + 
A 
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5) Compute a priori range estimates: 
A 2 2 2 
R. 1 = ,/($ -Xi) t (0 - Yi) + ($ - Zi) 
A R = ,/(a -X.) 2 A  t (y - Y j )  2 t (& - Zj) 2 
j J 
6) Resolve ambiguity (app. M) 
A A  
Round Ri - R - A.. t o  nearest multiple of 2, 000 (say 
k x 2, 000) 
j 1J 
A A  
Form AijR = k x 2, 000 t A.. - (Ri -R j )  
13 
Calculate AjkR similarly. 
7) Compute partials: 
121 
8 )  Compute corrections to a priori estimate (6x, by): 
1 
6x  = bll bzz - b l Z  bZ1 Ib22 'ijR - bl 2 'jkR 1 
I 1 6y = bll b Z Z  - b l Z  bz l  lb21 'ijR -I bll 'jkR 
A 2 2 
z t 6z = f d(Re  t h ) 2  -(x t ax) - (y t by) 
9) Calculate latitude and longitude: 
-1 y t 6 y  
= tan [ ; + b x \  
4 = sin -1 ( i e + h \  z +6z 
This concludes the calculations the user  must perform to determine 
his fix. 
3 . 5  SIMPLEST USER HARDWARE EQUATIONS 
The preceding computations are rather involved and the more com- 
plex sets require considerable computational equipment by the user. 
ever, it may be observed that for any small region on the earth or in 
near earth space, very simple functional relationships may be used to 
derive user position in spherical earth-centered coordinates from the 
range-difference measurements. 
How- 
Furthermore, these simplified com- 
putations for angular position a re  essentially independent of altitude and, 
hence, for  those cases where conventional methods of measuring altitude 
a re  adequate for navigation, only two pairs of satellites (or a minimum 
of three satellites) a re  required for a navigation solution. 
measurements available from other pairs of satellites can then be used 
as  redundant measurements to increase the accuracy of the computed 
position fix. 
Any additional 
122 
P 
a 
In the simplified satellite hyperbolic navigation scheme described 
here, the mathematical function that is used to relate the user'  s meas- 
urements to his position is a power series expansion in the range- 
difference measurements about a reference point of known location. 
degree of the polynomial used in this expansion depends on the accuracy 
required for the navigation fix and the user 's  distance from the reference 
point. 
number of sets of range differences used in the solution, i. e., the num- 
ber of satellites visible, and their geometry. 
The 
Navigational accuracy by this scheme is also influenced by the 
In the simplest situation, the following equations suffice: 
i User position in nautical miles north or south of 
= kl t k2ARl t k3AR2 t AR3 nearest reference point, measured along a great cir- 
cle on earth's surface, 
J (map coordinates). 
User position in nautical 1 I miles east or west of 
= k t k6AR1 +k7AR2 t kgAR3 t 5  near est  reference point, measured along a great cir-  I cle on earth's surface, A E W  = 
J (map coordinates). 
where k l ,  k2, k3, . . . etc. a r e  constants applicable to a particular grid 
transmitted by a satellite prior to the user 's  position computation. 
(These constants a r e  used in lieu of satellite ephemeris and satellite 
oscillator drift correction data which must be transmitted for the com- 
plete hyperbolic solution. ) ARl, AR2, and AR 
differences between three pairs of the four visible satellites. 
A EW, and AR's a re  given in units of nautical miles, typical values for 
kl and k5 a r e  in the range of 0 to 2000 nmi, and typical values for the 
other k's a r e  between 0. 5 and 3. The latter terms are  sometimes r e -  
ferred to as  the geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) factors since 
they transform the hyperbolic measurements into map coordinates. 
technique can provide 1-nmi accuracy over a 12,000,000 sq mi region of 
the earth. The data rate required to  transmit these constants, assuming 
users  desire a fix every 5 min i s  only 60 b/sec. This technique provides 
significant computation reduction and thus has a large cost advantage over 
the more conventional techniques previously discus sed. 
a r e  the measured range 3 
If A NS, 
This 
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4. RELATED STUDIES 
-3 
I 
ri 
1 
4.1 EFFECTS OF GRAVITATIONAL PERTURBATIONS ON STATION - 
KEEPING AND COVERAGE 
A repeating ground -track satellite is subject to orbital disturbances 
caused by repeated passage over the same features on a planet. 
motion caused by these disturbances is libration, a free oscillation of the 
ascending node about a stable point on the equator, with an amplitude equal 
to  its initial displacement from the stable point (Ref. 8). 
RESORB program (app. N), the effect of libration on eight satellites 
spaced at 45O intervals along a 24-hr circular orbit was determined. 
The resulting characteristic velocity requirement to maintain position 
within5O and 3 deadband limits". was computed. 
required is about 30 ft/sec, essentially independent of the deadband. 
Individual corrections a re  of the order of 1 to 3 ft /sec every 6 to 7 months. 
The 
By means of the 
.l. 0 
The maximum velocity 
A second cause of orbit perturbation is the out -of -plane gravitational 
force due to  the sun and moon. 
inclination, a maximum of about 4 
This is acceptable for purposes of the proposed system, and can be held 
to  a lower value by appropriate launch timing. 
This can cause a small shift in the orbital 
0 during the 5-yr satellite lifetime. 
4, 1. 1 In-Plane Effects 
RESORB runs were made to investigate effects on eight satellites 
initially distributed uniformly in  a 24-hr, 18, 5O inclined circular orbit. 
Figure 26 shows the time history of libration of these satellites. 
the J22s Jgls  J33, J421 344 tesseral  harmonics, the longitude of the 
ascending node does not stay constant, bu€ exhibits a libration with 
amplitude equal t o  the initia€ separation from the stable nodes which are 
at about 77 and 257*. This motion of the longitude of the ascending node 
can best be understood by imagining a roller -spring-hoop system as 
Due to 
- 
t 
means nominal €ongitude St2.5O. 
This refers  to total travel, no€ p€us or minus; Le., 5* deadband limits 
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shown in Figure 27. The lows of the hoop correspond to the stable nodes 
and represent potential wells in  the gravitational field. 
lows and highs is defined by m in J Im' 
t o  Greenwich) depends on both P and m. 
dominates, resulting in the rather regular rriotion shown in Figure 26. 
This is not at all the case with eccentric orbits, 
amplitude libration is shown in Figure 28. 
periods must be multiplied by a complete elliptical integral of the first 
kind (modulus = amplitude) to obtain the periods shown in the previous 
figure. 
The number of 
but their orientation (with respect 
For circular 24-hr orbits, J22 
The period of small 
For large amplitudes, these 
Figures 29a and b present libration histories up to a maximum 
of 5 O  displacement for eight satellites, with ascending nodes as  indicated 
on the figure and spaced at 45O intervals. It can be seen that the time to 
drift 3O is from 60 to 93 days and t o  drift 5O is from 50 to 118 days. The 
velocity, AV, required to reverse this motion, is shown for both 3 and 5O 
drifts and is repeated in Figures 30 and 31 to indicate the effect of 
initial longitude on stationkeeping requirements. 
ment over the 5-year satellite lifetime as  a function of longitude of the 
ascending node is shown in Figure 32. 
ment of 30 */see, with reduced velocities in the vicinities of the stable 
and unstable nodes. 
The total AV require - 
The result is a maximum require- 
Figure 33 shows the effect of libration on the relative position of 
four satellites over a period of 120 orbits. 
all four satellites would stay at their initial longitude and latitude. 
this case, only the fourth satellite stayed close to its initial position, 
which was very close to  an unstable node (347O). 
point is very small; thus, it takes a long time to leave the vicinity of the 
unstable node. 
satellite would be the largest. ) The positions when the satellites reach 
5 
one of the satellites will have shifted 5O and the others lesser amounts 
depending on their initial longitudes. 
In the absence of resonance, 
In 
The acceleration at this 
(Given enough time, however, the amplitude of this 
0 deviation from their original location a re  also marked. After 85 days 
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The effect on coverage is shown in Figure 34 for time To. The 
.b 
change in coverage, seen by comparing this figure with Figure 35". (the 
clear overlay), is small and is primarily in longitude. 
and T were plotted, indicating that the effect times T 
of in-plane drift is of the same order of magnitude for these times. 
regions where only two satellites a re  visible expand to a maximum of 5O 
in longitude, with negligible latitude change. 
Similar maps for 
45' T90'  T135' 180 
The 
In order to preserve the desired satellite constellation, i t  is 
necessary to provide in-plane stationkeeping within some deadband region. 
With some stationkeeping methods, it is possible for two or  more 
satellites to  approach deadband limits simultaneously, which may have an 
adverse effect on coverage. 
satellites reached a 50 deadband limit simultaneously, the coverage 
at T45 would have regions of indeterminacy (only two satellites visible) 
extending below 58O latitude. Therefore, it may prove desirable to  set 
deadband limits somewhat lower than 5O or, alternatively, to  use station- 
keeping logic that prevents two or more satellites from approaching the 
limit s s imult ane ou s ly . 
For example, it was found that i f  two 
4. 1. 2 Out -of -Plane Effects 
Earth oblateness, the sun, and the moon exert a torque on the 
orbital momentum of the satellite. 
line of the nodes and a periodic change of the orbit plane. 
demonstrates the combined effect of these perturbations on orbits with 
varying initial inclination. 
the right ascension of the node, in the circumferential direction. 
curves start  at 52 = 180°, with tick marks at 2-yr intervals. The 10-yr 
points a re  connected by dashed lines. Initially, the heliocentric longitude 
of the ascending node of the moon was Q = 0, which corresponds to 
Julian date 2440310 (30 March 1969). 
The result is a regression of the 
Figure 36 
Inclination is plotted along the radius and 51, 
All 
M 
* 
This transparency can be found in the pocket on the inside of the back 
cover. 
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Figure 37 was obtained from Figure 36 by starting at an inclination 
of 18.5O at 52 = 0, 90°, 180°, 270° and following the trend for 5 yr. 
can be seen that for SZ = 
lo, respectively. 
It 
0 and 270°, the inclination increases 4 0 and 
Figure 36 was generated with the moon's initial longitude at zero. 
Similar curves were generated at TRW with 62 
The greatest difference is for QM = 180° and, on Figure 37, the 
dashed lines represent regression based on S2 = 180°. The variation 
is rather small. Although the influence of the date can be evaluated with 
the complete set  of charts, it is easier to make a RESORB run for any 
chosen date and obtain the variations with eight figure accuracy. 
Figures 36 and 37, however, demonstrate the results of these perturba- 
tions rather clearly. 
- 90°, 180°, and 270°. M -  
M 
The effect of inclination change on coverage was determined 
It was  assumed that the 0 for a slightly pessimistic value of 4 . 3  . 
orbit planes were  positioned initially at 2.15O below the 18.5 
value (i. e. , at 16. 34O) and that, after 5 yr ,  they had drifted apart to  
final inclinations of 20. 65O. 
expected under these conditions at time TO. 
shows the small effect on coverage. 
attain substantially lower values by selecting appropriate launch times. 
It is therefore concluded that out -of -plane stationkeeping is not required. 
0 nominal 
Figure 38 indicates the coverage to be 
Comparison with Figure 34 
Furthermore, it is possible to  
Figure 39 shows how resonance affects satellites whose orbital 
periods differ slightly from 24 hr. 
repeating ground-track orbit (in the absence of tesseral  harmonics); it 
librates with a period of about 1000 days and an amplitude of about 47'. 
The next curve corresponds to an orbit whose longitude of the ascending 
node drifts at a rate of 0. 75O per day. It can be seen that the motion 
(called circulation) is related to that of an overturning pendulum with 
an amplitude of irregularity of about 2O and a period of about 240 days. 
The *ird curve corresponds to an orbit with lo per day nodal drift rate. 
The period of circulation is 180 days and the amplitude is about lo. 
The lower curve corresponds to a 
Slowly drifting orbits provide the benefit of greatly reduced effects 
of libration and, hence, require no stationkeeping. A disadvantage of 
this scheme, however, is the increased difficulty of keeping track of the 
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Figure 37. Luni-Solar Effects on Orbital Inclination 
Over 5 -Y r Satellite Lifetime 
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Figure 39. Comparison of Resonance Effects on Synchronous and Nearly 
Synchronous Satellites in Circular 18. 5 0  Inclined Orbits 
system and arranging for hand-over between tracking stations. 
stationkeeping requirements a re  not particularly severe for a 24-hr 
system, so the drifting system has not been considered further. 
Also, 
4.2 SATELLITE ECLIPSE PERIODS 
Satellite eclipse duration is  important from a satellite design 
standpoint in that it affects the power supply design and the radiant heat 
lost through the spacecraft skin. 
as the passage of spacecraft through theumbra and/or penumbra 
crea€ed on the dark side of the earth. 
be the number of consecutive days that the spacecraft experiences an  
eclipse during each successive revolution. 
orbit, there will be no eclipse seasons or there will be two eclipse 
seasons during the year. 
An eclipse of the satellite i s  defined 
The eclipse season is defined to 
For a satellite in a circular 
. 1  
I 
The condition of no eclipses requires specific combinations of 
spacecraft altitude, orbit-plane inclination, and injection node which do 
not occur in the TRW navigation satellite system. 
140 
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An eclipse on every revolution occurs when the inclination of the 
spacecraft orbit plane to the ecliptic plane is less than the angular 
radius of the earth shadow at the orbit altitude; a s  with the completely 
sunlit orbit, this case requires specific ranges of inclination, altitude, 
and injection node. 
is a range of injection nodes approximately 41° wide that will produce the 
continual eclipse cycle. The positions of these bands a re  dependent upon 
whether the orbital inclination is positive o r  negative. 
For the proposed navigation satellite system, there 
A computer program was used to  obtain the eclipse seasons and 
durations. 
mize the cost of obtaining these data. 
A spherical earth and unperturbed orbits were used to mini- 
The equations a re  presented in 
app. 0. 
The maximum eclipse duration is the same for all the spacecraft 
in the system, since for this system it is a function of orbit altitude only. 
Twice each year each spacecraft experiences a maximum of 70.5 min 
of eclipse duration per revolution. 
a re  all the same, it is necessary only to define the eclipse seasons to 
see the variation of eclipse duration for each satellite throughout the 
season. The eclipse seasons and, hence, the duration of eclipses 
during eclipse season are a function only of the injection node (measured 
from vernal equinox). This, in turn, makes both the season and eclipse 
duration functions of time -of -day at injection for any specific date. 
Since the maximum eclipse durations 
The eclipse seasons a re  presented in Figures 40 and 41 a s  a 
function of injection node for t 18.5 and - 18.5 inclination. There a re  
two eclipse seasons during the year. 
one-half year (182. 7 days), the spacecraft also experiences two seasons 
of no eclipse during the year. Conversely, for the narrow injection node 
bands producing half -year eclipse seasons, the spacecraft enters one 
eclipse season directly from another, with no periods of complete orbital 
sunlight . 
0 0 
When one season is less than 
The eclipse durations for eclipse seasons less than 182. 7 days a re  
presented in Figure 42 as a function of the fraction of season length into 
the season. In this manner, Figures 40 through 42may be combined to 
produce the eclipse durations as a function of eclipse season time, simply 
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Figure 42. Eclipse Duration During Season 
by multiplying the fractional part of the season (Figure 42) by the total 
season length from Figures 40 and 41. This method of presenting the data 
eliminates the necessity of presenting data for all possible injection 
conditions . 
Eclipse seasonslasting a full half year require a different method 
of presentation; the season length is the same for all seasons in this 
category, whereas the minimum duration of eclipse varies a s  a function 
of the injection node. 
durations a re  presented as functions of injection node for t18. 5O and 
-18. 5O inclination. 
In Figures 43a and b, the minimum eclipse 
Figure 44 presents an eclipse duration ratio as a 
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Figure 44. Eclipse Duration Ratio for Continual Eclipse Season 
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function of time into the eclipse season. To understand the use of the 
eclipse duration ratio, the following definitions are made: 
= maximum eclipse duration (70.5 min for the system 
as proposed) TMAX 
= minimum eclipse duration, which is a function of TMIN the injection node and is obtained from Figure 43. 
TECL = eclipse duration at any time during the season. 
r 1 r 1 
T ~ ~ ~ - T ~ ~  - T~~~ - T ~ ~ ~ ,  
T~~~ - T ~ ~  MIN 70.5 - T 
Eclipse duration ratio = 
With these definitions, Figures 43 and 44 may be combined to 
produce the eclipse durations at any time during the eclipse season for 
those injection nodes producing continuous seasons by f i rs t  finding the 
value of T 
sideration. 
found by obtaining the eclipse duration ratio from Figure 44 and 
from Figure 43 for any injection node under con- MIN 
The eclipse duration at any time in the season, then, is 
MAX - T ~ ~ ~ )  + T~ ~ = (eclipse duration ratio)(T T~~~ 
Although this presentation at first appears more awkward to  utilize than 
the method used for the two distinct seasons, it regains some simplicity 
when it is realized that the ordinate of Figure 44 becomes the fractional 
part of maximum minus minimum eclipse duration. 
To complete the analysis, solar time of injection as functions of 
time of year and injection node a re  presented in Figure 45. 
figure, it is possible to specify the time of injection (and, hence, launch 
time) to meet any eclipse season and/or eclipse duration specified. 
With this 
The accuracy of this analysis is limited solely by the use of 
unperturbed orbits and a spherical earth. 
earth are such that the maximum eclipse duration becomes a function of 
the time of day of injection, but the variation is less than 5 percent. 
The effects of the orbit perturbations consist primarily of a slight distor- 
The effects of an aspherical 
145 
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tion of the symmetry of the eclipse season. These 
during this ph of the study, and become factors 
r equi rement s 
4.3 SELECTION OF INJECTION NODES 
ects a re  negligible 
ome well defined and a launch d 
From a spacecraft thermal design standpoint, it is desirab 
the eclipse seasons to be as short as possible and for all spacec 
the system to experience the same eclipse durations and seasons. 
the electrical power system, it is desirable to  have the orbit planes as 
close to the plane of the ecliptic as possible to  obtain an angle of incidence 
of the sun's rays as nearly normal as possible. 
also simplified i f  all spacecraft in the system receive solar radiation 
at  the same angle of incidence. 
For  
Power system design is 
These factors a re  affected by the injection nodes chosen; an 
analysis was made to  determine the most favorable injection nodes with 
respect to the above requirements. With the given constraints of 18. 5O 
orbit -plane inclination and 157. 5O nodal separation, it was found that the 
injection nodes shown in Table XXVIII yielded the minimum inclination 
angle to the ecliptic plane, with the associated eclipse parameters as  
shown. 
TABLE XXVIII 
INJECTION NODES AND ASSOCIATED PARAMETERS 
I 1 Parameter Plane 1 Plane 2 
Right ascension of injection node 281. 25O 78.75O 
Inclination to equator 18.5O 18.5O 
Inclination to ecliptic 26.54O 26.54O 
Length of eclipse season 40.7 days 40.7 days 
Duration of maximum eclipse 70.8 min 70.8 min 
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NUMBER OF SATELLlTES/PlANE 8 
ORBIT INCLINATIONS 18.5O 
RIGHT ASCENSION OF 
ASCENDING NODES 
INCLINATION TO ECLIPTIC 26.540 
70.75 AND 201.250 
90. 
NUMBER OF ORBIT PLANES 2 
TIME INTO ECLIPSE SEASON (DAYS) 
Figure 46. Eclipse Duration for Proposed 
Navigation Satellite System 
Figure 46 shows the eclipse duration for these injection nodes; it is 
identical for  all satellites in the system. 
epochs (as functions of the day of the year) for achieving the indicated 
nodal positioning. 
Figure 47 shows the injection 
At the present time, there a r e  insufficient subsystem -requirements 
data to establish launch -window criteria,  and a launch -window analysis 
has not been performed for the system described in this document. 
possible, however, to indicate the effects of off-nominal launch time on 
the inclination of the orbit planes to the ecliptic (which, in turn, affects 
the length of the eclipse season). 
u re  48 as  a function of deviation of launch time from the nominal. 
It is 
These variations a re  shown in Fig- 
, 
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APPENDIX A 
NEW TECHNOLOGY 
New technology and innovations developed under this contract a r e  
discussed in the appendix to  vol. I. 
153  

APPENDIX B 
WORLDWIDE ACCURACY PROGRAM (MSAT) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This appendix contains both a development of the theory for deter- 
mining navigation accuracies using range- type measurements f rom satel- 
lites and a description of the computer program developed from this theory. 
The MSAT program provides the capability for a quick analysis of postu- 
lated navigation satellite systems, while the NAVSAP program (app. J ) 
provides a more general capability for analysis. In addition, since 
NAVSAP performs a more complicated operation, the cost is higher for 
preliminary analysis, and furthermore, NAVSAP is limited to seven 
satellites. 
The MSAT program is applicable to systems employing range-type 
measurements only. That is ,  the user obtains estimates of the ranges 
from his location to the visible satellites or  range differences f rom his 
location to two satellites. 
The problem may be stated as follows. Given the location and 
inertial azimuth of the satellites in the system, the location of the user, 
the orbit-plane position uncertainties of the satellites, the measurement 
noise sigma, the satellite contributed measurement bias sigma, the user 
contributed bias sigma, and the user visibility constraints, to what 
accuracy can the position of the user b e  determined with range measure- 
ments to the visible satellites? It is assumed in the development that the 
user solves for his position and measurement bias; that satellite position 
e r ro r s  and bias a re  "considered" parameters; and that satellite position 
e r ro r s  are  independent of other satellite position e r ro r s  and satellite 
measurement bias. 
* 
The essentials of the theory are covered in see. 2, and a flow 
diagram for MSAT is presented as Figure 3- 1 at the end of this appendix. 
* 
Considered parameters are parameters which a re  not estimated but 
whose affects are  considered in the e r ro r  analysis. In this case, user 
observations not used to  solve for  satellite positions, but the effects of 
e r ro r s  in satellite position on user position are  considered. 
155 
2. THEORY 
Consider a user  with ECI coordinates, xu, y,, and zu. The ECI 
coordinate system is defined as the x axis passing through the Greenwich 
meridian in the plane of the equator and the z axis through the North Pole. 
The user  receives a range measurement, r from the ith satellite which 
has coordinates x., yi, and z.. 
linear sum of the following: the true range from the user to the satellite, 
F 
bias, bi. That is, 
i’ 
This range measurement is equal to  the 
1 1 
the user bias, b ; measurement noise, Vi; and minus the satellite i’ U 
r = Fi t bU - bi t vi (B- 1) i 
The signs on the biases a re  chosen for convenience only. From geometry, 
From variations in Eq. (B-2)’ perturbations in  the true range can be 
expressed as a function of perturbations in the user and satellite coor- 
dinates as ,  
6Yi = cos a. (6x - 6x.) 
1 U 1 
t COS yi ( 6zU - 6zi) 
x - x. u 1  where cos a. = , etc. 
‘i 1 
Define the solve-for vector and consider vector 
156 
From all of the visible satellites, the above equations can be com- 
bined t o  yield 
n 
where 
A 
Ai = [cos ai COS p. 1 COS y i 
which is  in the desired linear form 
(B - 6) - P = A X +  B Z t n  
where ? is the observation vector, 2 is the vector of parameters to be 
estimated, Z is the vector of parameters t o  be considered, and 6 is  the 
noise vector. 
- 
The well known covariance matrix of the estimate is 
-1  - 1  -1 -1 P (&) = ( A T P - l A t  n Po ) t ( A T P - l A t P o  n ) 
1 - 1  A ~ P - '  BP 2; B'P-~A n ( A ~ P - ~ A  n t PO n 
where P ( k )  = covariance matrix of estimate 
= a priori  covariance matrix of X 
= a priori covariance matrix of Z 
= noise covariance matrix. 
0 
2; 
P 
P 
P n 
With the assumption of independent noise, 
P =  a2 I n n (B-8) 
157 
where I is the identity matrix, and the independent satellite e r ro r s  a re  
P =  
2 
Q2 
0 
Qn 
03-91 
where Q 1 
and bias variance 
is the 4x4 covariance matrix of ECI satellite position e r ro r s  
Q. = 
1 
0 
2 
%. 
1 
(B- 10) 
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The covariance matrix of the u s e r ' s  estimate in ECI coordinates is  
n 
(no satellite e r rors )  (B- 11) P * ( Q ) =  (" 1 
an  1 
(with satellite e r rors )  
(B-12) 
3 
" 3  
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Figure B-I. MSAT Flow Diagram 
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APPENDIX C 
PHASED SATELLITE COVERAGE PROGRAM (AT-034) 
An analytical computer program is available to analyze the ground 
coverage of a system of satellites phased in orbit with respect to each 
other. 
condition of each satellite, the program determines r ise  and set  times 
with respect to each ground station. 
sisting of ten satellites in each plane can be examined with respect to one 
o r  two ground stations. 
Circular or elliptical orbits may be considered. Given the initial 
As many as four orbit planes con- 
The output quantities include the percentage of time that at  least 
n(Ogn5lO) satellites a r e  visible, the probability distribution of satellite 
outrate" (not visible) time, and the probability distribution of satellite 
visibility time. 
The running time depends upon the number of satellites in the system 
The and the number of orbits necessary to  establish valid statistical data. 
typical time is one minute for a case providing statistical data a t  one pair 
of ground stations . 
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10 or 30 in. 
following: 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
PRECEDING PAGE ~ ~ A ~ K  NOT FIE 
APPENDIX D 
WORLD MAP GENERATING PROGRAM (AT-86) 
AT-86 is a general-purpose program designed to draw maps on the 
CALCOMP plotter. The program will optionally draw the 
A map of the world 
Lines of constant latitude and longitude 
A satellite earth trace 
Visibility circles for a circular satellite 
City designations, represented by various symbols on 
the map. 
These options may be utilized one per  map or all may be included on one 
map. 
The projections optionally available are: 
a) A plate carr6e projection (latitude and longitude 
equally spaced) 
b) A satellite map projection on which a satellite in a 
circular or eccentric orbit traces a straight line 
c) A polar projection with an arbitrary point on the earth 
a s  the center of the projection. 
When a polar projection is selected, an additional option of lines of 
constant latitude and longitude symmetric about a set  of poles of variable 
position is available. 
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-1 
APPLICATION O F  NAVSAP TO ESTIMATION 
OF VELOCITY FROM DOPPLER DATA 
The NAVSAP program does not contain the user ' s  velocity 
components in the state vector. Therefore, several modifications to the 
normal mode of operation must be made in order to apply the program to 
velocity estimation. 
measurement matrix for range measurements used to  estimate user 
position is identical to range-rate measurements used to estimate 
velocity. That is, 
These modifications a r e  based on the fact that the 
where x, y, and z a r e  Cartesian coordinates of the relative position - R 
between the satellites and ground user. Hence, range measurements 
were simulated, but velocity a priori  covariance matrices were inserted 
in place of position a priori  covariance matrices, and the measurement 
e r ror  used was the velocity e r ro r  of 0.  707 ft/sec. 
This usage of the program neglects e r ror  contributions from user 
position e r ro r  uncertainties. 
below, based on the consideration that user position components a r e  only 
weakly observable in doppler data. 
These negligible effects a r e  justified 
Let 
6jr = variation in range-rate measurement vector i. 
62 = variation in user 's  velocity vector 2 
6x = variation in user 's  position vector x 
7\ = range-rate measurement e r ro r  vector 
Q; = user ' s  a priori  velocity e r ro r  covariance matrix 
= user ' s  a priori  position e r ro r  covariance matrix 
QP = measurement noise e r ror  covariance matrix 
- 1  W = Ql 
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The linear observation model is 
where A and B a r e  the appropriate partial derivative matrices. 
program had used the measurements to solve for $, but considered the 
e r ro r s  in x ,  the a posteriori e r ro r s  in k would have been 
If the 
-1 -1 t (A T WA t Qk - 1  -1 C. = ( A ~ W A  t 1 
X 
A ~ W B  Q B ~ W A ( A ~ W A  t - 1  -1 
X 
The program calculated only the first te rm of the above. 
lent to assuming that BQxBT is small compared to Q , which follows 
from a n  alternate form of the above equation: 
This is equiva- 
71 
-1 -1 ( A ~ W A ~  Q. X 
T that BQ B << Q can be seen from a simple hand check using typical 
standard deviations for x and 7. 
X 7 
Since 
where 2, 
satellite and ground user,  it follows that a typical term of B is 
and b a r e  the components of the relati e velocity between the 
Hence, a typical diagonal term of BQxBT is 
8: 
2 2  - m2(3b)'- (400)2[3(2. 5 x 10 -5  )] 2 = 9 x lom4 (crxB 'diag x 
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Comparing this to a diagonal t e rm of Q 
the approximation is justified. 
(u2 - 0.5), it is apparent that 1 1  
It is proposed to increase the dimension of the user 's  state vector 
in NAVSAP from three to six in order to estimate user position and 
velocity simultaneously. 
treatment of the velocity estimation e r ro r s ,  with or without doppler 
measurements. 
This modification will permit a more complete 
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APPENDIX F 
RELATIVE NAVIGATION ACCURACY ANALYSIS 
USING THE NAVSAP PROGRAM 
As indicated in subsec. 2 . 3 . 4  in the main body of this report, the 
e r ror  covariance matrix of relative error  of user 2 with respect to user 1 
is given by 
where 
The question treated in this appendix is how to compute these component 
error-covariance matrices using the NAVSAP e r ro r  analysis program 
described in (app. J \ .  
The satellite states xi  and x2 a r e  estimated based on the usual 
.1. 
linearized tracking model“.. 
y i  = A i x i  t B i z  t e l  
y2 = A2x2 t B2z t e2 
(F- 3 )  
where y l ,  y2 a r e  the observations by users 1 and 2, and z is the vector 
of the common e r ro r  sources of satellite position and clock e r ro r s .  
x, YI and z a r e  to be interpreted a s  deviations from reference values, a 
and c i ,  e2 a r e  the measurement e r ro r s .  
positions from 
The users  will estimate their 
A 
xi  
A -  
x 2  - 
(F-4) 
>g I 
See par. 2 . 3 . 4  for notation and definition of terms. 
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where 
These estimates a r e  minimum variance only in the absence of the satellite 
e r rors  z .  
the effect of z a r e  
The estimation e r ro r  covariance matrices which account for 
CZ2 = E(6x 6x T ) = k2W2%)- T 1 t (A2W2A2)-1A;Wz%QB;W2A2(A;W2A2)-i T 2 2  
T where Q = E(zz  ) is the satellite e r ror  covariance matrix and the terms 
on the right side of Eq. (F-6)  a r e  Cln,  Xi s ,  CZnz C Z s  a s  given in 
Eq. ( F - 2 ) .  
e r ror  accoring to Eq. (F-1) is C12. 
(F-3) in the same way that Eq. (F-6) is obtained. 
The remaining te rm required for the evaluation of the relative 
This follows from Eqs. (F-4) and 
The result is 
Denoting the correlations between user and satellite e r ro r s  as Zlz and 
and noting from Eqs. (F-2)  and (F-3) that =zz 
C i a  = E(6xi  sT) = (ATWIA1’ -1AiWiBIQ T 
it follows that Eq. (F-7) can be written 
- Q-l T 
C12 - =le c2z 
Consequently Eq. (F- 1) becomes 
(F- 10) 
An alternate form of Eq. (F- 10) is obtained from Eqs. ,(F- 6) and 
(F- 11) 
The firs" terms a r e  the estimation e r ro r s  without satell,,= e r ro r s .  
remaining terms tend to cancel as C 
The 
approaches Cia.  22 
A single run on NAVSAP corresponding to user 1 produces the 
matrices Cll and C i s .  A second run results in CZ2 and Czs, and Q is 
input. Furthermore, by setting satellite e r ro r s  to zero, the individual 
terms C l n  and CZn can be computed. In this way the individual columns 
of the table in subsec. 2 .3 .4  were computed and assembled into the f i n a l  
relative navigation e r ro r  covariance matrix of Eqs. (F- 10) or (F- 11). 
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APPENDIX C 
ESPOD - PRECISION ORBIT DETERMINATION PROGRAM 
1. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The AT4 System was designed to support the Able and early Ranger 
launches. Subsequent deve€opment led to a family of orbit-determination 
programs covering a range of applications from rea€-time operations to  a 
solution for  gravitational harmonics using the simultaneous observa€ions 
of several satellites. The current ESPOD Orbit Determination Program 
is the result of 7 years of development effort. This program is the basis 
for several other closely reIated special-purpose programs, and has 
basic characteristics common to the entire family of programs. 
The ESPOD program is a precision-trajectory propagation and sta- 
tistical orbit determination program written in FORTRAN IV language. 
Versions of the prdgram operate on the IBM 7094, IBM 7030, IBM 360,  
GE 635, and SDS 9300 computers. 
The force model includes a recursive computation of the centra1 
body gravitational accelerations, allowing inclusion of harmonics of any 
desired degree and order. Aerodynamic drag may be computed by using 
the COESA static, Paetzold, or  Lockheed Jacchia (1964) dynamic atmos- 
pheres. Gravitational attractions due to other bodies in the solar system 
are computed by using planetary ephemerides stored on tape. Provision 
has been made to account for vehicle thrusting, low thrusts due to  random 
venting, and radiation pressure. 
The trajecBory is computed by numerical integration of the equations 
of motion using a i0th-order Cowelf formulation, with an automatically 
computed, variable step size, 
Integration takes p€ace in the mean of 1950.0 coordinate frame cen- 
tered at an arbi t rary body. A l i  rotations required for proper evaulation 
of the gravitational potential and representation of observations are 
performed. 
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Observation types that a r e  accepted by the program and used to 
differentially correct the components of the solution vector include the 
f oliowing: 
1) Range, azimuth, and elevation 
2) 
3) 
Topocentric right ascension and declination 
Geocentric right ascension and declination 
4) Range rate 
5) Range acceleration 
6) One-, two-, and three-way doppler data 
7) Range differences and range-rate differences 
(interferometer measurements) 
8 )  Rectangular components of estimated position 
3 )  Accelerations as measured by onboard 
accelerometers 
Sensors taking observation types 1 through 8 may be located on the central 
body, on any other body for which coordinates a r e  available, or onboard 
the vehicle. 
Corrections to the eomponents of the solution vector are computed 
by using an iterative weighted-least-squares process. 
bounding the size of the corrections or  any given iteration and automatic 
convergence logic has been included. 
tions to the following quantities: 
Provision for 
The program will compute correc- 
0 Initial position and velocity in terms of Cartesian or 
polar - spherical. coordinates , Keplerian elements , or  
a special set of a-variables designed to improve the 
numerical conditioning of the differential correction 
process 
0 Ballistic coefficient 
'0 Burn parameters , including thrust-to-weight ratio, flow 
rate, body-orientation angles , and body-axis rates 
0 Potential constants of the central body (any degree and 
order) 
"" 
""".. 
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0 Observational and timing biases 
0 Observation of station locations 
0 Any linear combinations of the above 
A l l  program constants, e r r o r  bounds (e. g. , on step-size control), 
and contributors to the force model may be easily modified on input. 
A completely flexible phase logic allows use of several central 
bodies in succession, interspersed free-flight and powered-flight a rcs ,  
and accurate prediction of reentry trajectories. The phase logic, plus 
several special coordinate transformations, a r e  combined in a version 
of ESPOD which is designed to track lunar satellites. 
The trajectory and the covariance matrices describing uncertainties 
in the components of the solution vector may be output in any of ten coor- 
dinate systems. Provision has been made for updating covariance matri-  
ces to any desired epoch. 
nents, along with uncertainties in these estimates, may be input to  the 
program to be combined statistically with the estimate derived from the 
current observation data. In addition, the effects of uncertainties in 
parameters not included in  the solution vector (e. g., certain gravitational 
harmonics) may be accounted for in the computation to the covariance 
matrix for those parameters that have been included. 
Prior estimates of the solution vector compo- 
The ESPOD program has been employed in real data analyses for  
flight reconstruction of Vela, Minuteman, Gemini, and Apollo. The 
Gemini and Apollo experiences indicate that a complete revolution of 
tracking data (approximately 1000 points) can be processed and used to 
compute a differential correction to the orbital elernents in less  than 
1 min on the IBM 7094-Mod 11. 
Recent modifications have given the program complete capability 
for analysis of e r ro r s  in the estimation process. 
of e r ro r s  in parameters not estimated can be treated in a straight- 
forward manner. Also of interest for  navigation satellite error  analysis 
is a modification, currently in progress, that wil l  enable the simultaneous 
tracking of multiple vehicles. 
In particular, the effect 
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2. ESPOD GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
2.1 Estimation Theory 
To introduce and to define the terminology, consider the trajectory 
estimationprobleminthe presence of randomerrors only. Letxbe theactual 
vehicle state vector of position and velocity at some epoch and le t  n be the 
vector of unbiased Gaussian random noise on the vector of measurements 
y. Then, if the equation relating the measurements to the state vector, 
y = f(x), is expanded in  a first-order Taylor's series about a reference 
trajectory, we have 
6 y = A  6 x t  n 
where A = Bf/Bx. 
measurements, and 6x is a small deviation from the reference state 
vector. 
6y is the difference between the observed and computed 
Then, the weighted-least-squares estimate of 6x is 
and the covariance of the estimate is 
Ex= ( A WA 1-l 
T where W-' is the covariance of the noise, n. 
referred to as the tracking normal matrix. 
The matrix A WA is often 
As the amount of data increases, the covariance of the estimate 
-1  
(ATWA) approaches zero. In reality no such simple state of affairs 
exists. First and most important, the e r ro r s  or noise on the measure- 
ments do not have a zero mean, i. e., the measurement biases, station 
location errors ,  etc. (called systematic errors)  are not zero. Secondly 
and less  important, since random e r ro r s  a r e  normally a relatively small 
magnitude, it is unlikely that the noise is strictly Gaussian distributed. 
Finally, e r ro r s  in the modeling of the physical situation will also con- 
tribute to uncertainty in the state vector. 
tainty will  first decrease, but then may level off or  increase due to the 
systematic effects. . 
Thus, one expects that uncer- 
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It is possible to reduce this uncertainty by solving for systematic 
e r r o r s  in the estimation process. 
e r r o r s  to be included in the solution vector and le t  B be a matrix relating 
small changes in z to small changes in the measurements y. 
Let z be the vector of systematic 
Then 
6y = A 6x t B 6z t n 
o r  
The corresponding least-squares estimates of x and z a r e  found 
to be 
[““I = (/A:B] TW [A :B])-‘ [A: BITW 6y 
6 Z  
o r  
and the covariance of the solution parameters is 
That is, the solution now converges to an estimate that yields an essen- 
tially unbiased noise and residual vector. 
every one of the large number of parameters that might conceivably affect 
the solution. Indeed, it is desirable to solve for as few as possible, while 
including the e r ro r  resulting from the unsolved parameters. Then, if  any 
of these unsolved parameters cause an intolerable e r ror ,  one can consider 
solving for it. 
unestimated parameters is derived below. 
However, one cannot solve fo r  
The technique for evaluating the uncertainty caused by the 
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Let x be the vector of all solved-for parameters, z be the vector of 
all unsolved-for parameters (whether their effect be a bias or  a time- 
varying influence), and let  n be the Gaussian random noise on the measure- 
ments. As before 
6 y = A S x t  B 6 z t n  
The weighted least-squares estimate of 6x is 
and the e r ror  in the estimate is 
If W-' is set  equal to the covariance of the noise, and the noise is 
assumed to be independent of the unsolved-for parameters, the following 
is obtained for the total covariance on the estimate, 6x: 
The first term is a contribution from only the random noise, and the 
second term contains the contribution from the unsolved-for parameters. 
z is the covariance of these unsolved-for parameters. 
a r e  functions of the amount of tracking data. 
(ATWA)-' matrix is that it decreases roughly as the square root  of the 
amount of data, while the characteristic behavior of the second matrix is 
that it increases with time o r  the amount of tracking data. 
Both of the te rms  
Z 
A characteristic of the 
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2.2 Combining Two Least-Sauares Estimates 
It is often required to combine two least-squares estimates when it 
is desired to combine current tracking data with some a priori  estimate. 
Then the new estimate 6x, resulting from combining the two estimates 
fixl and 6x2, with covariance matrices Zl and 3, respectively, is 
and the new covariance matrix is 
2 . 3  Propagation Matrices 
It is often desirable to propagate a least-squares estimate from 
1 time t to time t2. The linearized equations for the propagation a r e  
((3-4) 
8x2 
6x2 'ax, 6x1 
and 
2 82 
622 = 8x1 6Xl t Bei 621 8z2 (G- 5) 
where it is assumed that x. is the vector of vehicle parameters at time i, 
and z .  is the vector of systematic e r r o r s  at time i for i = 1, 2. Since the 
systematic e r r o r s  are not affected by the orbit parameters, 
1 
1 
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c 
and if it is assumed that the systematic e r r o r s  a r e  constant, regardless 
of epoch time, then 
where I is the identity matrix. Thus, Eqs. (G-4) xnd (G-5) become 
when written in matrix form. 
- -  
6x I 
6z 1 - -  
The propagated covariance matrix is given by 
’ z = l o  I -  
where 
and E is the expectation operator. 
qT 
I J  
:i 
I A 
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2.4 Sensitivity of Solved-For Parameters to 
Unsolved Parameters 
In accuracy analysis studies, it is often desirable to determine the 
degradation of the estimation accuracy due to unestimated systematic 
errors .  
a r e  as follows. 
These aspects have been discussed elsewhere and the results 
We can rewrite Eq. (G-2) as 
where again 6 x  is  the vector of solved-for parameters, and 6z  is the vector 
of unsolved systematic errors .  
of the solved-for quantities with respect to the unestimated variables can 
be written as 
Then the partial derivative of the estimate 
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APPLICATION OF THE SPIT PROGRAM 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This appendix contains a description of results of computations made 
with a special Single Point in Time (SPIT) computer program which con- 
siders simultaneous measurements from ground stations and user to a 
system of satellites. 
on the influence of correlations in navigation satellite e r ro r  analysis and 
have been useful in ground station preliminary design. 
These results have provided valuable information 
The computer program performs the function of determining and 
propagating the ground- station determined, full satellite covariance matrix 
into user  accuracy at variable locations, given specifications on measure- 
ment mode and accuracy (random and bias), a priori satellite and station 
location uncertainties, and satellite locations. The program is not intended 
to simulate the process of long-term tracking and data smoothing involved 
in accurately determining satellite position, but rather to study the influ- 
ence of satellite/ground station interactions on user accuracy once such a 
process has been completed. One user  a rea  with a fixed four-satellite 
a r r ay  representing *18-1/2 synchronous orbits w a s  considered. Fig- 
ure  €3-1 shows this geometry including a set of 5 potential ground station 
sites. 
0 
U s e r  and ground station measurements can be represented in the 
program as either: 
a) "absolute" range: that is range with a zero o r  small 
finite a priori bias comparable to the random e r ro r  
b) lfrelativeft range: That is range with a large or essen- 
tially infinite a priori bias which, however, is 
common to all measurements made by that station 
o r  user  
c) range difference-t'uncorrelated't: having independent 
random e r r o r s  
d) range difference - correlated" : having the inte rcor  r ela - 
tion structure that obtains by deriving such range dif- 
ferences from basic range measurements by differ- 
encing by pair s. 
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The NAVSTAR system proposed in this report uses type b measure- 
ments, which a high-accuracy user will process directly. The interme- 
diate-accuracy user will difference these range measurements to obtain 
type d measurements, which he will  process suboptimally, assuming 
they a r e  uncorrelated {type c). 
fully i n  sec. 3 .  
These distinctions a r e  discussed more 
Random measurement e r ro r s  were taken as 100 f t  (lo-) on range for 
cases a ,  b, d, and 100 f t  on range difference for case c. The results can 
be scaled within reason to correspond to other basic measurement e r ro r s  
(Ref. 4,  Figure 4-23). Details of the SPIT computer program a r e  included 
in  app. I. Results of the computer study complete this section. 
The main topics studied in this e r ror  analysis a r e  listed below and 
discussed in the Preliminary Results, sec. 4, of this appendix. These 
topics cover the effects of: 
1) Measurement mode (range o r  range difference) 
2) Ground station and user making similar measurements 
3) Geometric correlations (defined as the correlation 
effects arising because of the geometrical position 
of the ground stations with respect to the satellite 
and independent of the measurement process) 
4) Varying the number of ground stations 
5) Measurement correlations in range difference 
measurements. 
2, PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The results of the accuracy analyses a r e  position uncertainties over 
the grid of user locations shown in Figure H - I .  
geometrical distribution of user uncertainty for four possible combinations 
of (absolute) range and (correlated) range-difference measurements by the 
users  and five ground stations. The ranges of user accuracies represented 
on this and other maps have been condensed into bar graphs in Figures H-3 
through -6 for easier interpretation. 
corresponds t o  one bar either on Figure H-3  or  on Figure H-4.  
Figure H - 2  shows the 
Each set of numbers in Figure H-2 
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NOTE: INTERPRETATION OF SETS OF NUMBERS IS: 
USER @ = SATELLITES 
LINE GROUND STATION 
NO. MEASUREMENT - ME AS UR E ME N T A = GROUNDSTATIONS 
= USERS 1 3 RANGE DIFFERENCE 3 RANGE DIFFERENCE 2 3 RANGE DIFFERENCE 4 RANGE 
3 4RANGE 3 RANGE DIFFERENCE 
4 4RANGE 4 RANGE 
RANGE DIFFERENCES ARE "CORRELATED" 
RANGES ARE "ABSOLUTE" 
Figure H-2. Typical Results for a Grid of U s e r  Locations 
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Tradeoffs between measurement modes are shown in Figures H - 3  
through -6 as is the range of user accuracies as a function of the number 
of ground stations. 
denote the interval bounded by the most accurate and the least accurate 
user within the grid under consideration and is not a range associated with 
any one user. 
The terms "range of user  accuracies" is used to 
As an aid in visualizing the effect of varying the number of ground 
stations, a tick mark  representing the accuracy of a user at longitude 
50°W, latitude 40°N (near the center of the grid) has been placed on each 
bar of the graph. The best range of accuracies obtainable occurs with an 
infinite number of ground stations and was obtained by setting the satellite 
covarance matrix equal to zero. 
3 .  MEASUREMENT MODES AND EFFECT OF 
SIMILAR ME AS UR EM ENT S 
In te rms  of user accuracy, best results are obtained when both 
ground stations and users  measure absolute range. 
tions or users  measure range differences, it appears to make no differ- 
ence what the other measures. 
users  measure range, there is a definite advantage to having the others 
also measure range. This can be seen from the tabulation given below, 
which is a condensation of some of the data on Figures H - 3  and -4  and 
other runs. 
tions viewing 4 satellites. 
5OoW, 40°N. 
If either ground sta- 
However, if either ground stations or  
The tabulation corresponds to a network of five ground sta- 
Accuracies given a re  those for a user at 
Accuracies in Feet 
Ground Stations Measure: 
4 Range 4 Range 3 Range Difference 
U s e r s  Measure (Absolute) (Relative) ( Correlated) 
4 Range (Abs.) 222 611 611 
4 Range (Rel. ) 6 1 1 t  6 14 6 14 
3 Range Dif. (Corr.)  6 1 1 t  6 14 6 14 
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It is d e a r  from an  information point of view that 3 Range Differences 
(Correlated) a r e  equivalent to 4 Range (Relative) from which they a r e  
assumed derived. 
rows and columns in the above table. 
611 f t  terms and the 611+ f t  terms appears to be coincidental. 
This explains the equalities of the second and third 
The apparent equality between the 
4. EFFECT OF REDUCING NUMBER OF GROUND STATIONS 
All the figures examined show the effect of reducing the number of 
ground stations. 
measurement philosophy is used (i. e., both ground stations and users 
measure range), there is not a great difference i n  the accuracies obtain- 
able by a relatively modest tracking network and the accuracies obtainable 
by perfect tracking (or an infinite number of ground stations). 
be seen in Figures H-4 and -6 in which the range of accuracies obtain- 
able by perfect tracking is seen to be from 142 to 210 ft .  The range of 
accuracies obtainable by a system of four ground stations (the existing 
USBS Network) is from 236 to 285 ft, with n-. In the 
present model, which depicts ground stations a s  making instantaneous 
single-point-in-time measurements with an a priori constraint, 
smoothing may be represented as a smaller a priori satellite covariance 
matrix, which would lower these figures still further. 
time smoothing a r e  investigated in detail in subsec. 2. 4. 
Perhaps the most significant fact is that i f  the best 
This can 
time 
The effects of 
The bars in Figures H-3 through -6 which denote the accuracies 
obtainable with one, two, o r  three ground stations a re  pessimistic, since 
no time smoothing was considered. 
which generated these data was really to show that underdetermined satel- 
lite locations may still lead to quite acceptable user location accuracy. 
The reasons for  this behavior a r e  partly explained in the next section. 
5 .  
The purpose of the computer runs 
IMPORTANCE OF CORRELATION IN SATELLITE POSITION 
(GEOMETRIC CORRELATION) 
It is possible to input to the program any desired diagonal satellite 
covariance matrix. If th i s  matrix corresponds to the diagonal elements 
of a previously calculated matrix, any change in user accuracy between 
the two cases may be attributeJ to the absence of correlation. 
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This was done, using as the diagonal matrix the diagonal elements 
of the satellite covariance matrix which yielded the user accuracies shown 
in Figure H-3 for one ground station. 
tainty was much larger for the case in which no geometric correlations 
were considered. 
and without geometric correlation for two measurement systems, one in  
which four ranges were measured and another using three range differ- 
ences. 
diagonal elements of the satellite covariance matrix which resulted f rom 
As was expected, the user uncer- 
Table H-I shows the range of user accuracies with 
In each case, the satellite covariance rnatrix consisted of the 
one ground station making three range-difference measurements. 
TABLE H-I 
RANGE O F  USER UNCERTAINTIES 
I 1 
Measurement 
Mode of User I Correlated (ft) Uncorrelated (ft) 
I Three range-difference 1163-8434 33,956 - 74,187 Four range 1159-5866 14,062 - 23,115 
The improvement assignable to the off-diagonal (correlation) terms 
in the satellite covariance matrix is of the order of 10 or  20 to 1, with 
the greatest improvement associated with those user  locations which a r e  
closest to the network, or  particular stations in the network. 
because, relative to  the large volume of space encompassed by the satel- 
lite network, the ground station and user positions a r e  very close to one 
another. Consequently, the partial derivatives of ground station measure- 
ments with respect to satellite positions a r e  very nearly equal to the nega- 
tive of the partials of user measurements with respect to user position. 
Thus, even in an underdetermined ground measurement setup where the 
complete satellite position cannot be significantly determined, that com- 
ponent of position corresponding to the projection of satellite position on 
the partial derivative vector may be very well determined, and to the 
extent that the partial derivative is the same for the user,  that is the only 
component of satellite position that matters. This emphasizes the impor- 
tance of a complete e r ro r  covariance matrix propagation from ground 
measurements, through satellite, to user position. 
This is 
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Another way of verifying the importance of t h e  correlation terms is  
to change the covariance matrix artifically so that the diagonal terms a re  
essentially unchanged, but the correlations a r e  lower. 
complished by: 1) making few enough measurements so that the locations 
a r e  underdetermined; 2) choosing an a priori constraint so that the 
satellite covariance can be determined, but choosing a standard deviation 
of ground measurement e r ro r  such that the matrix w i l l  be essentially the 
same size as the a priori  matrix; and 3) repeating the procedure with a 
much larger value of ground station measurement error.  
was already essentially the same size as the a priori matrix, specifying a 
degraded ground measurement accuracy does not appreciably change the 
size of the diagonal elements of the satellite covariance matrix, but i t  
does significantly lower the correlations between the satellites. This was 
done, and the user accuracies were significantly worse in the case with 
lower correlations. 
which contributes to user inaccuracies out of proportion to the degradation 
in satellite ephemeris (as measured by the diagonal terms). 
This can be ac- 
Since the matrix 
This illustrates the effect of low- accuracy tracking, 
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APPENDIX I 
SINGLE POINT IN TIME ACCG'rWCY EtOGRAM (SPIT) 
A. Introduction 
The SPIT program is designed t o  evaluate the sa te l l i t e  
cQvariance matrix which r e su l t s  when a system of ground s ta t ions  makes 
range and/or range-difference measurements t o  a network of satellites, 
and t o  then use th i s  sa te l l i t e  covariance matrix t o  determine the  
covariance matrix of each user of t h e  system. 
specify any combination of range and/or range-dif f erence measure- 
ments f o r  t h e  users as w e l l  as f o r  t he  ground s ta t ions .  
The analyst  may 
Three other  features  may be exercised as options. 
allows t h e  analyst  t o  specify that t h e  s a t e l l i t e  location i s  known 
per fec t ly  except f o r  the satel l i te  d r i f t  covariance, which may be any 
diagonal matrix, including the zero matrix. 
One 
Another option allows the  analyst  t o  account f o r  correla- 
t i o n  between the ground s t a t ion  measurements which arises whenever 
a ground s t a t ion  measures ranges t o  the several  satellites and uses 
these t o  form range differences between one s a t e l l i t e  and a l l  other  
s a t e l l i t e s .  I n  this  case, correlat ions ex i s t  i n  t h e  random errors 
i n  t h e  range differences.  
ground measurement random e r ro r  i s  the same 'for each ground s ta t ion .  
This option i s  only avai lable  i f  t he  
The t h i r d  option allows one t o  consider r e l a t ive  navigation 
between pairs of users.  
l a t e r .  
This w i l l  be explained i n  more d e t a i l  
A flow diagram of the  program i s  shown as Figure 1-1. 
B. Limitations 
The program i s  l imited t o  a maximum of nine satellites and 
nine ground s ta t ions .  I n  addition, the  t o t a l  number of measurements 
made by a l l  ground s ta t ions  cannot exceed f i f t y .  (Forty-five i f  the  
correlated measurement option i s  used). 
Each subcase may consis t  of a maximum of nine users, 
making a maximum of nine measurements each. 
proceesed sequentially and is  independent of a l l  other  users (except 
for t h e  r e l a t i v e  navigation option), there  i s  no other  r e s t r i c t i o n  
on t h e  t o t a l  number of measurements made by a l l  users. 
Because each user is  
Within each subcase a l l  users must make ident ica l  measure- 
ments. 
may be processed i n  one run. 
However, there  is  no l i m i t  t o  the  number of subcases which 
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C. Inputs 
Inputs t o  t h e  program are: 
1. Ground s ta t ion,  s a t e l l i t e ,  and user  locations, 
specif ied as la t i tude ,  longitude and range. 
2. Number of ground measurements (NGM) . A value 
of zero i s  interpreted as meaning that t h e  s a t e l l i t e  posi t ion is  
per fec t ly  known except f o r  s a t e l l i t e  d r i f t ,  which may or may not be 
zero. If this i s  zero, no GMM matrix need be input. 
3. Ground measurement matrix (GMM) . This i s  a 
three-column m a t r i x  which spec i f ies  which measurements a r e  being 
made by the  ground s ta t ion .  The first columns a r e  the  numbers of 
s a t e l l i t e s  A and B. If the  th i rd  column i s  zero, t he  measurement 
being made is a range measurement t o  s a t e l l i t e  A. 
t h e  measurement being made i s  the  range difference between s a t e l l i t e s  
A and B. 
of ground measurements, NGM. 
If non-zero, 
The number of r o w s  of t he  matrix is  equal t o  t h e  number 
4. 
5. U s e r  measurement matrix (UMM). mi 
Number of user  measurements per user (NUM). 
matrix similar t o  GMM. 
makes the  same measurements t he re  i s  no reason t o  have a first 
column identifying the  user by number, as i n  GMM. 
However, s ince each user within a subcase 
6 .  Standard deviation of ground s t a t ion  measurement 
error .  There w i l l  be one standard deviation per  measurement, o r  
NGMtotal. 
measurements is  desired, only one value should be input.  This w i l l  
then be used as t h e  standard deviation f o r  a l l  measurements. 
If the option t o  consider t he  correlat ion between ground 
7. Standard deviation of user  measurement e r ror .  
Ekactly the  same comments made above a l so  apply here. 
8. S a t e l l i t e  a p r i o r i  f l ag  (WF). If zero, the 
e f f ec t  is t h e  same as i f  the  equations were wr i t ten  w i t h  no regard 
for any a p r i o r i  values. Note tha t  this  i s  not equivalent t o  
saying the  s a t e l l i t e  i s  per fec t ly  known o r  that i t s  covariance i s  
in f in i t e ,  s ince both t h e  covariance matrix and i t s  inverse have 
zero values. If t h e  flag is  non-zero, t he  standard deviations of 
longitude, l a t i tude ,  range, and bias f o r  each s a t e l l i t e  must be 
input.  
-
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9 .  Ground s t a t i o n  a p r i o r i  f l a g  (GAPF). Exactly the  
same in t e rp re t a t ion  as f o r  WF, but  f o r  the  ground s t a t ions .  
10. User a p r i o r i  f l a g  (UAPF). Exactly t h e  same 
as above, but  t he  only var iables  a r e  longitude, l a t i t u d e  and range. 
Only one s e t  of these numbers i s  input, and they a r e  used f o r  every 
user  within the  subcase. 
11. S a t e l l i t e  d r i f t  covariance f l a g  (SDCF). 
In te rpre ta t ion  i s  the  same as f o r  SAPF and GAPF. 
12 .  Relative navigation f l a g  (FU!iF). If zero, t he  
program operates i n  t h e  'normal' mode discussed previously. I f  
non-zero, t h e  covariance matrix associated with t h e  difference 
vector between the  reference user  and a l l  o ther  users i s  computed 
and pr inted.  The reference user i s  always the  f i r s t  user.  
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Nomenclature 
Symbol Meaning 
GAP 
GAPEL 
GAPE 
GLQC 
GMC 
GMCA 
GMCEL 
GMM 
NGM 
NGS 
NS 
Nu 
NUM 
PGMG 
PGMS 
SAP 
SAPEL 
SAPF 
sc 
SCA 
SDC 
SDCEL 
SDCF 
SMC 
UAP 
UAPEL 
UAPF 
uc 
ULOC 
UMC 
UMCEL 
UMM 
i 98 
G r o u n d  S ta t ion  A P r i o r i  Posi t ion Matrix 
Square Roots of Elements of GAP Matrix 
Ground A P r i o r i  Flag 
Location Vector of Ground Stat ions (9, I, p )  
Ground Measurement Covariance Matrix 
Ground Measurement Covariance Matrix, Augmented 
Elements of GMC Matrix 
Ground Measurement Matrix (A Control Matrix) 
Number of Ground Measurements (Number of Rows of GMM) 
Number of Ground Stat ions 
Number of S a t e l l i t e s  
Number of Users 
Number of U s e r  Measurements per  U s e r  (Number of Rows 
P a r t i a l  Derivatives of Ground Measurements with 
Respect t o  the  Ground Sta t ion  
P a r t i a l  Derivatives of Ground Measurements with 
Respect t o  the  Gatellittes , :  
S a t e l l i t e  A P r i o r i  Posi t ion Matrix 
Square Roots of Elements of SAP Matrix 
S a t e l l i t e  A P r i o r i  Flag 
S a t e l l i t e  Covariance Matrix 
S a t e l l i t e  Covariance Augmented (Includes Bff ec t s  
S a t e l l i t e  D r i f t  Covariance Matrix 
Square Roots of Elements of SDC 
S a t e l l i t e  D r i f t  Covariance Flag 
S a t e l l i t e  Location (9, 4 ,  p )  
User A P r i o r i  Matrix 
Square Roots of UAP 
User A P r i o r i  Flag 
User Covariance Matrix 
User Location (e, 9 ,  p )  
User Measurement Covariance Matrix 
Square Roots of Elements of UMC 
User Measurement Matrix (A Control Matrix) 
of w) 
of SAP, SDC) 
Symbol 
8 
0 
P 
Greek Smbols  
Meaning 
Longitude, Degrees 
Latitude, Degrees 
Geocentric Range, Nautical  Miles 
Subscripts 
Symbol Meaning 
GS Ground Sta t ion  
S 
U 
S a t e l l i t e  
User 
Note: Primed quant i t ies  are only t h e  r e su l t s  of intermediate 
calculation:.  and have no real meaning. 
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Figure  A-1. SPIT Flow Diagram 
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APPENDIX J 
NAVIGATION SATELLITE ACCURACY 
PROGRAM (NAYSAP) 
i .  INTRODUCTION 
The logical structure of the TRW SVEAD program, delivered to 
ERC under a separate contract, has been utilized in the development of 
the Navigation Satellite Accuracy Program. 
performs an e r ro r  analysis for a given satellite configuration and user 
positions. 
the state vector consisting of user position and other parameters of 
interest, such as  measurement bias and satellite positions and velocities. 
The results a r e  presented in terms of the "C 95", the radius of a circle 
containing the user with probability 0.95. Range, range difference, o r  
range sum measurements can be considered. 
This program (NAVSAP) 
The analysis is based on minimum variance estimation of 
Inputs to the program a r e  the following: 
a. The first partition of the state vector comprised of the 
positions and velocities for a s  many as 7 satellites 
b. The second partition of the state vector comprised of the user 
latitude, longitude, and altitude (actually a grid of user positions is 
prescribed in terms of the boundary values of latitude and longitude and 
the latitude-longitude spacing between users) 
c. The e r ro r  covariance matrix of the uncertainty in the satellites' 
positions and velocities 
d. The e r ro r  covariance matrix of the uncertainty in the a priori  
estimate of the user positions 
e. The variance of the measurement noise. 
For  the f i rs t  user position the program computes the partial 
derivatives of the observations with respect to the elements of the state 
vector. 
matrix of the state vector to account for the f i rs t  observation. 
is  then computed and printed out. 
measurements have been processed, and the final C95 for that position 
i s  printed out. 
The filter equations a re  then used to adjust the covariance 
The C95 
This process i s  repeated until all 
This process is repeated until all measurement have 
20 1 
been processed, and the final C95 for that position is printed out. 
program then proceeds to the next user position, incrementing first latitude 
and then logitude, until a C95 is computed for each point in the grid. 
The 
The program can also consider a user moving at constant altitude 
along a great circle path. 
and the estimate is continually updated a s  a result of the new measurements. 
In this mode it is possible to consider the effect of random perturbations 
in the user flight path by inserting noise (state noise) on the velocity 
vector. 
Measurements a r e  taken at prescribed intervals, 
The program employs a Runge-Kutta integration package to 
intergrate the satellites' trajectories, based on input initial positions 
and velocities. 
simultaneously and the state vectors stored at  specific measurement 
times for use in the subsequent e r ro r  analysis. 
As many as seven satellites may be integrated 
This appendix contains a complete engineering description of the 
program. 
implementation and subroutine descriptions. 
appears in Figure I. 
An accompanying document contains the detailed program 
An overall flow diagram 
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2. STATE VECTOR 
The state vector is partitioned into two sections. The f i rs t  section 
- X i  contains the satellite states while the second 5 2  contains the user 
position and measurement biases. These vectors a re  constructed as: 
-1 = [ X l  y1 z1 9 1 z ' 1  X2". 
bM] 1 x (3i-M) 
-2 X = [ x u y U z u b  l... 
where N is the number of satellites (input) and M is the number of 
measurement biases. 
subscript refers to the satellite and u refers to the user. 
The superscript T denotes transpose; the numerical 
The e r r o r  covariance matrix is correspondingly partitioned 
Since J is symmetric, i t  is only necessary to compute and store the 
partitions, J1, J3, and J4. 
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3 .  COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
I 
I 
ad 
All quantities in the program a r e  referenced to one of the following 
four coordinate systems (Figure 3 -  I): 
X = k0, yo, %o) Earth-centered inertial (ECI) Cartesian system 
- x
-0 
= (5, y, 2) Earth-centered fixed (ECF) Cartesian system 
- 0 = (0, A ,  r) ECF spherical system 
u = (u, v, w) Satellite -centered inertial (SCI) Cartesian 
A - - -  
system (radial, in-track, cross-track) 
The time origin is selected at the f i rs t  measurement time. 
instant X 
in the equatorial plane, passing through the prime meridian (Greenwich). 
In the 0 system, latitude 0 is measured positive north from the equator 
and longitude A is measured positive west from Greenwich. 
system, u is directed along the radius vector to the satellite, - w is in the 
direction of the satellite angular momentum vector, and - v completes the 
orthogonal set. 
At that 
and - X a re  colinear, - z passes through the North Pole and - y is 
-0 
- 
In the - U 
- 
Using the notation that a_A/BB - is the matrix that maps coordinate 
system B into - A, the following transformation matrices a re  defined - 
cos a t  -sin a t  
sin w t  cos w t  ~] (4) 
-0 0 0 1 ax 
- ex X 
y r  
7
Y 
-zy -x  - Y 
r Y 
Z 
Y 0 -  r 
( 5 )  
20 5 
X . -0 
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Figure 3-1. Coordinate Systems 
o= ROTATIONAL 
RATE OF EARTH 
Y 
r 
c_ 
- 
au -0 ax -0 
where 
ux vx wx 
u v w  
Y Y Y  
y = d x 2  t y2 
r = d y 2  t z2 
(7) 
using the following equations which define U - 
where V is the satellite velocity vector, we find - 
Z u = -  
z r  u - y  ux r’ y -7 
w = 5 ( y z  - yz) 
w = E  (xz - X.) 
w = +xy - ;cy) 
X - - -  
1 . .  
X 
-1 . . 
Y 
I *  
Z 
20 7 
v = w  u - w  u 
X Y Z  Z Y  
v = w  u - w  u Y z x  x z  
Z = "X"Y - wY ux 
(10) con't. 
where 
20 8 
and x, y, z denote ECI coordinates. 
4. INTEGRATOR 
- 
X. 
1 
;i 
. 
Z. 
.. 
X. 
1 
.. 
Y i  
i 
.. 
z 
- 
If measurements a re  taken at  times other than t = 0, the program 
integrates the satellite trajectories to the specified measurement times 
and constructs an ephemeris. Measurement times a re  every At seconds 
until time is greater than final time tf. 
multiple of the integration step size e 
m 
is specified as an integral A trn 
1 -   
The program uses a fourth order, self-starting, Runge-Kutta 
procedure with a point-mass, two-body force model. The constraint 
equations for the ith satellite are: 
iri - 
X i 
ii 
z i 
-pxi/ri 3 
3 
3 
- PYil ri 
-pzilri 
where p, is the earth's gravitational constant. 
E C I  
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5. ERROR A&ALYSIS- 
5.1 FILTER EQUATIONS 
At time t. after i -1  measurements, let the ith observation t i  be 
1 
linearly related to the column state vector of unknowns -xi by the relation 
5 = Mi X. t w i  i -  -1 
where - Mi, the measurement vector, is a row vector of the partial 
derivatives of 6. with respect to the components of X 
mean, uncorrelated, random noise. That is, 
and w. is zero 
1 -i’ 1 
E(wi) = 0 
E(wi w.) = 0 
J 
E(wi ) = W 
i f j 
2 
where E is the expectation operator. 
Let Ji/j be the e r ro r  covariance matrix of X. based on j measure- 
-1 
rnents (j 5 i); define the measurement weighting matrix. 
and let 
Ci = I - - -  Bi Mi 
The general formula for the current e r r o r  covariance matrix is then 
2 10 
which, when B is given by Equation (14), assumes it minimum value 
(17) - Ji/i - Ci J i / i -1  
Let U be the state transition matrix for X. from time t. to t.. Then 
Ji/i i t 1  
r e  lation 
i / j  -J J 1 
is propagated to the next measurement time t according to the 
Jitl/i - uitl/i Ji/i uitl/i t Ri 
where R. is a random disturbance covariance matrix (state noise). 
equations a r e  programmed in NAVSAP in partitioned form corresponding 
to the partitioning of the overall program state vector. 
5 . 2  CONSIDER OPTION (SUBOPTIMAL FILTERING) 
These 
1 
The program can compute the estimation e r ro r s  caused by e r ro r s  
These parameters may include in parameters which a re  not estimated. 
the state vector of any satellite and any of the measurement biases. 
option requires that two stacked cases be run on NAVSAP. 
case, all portions of the measurement vector - M pertaining to the con- 
sidered parameters a re  zeroed out. 
computed using this - M is then stored on tape. 
uses the optimal e r r o r  covariance matrix computation given by 
Equation (17). 
B computed in the f i rs t  case is used in the suboptimal e r ro r  covariance 
matrix computation according to Equation (16). 
This 
In the f i rs t  
The measurement weighting vector B 
In this phase, the program 
- 
In the second case, the full - M along with the corresponding 
- 
5.3 MEASUREMENT TYPES 
The program can process several types of measurements, taken 
in  any desired order. 
types a re  taken simultaneously a t  each measurement time. 
It is assumed that all  measurements of all specified 
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5.3.1 Range and Range Rate Measurements 
The range R from the sth satellite to the user is defined to be the 
magnitude of the separation vector R (see Figure 5-1).  
The components of R a re  - 
x = x  -Xu, y = y s - y u r  z = z - z  
S S U 
The range is then 
from which the range rate is  
From these equations it follows that the partials of R and R with respect 
to the components of - Rs a r e  
1 = m  - a i r  
a(xs, Ysr zs) --s -2 R [(& - xR), ( R i  - yk), (Rk - zR)] (23)  
Z 
-0 
Figure 5-1. Satellite-User Geometry 
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Hence, the measurement vector corresponding to X has the form -1 
-1 M I  
where the first possible nonzero element of M1 i s  the (6s - 5)th term 
and denotes the appropriate null array. The measurement vector 
corresponding to 'X2 has the form 
- 
where m 
Section 5.4).  
is the vector of appropriate measurement bias partials (see -b 
5 .3 .2  S u m s  and Differences of Range o r  Range-Rate Measurements 
A range (range rate) sum measurement to satellites I and J is 
defined to be the sum of the individual ranges (range rates) to these 
satellites. Similarly, a range (range rate) difference measurement to 
these satellites is defined to be the difference between the ranges 
(range rates). 
measurements are: 
Using the notation C for sums and A for differences, the 
2 14 
j 
: CR.. = Ri t R 
1J 
13 J 
AR.. = R. - R. 
13 1 J 
ck.. = hi t ii. 
j 
A k . .  = ki - k 
1J 
i 
Hence, the measurement vector corresponding to IC1 has the form 
th where rni in  Equation (29) and hi in Equation (30) star t  a t  the (6i-5) 
term and m.  in Equation (29) and m. in Equation (30) s ta r t  at the (6j-5) 
term. 
to differences. 
th 
The plus signs correspond to sum measurements, and the minus 
-J -J 
The measurement vector corresponding to X2 has the form 
I 
-(m. -1 t --J m . ) lm  I-b] (range) 
-M2 = (  
* I  -(&. + m.)lm (range rate) ( [  - i - - j  I -b] 
5.4 MEASUREMENT BIASES 
These biases reflect constant measurement e r ro r s  originating in 
the user equipment. 
included at  the end of X2 a re  specified by input quantities. 
in Section 5. 2,  they can be individually solved for  o r  considered in the 
e r ro r  analysis. 
The number and order in which they a r e  to be 
As mentioned 
The partials of an observation with respect to these biases depend 
only on the type of measurement being taken. 
=b are 
The quantities input to 
I1 €or R, k 
a (observation) 
a (bias) 
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6. USER POSITION SELECTION 
The program has two methods of sequentially selecting user 
positions. 
desired measurement types have been processed for the current user 
position as indicated in  Figure 1 - 1 .  
6.1  GRID METHOD 
In either case, this is done after all  combinations of all 
In this method, the area over which user positions a r e  to be 
selected is defined by boundary values of latitude and longitude and the 
actual positions by the latitude-longitude spacing between users.  This 
information is input in the following form (see Figure 6-1). 
- ei - 
8f - 
A6 = 
6.2 FLIGHT 
initial latitude 
f i n a l  latitude 
incremental change in latitude 
initial longitude 
final longitude 
incremental change in longitude 
PATH METHOD 
This method sequentially selects user positions along a great circle 
a rc  at every measurement time. 
constant speed and altitude. The positions a r e  determined from the 
initial position, velocity, and heading by use of the following identities 
from spherical trigonometry (Figure 6-2). 
The user is assumed to be moving at  a 
2 16 
sin 0 = cos w sin 6 t cos CY. cos 6. sin w i 1 1 
cos cr = cos CY. cos p - sin p sin CY. sin 8 
1 1 i 
cos 6 sin w 
s i n p  sin CY sin CY. 
COS ei - - -  - - 
1 
(33)  
(34) 
(35) 
Figure  6- 1. Grid Method 
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Figure 6-2.  Flight Path Method 
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where 8,  8. a r e  the final and initial latitudes, 0 ,  ai a r e  the final and 
initial headings (positive east of north), 
longitude and w is the angle traversed along the great circle. 
user's velocity, and A t  is the time between measurements, then r*) is 
given by 
1 
is minus the change in  west 
E€ V is the 
m 
VAtm 
R 
w =  
where R is the distance from the user to the center of the earth. 
Equations ( 3 3 )  and (34) the angles a r e  restricted to the following ranges: 
In 
w r o  
Since the initial conditions a re  known and w is readily computed from 
Equation ( 3 6 ) ,  the latitude 8 can be computed from Equation ( 3 3 )  and p 
follows from Equation ( 3 5 )  which in turn leads to the longitude 
x =  x i - p  ( 3 7 )  
CY also follows from Equations (34) and (35) for use at the next measure- 
ment point where 8, C Y ,  h become ei, CY 
6 . 3  VISIBILITY CHECK 
h., i' 1 
At each measurement time, the program checks to see which 
satellites a r e  visible. 
above the user's local horizon be greater than o r  equal to an input 
minimum elevation angle E 
manner (see Figure 6 - 3 ) .  
The criterion is that each satellite's elevation 
This check is performed in  the following ma 
2 19 
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USER'S POSITION 
HoRIZoN\ 
HORIZON 
'U 
Figure 6-3 .  Visibility Geometry 
Let R be the user position vector and ss be the satellite position 
-U 
vector. Then the relative range vector R - is 
Hence, 
R R.. 
U cos e = 
IRtlE*I 
The visibility criterion requires that 
Tr - - e z t m  2 
or equivalently 
? 
cos 8 2 sin E m 
Hence, the program tests on the following relation 
(39) 
22 1 
7. UPDATE SECTION 
To  propagate the e r ro r  covariance matrices between measurement 
an updating routine is required. Two updating (state itl’ times t. and t 
transition) matrices a r e  calculated, one fo r  each partition of the state 
vector. 
1 
7.1 SATELLITE UPDATE 
The updating matrix U1 for z1 is calculated from an analytic 
solution to the variational equations for the satellites. 
Let 
R. - 
J (43) 
be the magnitude of the relative range of the jth satellite from the user. 
Define k. to be 
J 
k 
(45) 
Let 
be an approximation to the time averaged value of k. over the updating 
interval. 
updating interval (= 
J 
Using 1 to denote the identity matrix and At to denote the 
- t . )  define ‘it1 i 
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Using the above, U, can be written as  a block diagonal matrix of the form 
U 
l i t 1  /i 
1 
(47) 
6Nx6N 
where 
7 . 2  USER UPDATE 
denotes the appropriate a r ray  of zeros. 
The updating matrix U4 f o r  the second par t i t ionz2 is computed in 
one of two ways corresponding to the mode of selecting user positions 
(see Section 6). 
f orm 
In either case, U4 is a block diagonal matrix of the 
-1- - - - - - - - 
(3tM) x ( 3 t M )  
I 
I 
I 
is the state transition matrix for the user position where U4user 
coordinates . 
7 . 2 . 1  Grid Method 
In the grid method, the user is stationary in an ECF system. 
Hence, his associated position e r ro r  covariance matrix remains constant 
that system. Since this matrix is computed in an ECI system, the 
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corresponding updating matrix is the product of two coordinate trans- 
formations as follows: (see Sections 3 and 5. I for notation) 
7 . 2 . 2  Flight Path Method 
In the flight path method of selecting user positions, the user motion 
is specified in the ECF system. The program calculates U4user from 
where 
aritl aritl II aritl
i aei a h i  a r  
From the equations in  Section 6.2,  it follows that 
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1 0 0 
aei 
axi+l 1 0 
aei 
0 0 1 
where 
(cos 8. cos w - sin e. sin w cos CY.) - 1 cos e - -  1 1 1 i t 1  i30 i 
-sin w sin CY. 1 sin 8 it1 [ ~ ]  
axit1 - 
aei 
- 
cos (Xi - Xi t l )  cos 2 eitl 
Using Equations (47) through (52) to define U1 and U4, the updating 
section calculates the following: 
- J UT 
'l,itl/i - ulyi t l / i  l,i/i l , i t l / i  
- J UT J3, i t l / i  - u4, i t1 / i  3 y i / i  l , i t l / i  
J4, i t l / i  - u4, itl/i  J4, i/i UT 4, i tl/i  t Ri 
(53) 
The random disturbance covariance matrix R. adds the effect of 
1 
state noise to the updated user position e r r o r  covariance matrix J 4, itl/i* 
State noise results from random disturbances in the user's speed and 
heading. Ri is computed a s  follows: 
225 
where 
= (3) J,r (9) T 
- JR (55) 
J+ is a 2 x 2 input e r ror  covariance matrix of speed and heading and 
ax /a& i s  the 3 x 2 transformation matrix that maps these e r ro r s  into 
the user 's  position coordinates. 
-0 
That i s  
226 
ax ax ae ax 
W - ax a e  a+ 
-0 - - -0 - - -  
- - -  
P 
i, 
From the 
ae 
a a. - 
1 
equations in Section 6 . 2 ,  it follows that 
(cos 0. cos w cos (Y - sin 8. sin w) R cos e 1 i 1 
A t  
- sin w sin (Y 
a r  = o  -av 
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8. EFFECT O F  SATEL 6TE ESTIh ATION ERRORS 
The user of a navigation satellite system does not estimate the 
satellite positions. 
from ground stations, and are transmitted to the user after being com- 
puted at a central site. 
by orbit determination studies. 
by appending to the inverse normal matrix an additional term accounting 
for the satellite errors,  In the filter analysis of NAVSAP, it is 
necessary to do the computation twice as described in Sec. 5. 2. 
first pass, the gain is computed assuming the satellite e r ro r s  a r e  zero; 
in the second, the gain is used in a fictitious attempt to solve for the 
satellite locations. 
position contains the desired effect of satellite errors.  
The satellite orbits a r e  determined by prior tracking 
Er ro r s  in the satellite locations a r e  determined 
In a least squares analysis this i s  done 
In the 
The resulting e r ror  covariance matrix of user 
This multiple pass through the filter i s  undesirable for parametric 
studies and i t  turns out to be unnecessary. 
a r e  essentially not observable in the user data (tracking with a single 
station of unknown location), it can be postulated that, even when the 
satellite position is included in the regression vector, the satellite 
e r ro r s  a r e  only slightly reduced, and the effect on user position e r ro r s  
is essentially the same as  when the satellite positions a re  not solved for. 
Hence, e r ro r  analysis runs can be made, assuming that satellite positions 
a r e  estimated, with the results showing only the effect of the initial 
satellite posit ion uncertainties. 
Since the satellite locations 
In more concrete terms, consider the linear observation model 
y = A x  t Bz t E ( 5 9 )  
where y is the observation vector, x is the user position vector, z is the 
satellite position vector, and E is an e r ro r  vector with uncorrelated 
components. 
deviations x and z to the observation deviations z. 
satellite positions a r e  known perfectly (z  = 0), the minimum variance 
estimate of x is 
A and B a r e  matrices of partial derivatives relating the 
Assuming the 
A x = ( A  T WA) -I A T W y  (60) 
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where 
The covariance matrix of the e r ro r  in  this estimate, considering the 
effect of a priori  satellite e r rors  z, is 
where Q is the a priori  satellite e r ro r  covariance matrix 
T Q = E(zz ) 
On the other hand, if  the satellite position is included in the 
regression vector, the estimate becomes 
with e r ro r  covariance matrix 
Partitioning Equation (64) leads 
ATWB B ~ W B  t Q-' ) - I  (A:)wy 
A ~ W A  A ~ W B  
B ~ W A  B ~ W B ~ Q  
to the individual results for x and z 
Using Equation (66) in (65) leads to the desired expression 
(67) 
cov (2-x) = (A T WA)-'  t ( A ~ W A )  - 1  A T W B  Q* B ~ W A ( A ~ W A ) - '  
Assuming the satellite positions a r e  solved for is equivalent to using 
Equation (67) in place of Equation (63), which is a good approximation i f  
= (2. This will be true if the satellite positions a r e  only weakly 
observalbe in the data. 
The correctness of this hypothesis is shown by comparison of 
The first column shows re- the computer results presented in  Table 1. 
sults for  no satellite errors .  The second column considers, satellite 
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position e r rors ,  requiring two passes through the filter as described in 
Section 5. 2. 
solved for. 
The third column results when satellite positions are 
The last two columns are nearly equal, which demonstrates con- 
clusively that solving for satellite positions is essentially equivalent to 
considering them. 
required. 
Hence, the extra pass through the filter is not 
Table 1. Comparison of Solving for and Considering 
Satellite Er ro  r s . 
East North No Satellite Consider Satellite Solve for 
Longitude Latitude Er ro r s  Er rors  Satellite Er rors  
30° 0 347 
30 46 8 
448 
588 
44 8 
586 
60  0 3 27 44 2 
30 341 455 
User altitude e r ror  = 150 f t  ( 1 3  
I 
I Satellite position e r ro r s  from Appendix K based on 72 hours 
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APPENDIX K 
SUPPORTING ORBIT DETERMINATION ANALYSIS 
In order to assess the magnitudes and importance of certain 
variables in the satellite tracking and orbit determination process, 
several runs were made with the TRW Systems ESPOD computer pro- 
gram. The purpose of the program was to determine the effects of the 
following: of using angle measurements and range-rate measurements 
in addition to  range measurement, of using two tracking stations or 
three, of tracking for 72 hours or 36 hours, and of solving or not solving 
for the earth 's  gravitational constant and two or more harmonics. 
A single satellite whose ground trace is centered at 75O west 
longitude and inclined at 18. 5O to the equatorial plane was chosen for the 
first ser ies  of tracking analyses. The orbit ground trace and tracking 
station locations are shown in Figure K - 1 .  Stations 1 and 2 are used in 
all cases where only two-station tracking is specified. These locations 
were chosen to provide good tracking geometry while conforming to 
geographical realities. 
tracking network was finalized. A three station, single-satellite tracking 
arrangement was selected from this network for the f i n a l  case considered. 
During the course of the study a recommended 
Table K-I l ists  the values and sources of the e r rors  used in the 
The measurement e r ro r s  are considerably in excess of the study. 
expected e r ro r s  summarized in subsec. 2 .4  in the main body of this 
report, and the data rate was less ( 1  point/min). 
turn out, therefore, to be greater than those presented in subsec.  2. 4. 
These preliminary analyses were nevertheless quite adequate to  provide 
the answers to the questions posed. 
The resulting e r ro r s  
The study consisted of the following cases:  
1) Seventy two-hours tracking with two stations, RAER 
measurements . 
a) Solve for satellite state. Consider measure- 
ment bias e r rors ,  survey e r ro r s  and p-, J2 
uncertainties. 
Solve for satellite state - and above parameters. b) 
23 1 
80' 
70" 
60" 
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40' 
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0' 
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E. 
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BO0 
70" 
60° 
50" 
40° 
30° 
20" 
1 0" 
0" 
1 0" 
20" 
N 
S 
30° 
40" 
50° 
60" 
Figure K- i .  Tracking Configuration 
c 
- 7 
TABLE K-I 
ERROR SOURCES (1-SIGMA) 
R 
A 
E 
k 
Measurement E r ro r s  
No is e Bias 
60 f t  120 f t  
1.4 mr 3 . 2  rnr 
1.4 mr 3 . 2  mr 
0.06 f t /  sec 0 . 0 6  f t /sec 
Station Location Er ro r s  
Long itud e 
Latitude 
Altitude 
100 f t  
100 f t  
100 f t  
Gravitational Potential Uncertainties 
2 I P 1.06 x 10‘’ ft3/sec 
2 . 0  
2 . 6  
J2 
J2 2 
J3 3 
-7 . 2 . 0  x 10 
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, 
c) Range measurements only. 
2) Seventy two-hours tracking with three stations, range 
measurements. 
a) Solve for satellite state. Consider parameter 
e r rors .  
b) Solve for satellite state and parameters. 
c) Effect of JZ2 and J33. 
3) Thirty six-hours tracking with three stations. 
a) Solve for satellite state. Consider parameter 
e r rors .  
b) Solve for satellite state and parameters. 
Results can be scaled to apply to  other data rates and noise 
variances. If n data points a r e  taken in a short time interval At, with 
measurement e r ro r  variance u ’, then the results will be very nearly 
the same as  for m data points in the same interval with variance 
n 
2 - m  2 
(r - -  (r m n n  
Results 
The tracking analyses a r e  based on minimum variance estimation. 
The numerical computations were performed utilizing the TRW System’s 
ESPOD computer program series.  
involved is given in (app. 6).  
A brief description of the methods 
Case 1 - 72-Hr Tracking - Two Stations 
Table K-I1 shows the satellite position and velocity standard devi- 
ations in a u, v, w coordinate system, a right-handed set  with u in the 
direction of the geocentric radius vector, w in the direction of the 
angular momentum vector, and v completing the orthogonal set .  
predominant e r ro r  source is seen to be the uncertainty in the earth 
gravitational constant p. 
which a r e  manifest in large v (in track) e r ro r s .  
The 
This e r r o r  affects significant period e r ro r s ,  
Solving for the parameters leads to a considerable improvement 
particularly in the v (downrange) direction. Only the results for range 
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measurements a r e  not tabulated since there is n 
the previous results. 
ments. 
significant change from 
Hence, there is no benefit in taking angle measure- 
Case 2 - 72-Hr Tracking - Three Stations 
The results a r e  shown in Table K-111. As in case 1, there is con- 
siderable benefit in solving for the parameters. 
provides the primary benefit of reducing the in-track e r ro r  from 720 to 
452 f t .  For shorter tracking periods, it can be expected that this effect 
would be more pronounced, with a substantial reduction occurring also 
in the cross track e r rors .  
The additional station 
The last columns show the'effect of the uncertainty in the JZ2 earth 
potential coefficient. 
satellite e r ro r s ,  indicating the need to solve for JZ2. 
the e r ro r s  were essentially reduced to their previous values. 
run was made to examine the effect of J 
was no appreciable contribution to the total e r ro r .  
The results show a substantial increase in the 
When this was done, 
A further 
however, in that case there 33; 
Case 3 - 36-Hr Tracking - Three Stations 
The results, given in Table K-IV, again show the need to solve for 
the parameters . 
there is very little to be gained from increasing the tracking period from 
36 to 72 hours. 
Comparing with Table K - I11 shows , furthermore, that 
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APPENDIX L 
EFFECT OF APPROXIMATING ELLIPTICAL ORBITS 
WITH ClRCLES 
This section gives analytic expressions for the in-track and radial 
e r ro r s  caused by neglecting the ellipticity of the orbit, as is done in the 
user computations described in sec. 3 in the main body of this report. 
These expressions can be used to provide updated satellite e r ro r s  for  
use in the NAVSAP e r r o r  analysis program. 
It is assumed that at some instant to, radar tracking has determined 
the position of the satellite in question and the parameters of its (elliptical) 
orbit. 
The plane of the elliptical orbit is defined by: 
I )  the angle h of the orbit ascending node with the positive 
x-axis of some earth-centered inertial system 
2) the inclination i of the orbit plane with the equatorial 
plane. 
The approximate satellite position computed by the user is then 
given by the following equations: 
Z = p s i n i s i n o T  (L-3) 
2lT 
24 where o = - rad/hr ,  T = t - ti and ti will be defined below. 
tion of the approximate orbit causes its plane to coincide with the plane 
of the actual orbit. 
This defini- 
The orbit parameters h and i may be expressed as perturbations 
about nominal parameters lo and io as : 
io + A i  = i 
h + A h =  h 
0 
23 9 
The radius of the approximate orbit is chosen so that a t  time t 
the position of the satellite computed from the equations of the approximate 
orbit coincides with the position of the satellite in the actual orbit as  
determined by the orbit determination program. 
crossing of the approximate orbit is chosen to facilitate this; i. e. , 
0' 
The time ti of nodal 
0 
e 
- -  - ti - to 
w 
8 
and the line of nodes. 
is the angle between the radius vector ro of the actual orbit at time to 
0 
The radius of the approximate orbit is thus: 
P =  Po 4- AP r 0 
(Observe that this approximate orbit is not actually a physical orbit, 
since circular orbits of radius p will not in general have 24-hr periods). 
The procedure is consequently the following: the ground system 
tracks for some time interval, and determines the satellite orbit param- 
eters and position and velocity at the end of this interval. From these it 
determines Ap, Ah, Ai, and ti as described above and transmits them to 
the users via the satellite. The user then uses these values in Eqs. (L-1) 
througl (L-3) to determine the satellite position at this measurement 
time t. 
pared with the elliptical orbit. 
Of interest is the e r ro r  in this estimate of position at t as com- 
It is most convenient to derive the desired expressions in terms of 
1 perturbations from circular orbits . The situation is most easily 
explained with the aid of Figure L- 1 below. 
I 
._-I 
1 
. J  
The quantities on Figure L- 1 a r e  defined as follows : 
Arc DAB - circular approximation to true satellite orbit 
Arc DC - true (elliptical) orbit 
1 
"Guidance Error  Analysis of Satellite Trajectories *I by L. J. Skidmore 
240 and H. S .  Braham, J .  Aerospace Sciences, September 1962, pp 1091-1101. 
I- 
t 
F i g u r e  L- 1. Geometry  of Orbi ta l  Pe r tu rba t ions  
24 1 
D - position of satellite a t  time t 
C - position of satellite at  time t = t t At 
A - position of satellite in circular orbit of 
radius p at time t t At, starting at D at 
time t 
0 
0 
0 
B - position of satellite at  dime t t At  as 
0 
calculated from Eqs. (L- 1) through (L- 3). 
Then the in-track e r ro r  + is given by 
+, = angle Craversed by a satellite in a circular orbit of radius p i n  
time At. 
=E A t  (p i s  proportional to the gravitational constant). 
= angle traversed by satellite in the approximate circular orbit i n  
time At. 
+C 
- -  2.rr At  radians. (At  in hours). - 24 
6+f = difference in angular displacement between circu€ar orbit and 
2 perturbed circular orbit . 
= ( -3+f  t 4 sin +f) y bvo t 2 (1 - cos 9,) 6po 
0 
where 6vo is the magnitude of the change in tangential velocity at D which 
produces the elliptical orbit DC, and 6p is the change in the angle of the 
tangential velocity at D. 
0 
The angular in-track e r ro r  is thus: 
+ = 16 - 21 At t (-3r$f t 4 sin + ) -  6v0 
f v  
0 
t 2 ( 1  - cos 9,) bp,  
2 
242 Skidmore and Braham, op. cit. 
‘1 J 
! 
- 1  
i 
! 
A 
i 
i_ 1 
C$f will usually be small (for 
this expression becomes: 
a one hour prediction, +f = 15 deg), so that 
(1+-  - - 
V 24 = 0 
The radial e r ro r  is obtained directly from reference as: 
- d r  = 2(1 - cos C$f) 7 dvO - sin 9f 6Po 
r 
0 0 
For C$ small, this reduces to: f 
d r  
r - = - +f 69, 
0 
(Clockwise angles are positive in the above expressions. ) 
In-track and radial e r ror  can thus be calculated from the tracking 
interval At i f  the parameters of the (true) elliptical orbit a r e  known. 
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APPENDIX M 
RESOLUTION O F  RANGE AND RANGE-DIFFERENCE 
M EASUR EM ENT AMBIGUITIES 
1. RANGE AMBIGUITY 
*' 
Let Ri be the range  m e a s u r e m e n t  f r o m  the ith sa te l l i t e ,  c o r r e c t e d  *' 
f o r  satellite oscillator dr i f t .  Then Ri h a s  the  form: 
*I 
Ri = Ri + Bo t wi - Ki x 2,000 
and Bo is a number  which is unique modulo 2,000. 
d e t e r m i n e  the  quantity Ri t Bo t w. given the m e a s u r e m e n t  R 
p rob lem wil l  be solved if  we can  d e t e r m i n e  a p rocedure  fo r  adding s o m e  
mult iple  of 2 , 0 0 0  t o  each m e a s u r e m e n t  R. 
quantity 
The p rob lem is t o  
The 
* I  
i *  1 
*' 
1 
( s a y  K i  x 2,000) so  that the 
*I 
Ri t KI x 2 , 0 0 0  - Ri - 1 
is the same for  all i. 
r ange  m e a s u r e m e n t s .  
Th i s  quantity will then be 
We p roceed  as  follows: 
W. 
1 
the bias common to all 
A $< 1 
Suppose Ri is the  f i r s t - r a n g e  m e a s u r e m e n t  rece ived .  L e t  Ri b e  
the computed r a n g e  based  on the a p r i o r i  estimate of t he  u s e r ' s  posit ion 
and the  computed sa t e l l i t e  posit ion.  
range ,  1. e., 
L e t  s. be the e r r o r  i n  this  computed 
1 
R 
Ri = R. t 6 .  
1 1 
Since  
*' 
Ri = Ri t Bo .f wi -, Ki x 2,000 
(Reca l l  that K. is a r b i t r a r y ,  but  t o  each  different  K. t h e r e  co r re sponds  
a different  va lue  of the bias Bo. ) 
1 1 
W e  have 
*' A 
Ri = R. t si t B t w. - K. x 2,000 1 0 1 1 245  
Expand 
I 1  J I  A A A 
Ri as R. = &I. t K.
1 1 .  1 
x 2,000, Ki a n  in teger ,  
Then, 
*I * I  
Ri = AR. t Ki x 2,000 t E:. + Bo + wi - Ki x 2,000 1 1 
8 4  
P u r e l y  f o r  convenience, choose K. = K. . This  uniquely d e t e r m i n e s  *' 1 1 a value of B - We m u s t  modify a subsequent  measu remen t ,  s ay  R , so  
that the  quantity 
j 0 
*1 I 
R t K .  ~ 2 , 0 0 0  - R - w 
j J j j  
is the same as the quantity 
* ' A 
Ri - AR. - E: - w. 1 i 1 
We do this as follows: 
1 1  
F o r  the first measu remen t ,  with K. = K. , the bias is 
1 1 
*' n 
1. 1 1 1 
Bo = R. - QR. - e. - w. 
An es t ima te  of the bias is 
A i  *' A 
BO = Ri - ARi 
(The e r r o r  i n  the estimate is 
A 
B - B' = -ei - wi)  
0 0 
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A 1  
W e  wil l  now use  the  estimate Bo t o  c o r r e c t  the m e a s u r e m e n t  
this, w e  select K. so that 
t 
3 
8' 
R . To do 
j 
I' A 8 1  A A '  
0 
R t K! x 2,000 - R .  c Ri - AR. = B j J J 1 
O r  se l ec t  K! so  that 
3 
A :  A 8 1  
j 
K! x 2,000 Bo t R - R 
3 j 
h l  h * I  
To do th is ,  s imply  compute B -I- R. - R. , and round to  the n e a r e s t  
0 J J i  
3 
2 ,000 .  The probabi l i ty  of select ing the wrong K. is found as follows: 
The ac tua l  bias is 
I A 
Bo = Ri - ARi - e .  1 - w. 1 
The c o r r e c t  K .  is the one tha t  satisfies 
J 
j 
R? t K. x 2,000 = R.  t Bo t w 
J J J 
>% 1 A 
= R .  t Ri - AR. - e - w. t w 
J -  1 i 1 j  
A I  
0 
B 
So, we wi l l  select the wrong K. if 
J 
The probabi l i ty  of this happening can  b e  d i r ec t ly  calculated,  knowing the 
d is t r ibu t ions  of e e . ,  w., w . 
j y i  1 j 24 7 
2. RANGE DIFFERENCE AMBIGUiTY 
The ith and jth range measurements {corrected for satellite clock 
drift) have the form: 
8 
Ri = Ri t Bo + wi - Ki x 2,000 
(Ki, Kj are integers) * 
R .  = R. + Bo t w - K. x 2,000 
J J j~ 
hence 
A A  
Let Ri, R. be the values of Ri and R. computed on the basis of an 
Let si and e .  be the e r ro r s  in 
J J 
a priori  estimate of the user' s position. 
these computations, i. e. 
J 
A 
Ri = Ri t ei 
R 
R. = R. + e 
J 3 j  
Substituting in the above: 
A A  A = R. - R. + gi - O. + wi - W. - K.. x 2,000 (K.. = Ki - Kj) 
€ 3  3 J 'iJ ZJ 
i. e., 
A A  K.. x 2,000 = Ri - R. - A + e1 - e. + W. - w 
1J 3 J I j  
A A  
So, if we round R. - R. - A to the nearest multiple of 2,000, the proba- 
bility of rounding to an incorrect K.. equals the probability that 
1 J  
- w I > 1,000.  1J This probability may be calculated, knowing i j  l e i  - ej + w 
the distributions of ei, e., 
J wi* wj* 
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APPENDIX N 
THE RESORB PROGRAM 
4 
t 
. .d  
RESORB is a special computer program designed for simulation of 
commensurate and near-commensurate orbits (synchronous and super or 
subsynchronous orbits) with or without station keeping. These orbits a r e  
subject to resonance due to the longitude dependent (tesseral) harmonics 
of the potential field. 
the groundtrack with periods measured in years. 
contains many hundred orbits, numerical intergration of the accelerations 
by Cowell’s or Encke’s method requires hours of machine time. 
The resonance manifests itself in the libration of 
Since a libration cycle 
RESORB integrates Lagrange’s planetary equations. The potential 
field is expressed by the Keplerian elements (Kaula’s  formulation) and as 
long as only the long-periodic (critical) terms a r e  introduced, the integra- 
tion steps can reach many times the oribital period. 
dred orbits a r e  integrated in a second. 
a r e  also included in the perturbations. ) 
Thus, several hun- 
(Long-periodic luni- solar effects 
This program handles orbits with any inclination except that of 
0 exactly zero (for example, even 0 . 1  
from zero to about 0.8. 
down the program, noticable only when the oribit is so far off resonance 
(period off more than 0.1 percent) that it does not librate any more, but 
these cases a r e  out of the range of RESORB application. 
can be handled) and any eccentricity 
Deviation from exact commensurability slows 
The RESORB program contains an optional subroutine which deter- 
mines from an initial estimate the correct semimajor axis for the nearest 
commensurate orbit. Stationkeeping is also optional. If deadband width 
is given, the program prints out the exact date when the satellite reaches 
the bottom of the limit cycle. 
keeping and changes the semimajor axis correspondingly. 
It also prints out the AVrequired for  station- 
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Output of RESORB consists of the following: 
e Mean elements and their time derivatives 
a Longitude of the ascending node of the mean satellite and 
its time derivative 
e Groundtrace and coverage of the nth orbit and its integer 
multiples plus the orbits where stationkeeping was 
applied 
o Look angles for any ground station during the nth orbit 
and its integer multiples. 
1 
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APPENDIX 0 
SATELLITE ECLIPSE P R O G W  
This analytic (as opposed to integrating) program was used to 
compute the results presented in subsec. 4.2 in the main body of this 
report. 
tational perturbations. 
This program applies to circular orbits and neglects all gravi- 
F i g u r e  0 - 1  presents a satellite passing along its path Pi to P4. 
SATELLITE 
ORB IT 
F i g u r e  0 - 1  
A s  the satellite passes the point Pi, it enters the penumbra or the 
zone of partial shadow. While passing point P2  the satellite enters the 
total shadow or  umbra. 
relationship: 
The umbra shadow 
s = 1.02 [ sin - 1  (i)- 
angle, s, is given by the 
16' I 
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where 
s is in degrees 
r is the radius (in earth radii) of 
the satellite orbit. 
I. 02 is the factor due to the refraction 
of the atmosphere 
The earth-centered angle, +, between points (Pi to Pz and P3 to P ) is 
the angular width of the penumbra. 
angle is almost constant and is approximately equal to  0.54 . 
4 
Regardless of the orbit altitude, this 
0 
For  a circular orbit, the maximum time per revolution that the 
satellite is in shadow (umbra and penumbra) is  given by 
where 
is in minutes T~~~ 
S and + a r e  in degrees 
R is in  earth radii 
&= 0.0744 earth radii 3/2/min 
57.3 is the degree to radian conversion. 
, is defined as the number of consecutive days N~~~ The eclipse season, 
that the satellite passes through the shadow. 
line of nodes, N 
Neglecting regression of the 
becomes: MAX 
where 
i 
ecliptic plane 
is the inclination of the orbit plane to the e 
0.986 is the mean motion of the sun i n  
degrees per day 
2 52 
-1 
1 
r !  
It is noted that there a re  two such eclipse seasons per year. 
of the time, T, that the satellite is in the shadow per revolution as a 
function of the time, N, of the eclipse season is computed as:  
The variation 
when the inclination of the orbit plane to the ecliptic plane is greater than 
the angular size of the shadow, S t +. When the orbit plane inclination to 
the ecliptic is less than the angular size of the shadow, the satellite will 
again experience two eclipse seasons during the year, but each season will 
be continuous for the full half-year. 
half-year, and will be bounded by minimum eclipse durations rather than 
periods of no eclipse. 
shadow per rev9:ution as a function of the time, N, if the eclipse season 
is computed as: 
Therefore, the season will last for a 
For this case,  the time, T ,  the satellite is in 
where 
2N 
'= 'MAX ( l - N M A x )  
and 
- [ s i n i e  ] ' max s in sin(St$) 
- 1  sin i 
The inclination of the orbit plane relative to the ecliptic plane, ie, 
a s  used above is directly related to the inclination of the orbit plane 
relative to the equatorial plane, i a , through the relationship 
cos i e cos 23.45O cos i t sin 23.45O sin ia cos Qa a 
2 53 
where 23.45O is the inclination of the equatorial plane 
relative to the ecliptic plane 
and Qa is the longitude of the ascending node measured 
from the vernal equinox to the orbit crossing of the 
equatorial plane in degrees. 
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